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Seen&Heard Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman Elected
President, Murray Woman's Club
Around
Murray
We'll have to agree with Jim
Wineinger on Murray route five
near New Concord. He has a
first. Says he found three new
Blue Birds eggs in a nest at his
home. We knew that the birds
were getting "nesting" minded,
but we did not know that things
had progressed to this point.

Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman was
elected president of the Murray
Woman's Club at the general
luncheon meeting held
last
week the club house. She has

This is the third year that the
pair of Blue Birds have nested
in this spot he says
We still have about three
male Cardinals in our
backyard, so apparently they
have not declared territorial
rights so far. They are looking
one another over however to see
which one will claim our yard as
his range.
— Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman
We look each year at Mr.
Waterfield's yard at 12th. and served as first vice-president
Main and enjoy all the flowering for the past year. - Other officers to serve with
plants. They are beginning to
bloom now. Drive by and take a Mx for the coming year are
Mrs. Sam Knight, first vice;
look.
Mrs. John Belt, second vice;
Lochie
Hart writes from Mrs. Jack Bailey, recording
Genoa, Italy. She is on a secretary; Mrs. Arvin Crafton,
Mediterranean cruise on the
freighter KLECK. This cruise
will take two months which will
make Lochie one of the best
traveled folks we know. Says
she misses the Ledger and
Parents of the New Concord
Times.
Elementary School are asked to
volunteer their services to help
We put out a Flowering Crab in the painting of the gym and
yesterday. It is already leafing class rooms on Thursday.
out. We do not expect any March 30, at five p.m. acblooms this year, but we would cording to Hal Winchester,
be pleased if only one or two president of the Parents Club.
The Calloway County Board
appeared.
of Education has purchased the
Well be disappointed this paint for the redecorating, but
year if our Tulip Poplars do not the parents will do the painting.
bloom.
They
have If persons are unable to come at
built up an excellent root five p.m. they are requested to
system so should come through. come later. Those coming to
We expect great things from our paint should bring their own
White Fringe Tree which is brushes and ladders if possible,
actually Chionanthus Virginica. Winchester said.
The bloom comes on before the
leaves ever appear and you can
detect the sweet odor for a wide
area.

Parents To Paint
Rooms At Concord

The Iris are all geared up and
ready to go. Should bloom
earlier this year since they have
been in the same spot for
several years. We notice our
wild Daisies are coming up.
They are in clumps in the front
yard and we always enjoy them.
We've got to get us some
Shasta Daisies. They are
spectacular.

ONE CITED
One juvenile was cited for
carrying a, concealed weapon,
.31 caliber pistol, on Tuesday at
10:50 p.m. by the officers of the
Murray Police Department.

Danny Cottrell To
Speak At Meet Of
•,
ziorizacrzEst
=====
The Weather Coldwater Church
Danny Cottrell of FreedmaamIzzgenommg= Hardeman
College will be the
Jackson Purchase
Rain and a few thundershowers diminishing this morning.
Ending and turning cooler this
afternoon with highs 50 to 55.
Partial clearing and colder
tonight with lows 32 to 36. Partly cloudy and cool Thursday
with highs in the upper 40s.
Friday considerable cloudiness
and cool with a slight chance of
rain.

Kentucky
Occasional showers and a few
thunderstorms ending from the
west this afternoon and elsewhere tonight. Decreasing
cloudiness in the west this
afternoon and over the state
Thursday. Colder tonight and
Thursday. Highs today mostly
in the 50s. Lows tonight in the
mid 30s and lower 40s. Highs
Thursday in the upper 40s and
low 50s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Chance of rain and thundershowers late Friday and Saturday. Clearing Sunday. No major temperature change during
the weekend. Lows mostly in
the 30s and the highs in the 40s
to lower 50s.

featured speaker at a gospel
meeting at Coldwater Church of
Christ, March 31, April 1 and 2.
Born January 19, 1940, at
Humboldt, Tenn., he and his
wife, Linda, are the parents of
two children.
Mr. Cottrell began his
preaching in Hickman County,
Tenn., in 1960. His training
consists of a BA from David
Lipscomb, MA from Harding
Graduate School of Religion,
and additional graduate study
from Abilene Christian College.
He has served churches in
Tennessee,
Texas
and
Arkansas. Mr. Cottrell writes
articles for gospel Advocate,
Firm Foundation and Bible
Beacon. In addition to these he
has written several tracts.
Mr. Cottrell is presently
teaching at Freed-Hardeman
College in the Speech and Bible
department. He conducts
gospel meetings throughout the
nation, and has extensive radio
and TV preaching experience.
Time of service will be 7:00
p.m. each evening and 11:00
a.m. Sunday morning. The
public is cordially invited, a
church spokesznan said.

correspondign secretary; Mrs.
Thomas Brown, treasurer.
The new officers will be
officially installed at the May
general meeting and dinner.
Mrs. Bethel Richardson is the
retiring president.
Mrs. Sparkman is the wife of
the vice-president of Student
Affairs at Murray State
University, an alumnae of
Murray State, and has taught
elementary school in Ballard
County, Benton, Henderson,
Frankfort, and PaintsvWe. She
has served seven years on the
executive board of the Murray
Woman's Club as chairman of
the Alpha and Delta Departments, secretary to the board,
second vice-president and first
vice-president.
The
president-elect is a
member of the First United
Methodist Church and has
served as president of the
Women's Society of Christian
Service, chairman of the M.attie
Belle Hayes Circle, and fivgt
terms as secretary to the
executive board. She is a past
president of the
Church
Women United and the Murray
State Faculty Women's Club,
and past chairman of the Ladies
Day organization of the
Calloway County Country Club.
Mrs. Sparkman is an
associate of the
Danforth
Foundation, patroness
of
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority,
chairman of the University
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

Activities For
Parks Program
Are Announced
The Murray Park and
Recreation Department has
released some of its proposed
spring activities and some of
the results of winter activities.
The total cost of the men's
basketball program
was
$630.72. This cost was for labor,
equipment, and trophies. The
total amount taken in by the
program was$060,00. This came,
from an entry team of $50.00
from 19 participating teams
This resulted in a net profit
from the program of $319.28.
Other winter activities included women's exercise,
handicap arts and crafts,
handicap swimming, handicap
physical education, modern
dance, free play, and gun
safety.
Some of the projects for
spring include painting the
pavilions and bleachers at the
Park; complete and general
park repair; a softball field at
the new Murray High School;
and the preparation of a
baseball field.
The Park Department has
plans for remodeling the
Douglas Center, according to
Barry Polston, director. The
total cost of this program is
estimated at $451.00. The
Murray Woman's Club has
donated $200.00. toward this
project and the Episcopal
Church has donated $50.00. This
leaves the net cost to the Park
at $201.20, according to Polston.
Other spring programs the
Park Department has planned
include an Easter Egg Runt,
adult tennis, bicycle safety
program, city bicycle rally,
city kite flying contest, modern
dance, women's exercise, free
play and handicap swimming.
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Indications Suggest
Nunn May Enter Race
For U.S. Senate Seat

,
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Karen McClure. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill McClure, shows both of her winning pictures, an oil
painting and charcoal drawing, and two blue ribbons that she won in the local district Woman's
Club swards. She was presented a prize of $50 by the Creative Arts Department of the Murray
Woman's Club at the Monday meeting
Photo by Marie Holton

Karen McClure Ford Vetoes Teachers'
Named District Collective Bargaining
Winner In Art
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The collective bargaining bill
for school teachers which finalThe Creative Arts Depart.
made it through the General
ment of the Murray Woman's 'Assembly
after being weakened
Club met on Monday, March 26 considerably
has been vetoed
at the club house. Mrs. A. W. by
Gov. Wendell Ford.
Russell, chairman, presided at
In explaining his veto Tuesthe business meeting.
day, Ford said the bill would
A
special guest at the have
required
elected
meeting was Miss Karen Mcschoolboard members to barClure, Murray High School
gain with employes on tenure
Senior, who was winner in the
over public policy.
local art exhibit in both tht
Strikes would have ben prodrawing
and
paintint hibited under the bill, and
it
categories.
contained no binding arbiHer winning entries were
tration pro ision, giving school
entered in the KFWC Distri
boards the final authority in
contest held recently
at any disputes. The bill started
Gilbertsville, where she cap- • t as the professional negotiatured the three top prizes, tions bill that
teachers have
winning first place in both been trying to get since
1968,
drawing and painting, and tte but it was watered
down in the
top honor of "Best of Show' Senate.
Her drawing and painting
Other measures vetoed by
now be entered in the KFAAC
Ford Tuesday, the first bills
State competition in Lexington
meeting such a fate since the
in April.
General Assembly adjourned
Miss McClure accepted the
prize of $50 from Creative Arts March 17, included those which
would have:
(Continued on Page Fourteen
—Granted circuit courts exclusive jurisdiction over cases
involving overweight coal
trucks instead of having them
. tried in county court. Ford said

Nei Destroys
Burkhart Home

The home Of Jerry Burkhart
was destroyed by fire last night,
despite efforts by the Murray
Rescue Squad.
The structure was nearly
gone by the time the Rescue
Squad arrived, according to
reports.
The Burkhart home was
located on the Penny Crossroad
on North lath Extended, north
of Murray. The Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
assisted in fighting the blaze,
which started at 11:40 p
last
night. The two Rescue squad
units returned to the firehouse
at 2:45 a.m.
Neither the cause nor the
origin of the fire was known.
None of the contents were
saved.
Personnel answering the call
were Ed Jennings, Jim Johnson, Jim Wilkinson, Mike
Farley, Johnnie Woods, Loyd
Key, Max Dowdy. Aaron
Dowdy, David Wrye, Ronnie
Garland, Jerry Edwards, and
Jerry McCoy.

The Community-wide Easter Sunrise Services will be held at
the Murray High School Football Stadium on Sunday, April 2, at
six a.m. with Rev. Charles Moffett of the First Presbyterian
Church preaching the sermon on the subject, "A Tale of Two
Giant Killers".
Rev. Stephen Davenport, of St. John's Episcopal Church will
give the invocation and Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., of the first
United Methodist Church will read the scripture from I Samuel 17.
The benediction will be by Rev. David Rote of the First Christian
Church.
Prof. Leonard Whitmer will lead the congregational singing and
Mrs. William M.Porter will sing the special solo.
The Community-wide Sunrise Service committee chairman
is A.B. Crass who was assisted by Don McCord with the early
planning done by the Couples Sunday School Class of the First
Christian Church.

that since circuit courts are not
in continuous session,'violators
possibly would not receive
hearings as promptly as they
are now afforded."
—Make citizens subject to
payment of occupational license
taxes for schools to the county
where they lived, regardless of
whether they worked in another
county. Ford said the bill would
have made citizens subject to
double taxation — in the county
where he lived as well as the
one where he worked.
—Authorize the Legislative
Audit Committee to examine all
financial operations of state
agencies instead of only their
expenditure and remove the
statutory limit on the salary of
the legislative auditor. Ford
said the provision on the auditor's salary was "incompatible
with the legislative procedure
of establishing maximum pay
levels for state employes."
—Provided that there would
net. he kpresumption of negligence on the part ofa Vallee if
bailed goods were destroyed,
damaged or lost due to fire or
explosion while in his custody.
Ford said the bill would have
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
With the filing deadline just
hours away and others entering
the race as well, strong indications suggest former Gov.
Louie B. Nunn might jump into
the U.S. Senate race after all.
When contacted by telephone
at his Lexington law office
Tuesday evening, the former
Republican governor said,
"Sometimes I think I will, and
sometimes I think I won't run."
But he also said that circumstances had forced "a further
evaluation on my part (about
the matter) than I ever intended to give it."
Other sources close to Nunn
said flatly that he would become a candidate.
The deadline for tandidates
to file for the May 23 primary
is midnight tonight.
In explaining his reconsideration of the matter Nunn
said, "the lack of constructive
leadership demonstrated by
Mr. Huddleston and clear evidence he is not his own man
has obviously caused a great
deal of concern among the citizens of the state." Nunn said
he has received "lot of calls"
urging him to run.
Nunn was referring to State
Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston
of Elizabethtown who now is
the clear favorite to win the
Democratic nomination for senator.
Huddleston was Gov. Wendell
Ford's campaign chairman in
his successful race for governor
tast year, and Ford is supporting him for senator.

No Democratic opponent to
Huddleston entered the race until Tuesday, when Charles Van
Winkle of Louisville filed as a
candidate. Van Winkle was
elected Jefferson County surveyor two years ago, a post which
has been stripped of its function
and pay for several years.
The Republcan senatorial
race got its second Republican
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

Two Cars Invoked
In Accident Here
Two cars were involved in a
collision on North 13th Street on
Tuesday at 3:50 p.m., according
to the report filed by the officers
of the Murray Police Department. No injuries were listed.
Involved were a 1969 Ford
Falcon four door owned by R.W.
Jones and driven by Carolyn
Tureen Jones of 203 North 13th
Street, Murray, and a 1971
Chevrolet Camero two door
owned by Hossin Tabrizian of
Chicago, Ill., and driven by
Ardeshir Ehdale of
Carbondale, Ill.
Police said Mrs. Jones, going
north on North 13th Street, was
making a left turn into
residence driveway. Ehdale
attempted to pass the Jones car
and collided with it in the left
side, according to the police
report.
Damage to the Jones car was
on the left side and to the
Tabrizian car on the right front
bumper,fender, and head light.

Rodney Scott Has One-Man Art
Exhibit At Florida Yacht Club
Of interest to Murray's
residents is the report of a oneman art exhibit at the Riomar
Bay Yacht Club in Vero Beach,
Florida,hr.'.Rodney Scott,one
of Murray's local artists.
Scott is a young and talented
artist who works in all media—
particularly sculpture—and
who formerly resided in
Murray. He is now a resident of

Vero Beach, Florida, where he
Win his third year as Art Instructor at the Vero Beach
Senior High School. He is also
the Fine Arts iti.structor for the
Adult Education program in
Indian River County, Florida.
He was graduated with a B.S.
degree from
Murray State
University where he won a
scholarship in Art and a
Professional Quality Award.
Scott also exhibited in Hall
—41IW-lit-MS'thand- has woo
"Best of Show in Sculpture" in
Beach Art
the Annual Vero
Show.
Scott has taught at Indian
Community College;
River
exhibited in the Indiatlantic Art
Show and was one of the judges
of the recent Vero Beach Art
Show.
Owners of his paintings and
sculpture include Mrs. Celeste
(Continued on Page Fourteen I

Homer Miller
Speaker For
Lions Tuesday
J. Homer Miller spoke to the
Murray Lions Club Tuesday
night on the Purchase Area
Development District ADD)
comprised of Calloway and the
seven other Purchase counties.
Miller, a member of the Lions
Club, is economic planner for
the Purchase ADD which is
administoed thru EDA. There
are 15 sucddistricts in the State
of Kentucky. Each district is
governed by a board of directors composed
of County
Judges, Mayors and other
citizens. The Calloway members of the Purchase ADD are
Judge Robert Miller, Mayor
Holmes Ellis, R.L. Cooper. and
Dave Willis. Leon Smith of
Murray is executive director for
the district.
Calloway is one
of four
counties designated as Title iV
counties, Miller said This
means that Callowa is el:gible
for up to 70 per cent grants and
J. Rodney Scott is the artist-et a one-man art exhibit at the Riomar Bay Yacht Club ha Vero Beach,
loans, Miller explained. The
Florida. Scott is a former resident of Murray. He is in his third year as Art Instructor at the Vero
other .counties thus ,I,,,ignated
Beach Senior High School. He is also the Fine Arts Instructor for the Adult Education program In
(Csatinned on Page Fourteeni
Indian River County, Florida.
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Second of two articles
By PAUL CORCORAN '
Copley News Service

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Meany's Mistake
BY WALKING OUT on the federal Pay Board,
George Meany is doing more harm than good for the
American labor movement. He is closing a door
which he asked to be opened by the Nixon administration.
With or without Mr. Meany and company, the
Nixon wage-price control administrators should
move ahead.
The objective is to curb inflation, which is eating
into the income of every American.
IF the Pay Board could have Meany's
cooperation, the health of the nation's economy
might be helped. But he has chosen to be uncooperative.
As the President said, fighting inflation is
everyone's job and "George Meany walked off the
job."
WITH HIM, Meany has taken three of the four
other labor leaders on the ,Pay Board which was
set up along with a Price Commission in a crash
attempt to maintain an evenness in the American
economy. President Nixon says he will reduce the
business representation by the same number. That
leaves the public sector the controlling factor, and
perhaps that's the way it should be. Meany insisted
on having labor represented. This could have been
an all-public board, and if Phase 2 of the wage-price
freeze is to produce the desirable results it might be
well for the President to overhaul the membership
and make it that.
From its beginning, the short history of the Pay
Board has been one of the labor members complaining about each decision on wage contracts. Yet
they have won most of what they have demanded,
and have been given reasonable compromises on
other cases.
MEANY and his labor colleagues made hard
demands before becoming members of the Pay
Board. One was that the board would be autonomous
and that the Nixon administration would not
overrule decisions. Now Mr. Meany denounces the
board, and its counterpart, The Price Commission.
It hardly alters the fact that he was assured labor's
voice would be heard, and it has.
Xhe point is that he has been uncooperative. Since
October he has issued a flood of anti-Nixon administrationastatements on woe:price controls and
the Nixon effort to stem inflation, tossing in
criticisms on other Nixon statements and actions.
The backdrop of the stage scenery should be
painted with the word "politics." This, rather than a
sincere attempt to combat inflation, appears to be
Mr. Meany's interest.
WE AGREE WITH the labor leaders who say the
-Price-Commission should lean hard on business and
industry to hold down the cost of living. There must
be an even-handed management of the economy
when government imposes controls. Penalties
should be imposed on any who violate the rules of
Phase 2 in the freeze, which by now are well known.
Inside Labor columnist Victor Riesel wrote in this
newspaper on Oct. 13 that President Nixon was
treating American labor "virtually as though it were
a sovereign state." George Meany behaves as if it
were. But he is ignoring the broad interest of the
entire populace, rich and poor, worker and retiree,
employer and employe, when he refuses to join
others in the quest to make a dollar worth the same
tomorrow as today.
—Commercial Appeal

Ten Years Ago Today
After months of preparatory work, and wrestling
with plans, drawings, and federal and state approvals, the new Murray Hospital suddenly got the
"green light" and apparently work will progress
swiftly from this point.
Deaths reported are Charles Carrol, age 23, and
Crista Lynn Shipley, age 3.
"Promoting Good Mental Health" was the lesson
studied by the major project leaders of the
Homemakers Club at the training meeting conducted -by Mrs. Mary Browder, Family Relations
specialist from the University of Kentucky.
Calloway ladies joined women at Hickman for the
session.
All members of the Murray Board of Education
are graduates of Murray High School including W.Z.
Carter, superintendent of city schools. They are
Dick Sykes, Ed Frank Kirk, Maurice Ryan, Hilton
Hughes, and Wayne Flora.

The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked:
who can know it?—Jeremiah 17:9.
Let's face it No one had to teach us to do wrong.
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Formula Given
For Delegates
Viewpoints from other Newspapers.
FRANKFORT, Ky.—A formula, which follows national
committee guidelines, has been
devised
by
the
State
Deomocratic Party to determine how many county
delegates will attend the State
Congressional
Democratic
District Convention June 2.
The Rule Committee of the
State Deomocratic Party announced its official figures
Saturday, after applying the
formula to all of Kentucky's 120
counties.
The formula included: state
population; individual county
MORRIS, MINN., TRIBUNE,;,"The presidenti'
population; county and state
election is.. months away and yet a number
Democratic votes cast in the
distinguished senators are already running around 1968 Presidential election; and
the country in search of support for their base of 2,000 delegates to this
Democratic
year's state
presidential aspirations. If there is any semblance convention. ( The actual
of truth in their rantings and ravings about the ills of delegate figure is 1,990.1
the country, it would seem that the country would be
For any given county the
better served it they went to work in their elected typical selection procedure
jobs in Congress and tried to solve some of the was:
—Divide
the
state
problems they talk about so freely.".
population into -the 'TndiVid' del
county population and multiply
BELTON, TEXAS, JOURNAL: "Now comes a by 2,000.
—Divide
state
the
report from 12 scientists. After a two-year study and
$1 million spent, they conclude that 'mayhem on Presidential Democratic votes
television could lead children prone to violence to of 1968 into the county
Democratic
that same
behave more aggressively'. They hedged this election and votes
multiply by the
conclusion by saying perhaps these violent-prone base of 2,01A,
Children might have become mean anywayThis
—Add the two resulting
long, expensive study could have been reduced to 10 figures and divide by two, thus
minutes plus a 10-cent phone call to nearly any giving the number of delegates
from the individual county to
parent-.
the congressional district
convention.
ALTOONA, PA., MIRROR: "A newspaperman
In Jefferson, Kenton,
has the same right to knowledge of public affairs Fayettte, Campbell, Daviess
that every citizen has. But in addition he and Hardin counties, the forrepresents the public, which cannot attend all mula applies to legislative
meetings or interview all officials. If a city, county, districts.
At the congressional district
state or federal official denies a reporter access to convention in Frankfort, 35
public documents, he is denying all citizens the right delegates will be selected to
to know how their government is being operated". attend the National Democratic
Convention July 10-13 in Miami,
Fla.
Five national convention
will be chosen from
delegates
‘1.180111•TIMIS VILE
of
Kentucky's
each
About 700 persons visited the Ledger & Times congressional districts except
office and plant yesterday and last night during the for the Fifth District which is
delegates, and the
open house held by the daily newspaper. The new allowed four
•Seventh District which is
section, formerly the Del-Rose Ice Cream plant, has permitted six.
been added to the office for the office supply storey, Ve State Democratic
Preparations for the 4th annual ,North-South '
ConVention, to be held June 3,
basketball classic for June 14 in the Carr Grri, will choose 12 additional
Murray State College, are continuing according to delegates ( at-large )" to attend
the Miami convention.
Marvin 0. Wrather, chairman.
National rules prohibit half or
recently
left
Ross
the
25th
Pfc. Dave J.
Infantry split delegate votes as in the
Division on the Korean front for rotation to the past, party officials said.
Thirty-four alternate
United States.
Prof. L.R. Putnam of the Fine Arts Department of delegates, 24 from the
Murray State College spoke before the Southern congressional district convention, will also be selected.
District regional meeting of the National
State Party Chairman J.R.
Association of Teachers'aSinging.. Inc., at Belmont Miller said any questions
College, Nashville, Tenn., on March 19.
regarding the convention
procedures should be referred
to Louisville attorney Thomas
Carroll, the party's general
counsel.
by Carl Riblet Jr.

HINCKLEY, ILL., REVIEW: "We probably will
make a few people unhappy, but we cannot see the
government subsidizing culture, when the people do
not want it. The director of the Kennedy Center has
said that unless Congress provided funds to bail the
center out of a financial mess, they would have to
charge admission to the center. This, in our opinion,
should be pretty low on the list of places for Congress
to dole out our money. Perhaps they should charge
for admission-and if it doesn't pay off, then maybe
the 'good' arts should find a less grand location for
the enrichment of our people".

4

Isn't It The Truth!

not
Here are three more things that are
believable: that television someday will improve,
that city hall will economize and that Teddy Kennedy would rather be right than President.
"I will follow the right even to
the fire...but avoiding the fire."
—Michel de Montaigne

Accepting the fact that the
fabric of American society is
based solidly on the Puritan
Christian ethic, there are signs
that the rock built by the nation's forefathers is being
eroded, if it is not entirely
crumbling.
The moral code regarding
sexual relations has been drastically changed. Legalized
abortions, once universally
taboo, are now permitted in 17
states. And gambling, on everybody and everything, is a
national obsession.
Legalize gambling, or so the
argument goes, because people
are going to het anyway and
there should be some way to
make good use of some of the
'money that should have gone
for food, rent or clothes.
Most of the states are having
hard times financing educatioa, roads and health services,
to mention only a few things.
They will do almost anything
that is legal to make ends meet,
and that includes lotteries and
off-track betting.
Nevada's example of what a
state can reclaim in revenue
from gambling has given almost every state at least the
notion of making it easier and
technically legal, if not morally
so, to wager.
New York has a lottery selling for $1 per ticket. New York
City is pioneering off-track betting. That way, the fellow who
fancies horse racing does not
have to solicit from an illegal
bookie. New Hampshire, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts all have adopted
lotteries, with some degree of
success.
Still, there is a shadow of
conscience about the ethics of
capitalizing on a vice which
causes crime and broken
homes. .
Police in almost every city
where there is a Thoroughbred
or grayhound race meeting will
tell you that the number of robberies and burglaries invariably increases when the horses
and dogs start running.
Not everyone steals to support a gambling habit, of
course.
A lot of people — millions of
them — wager $1 to $5, $10 or
$25 on a football game and see
nothing wrong about it. But
such wagering still is against
the law, and no government
profits from it. Marty millions
of dollars are wagered on
sports every weekend, a problem that causes professional
and college athletics no little
concern.
Many families could relate
considerably more serious
problems resulting- from.aanu..
bling of $5,000,$10,000 or $15,000
through illegal bookies that depletes savings and costs the
loss of home, car or both.
The story about a man who
drives to Las Vegas in a Cadillac and leaves town on a bus
with $5 borrowed from a friendly dealer is more true than
false.
But even religious organizations see the potential for good
in what are euphemistically
called games. Bingo has been a
favorite recreation with some
members of the Catholic faith,
and recently was legalized in
Illinois under state law.
Raffles are among other
events that combine charitable
benefits with fun and the opportunity to win )rizes..
Some such events present
ticklish problems for law enforcement officers who don't
want to step on the toes of the
clergy.
But over-all, these are harmless practices that cause relatively little trouble, nor are
they what the states are talking
about when they get into controlled lotteries or off-track
betting. It is big business that
requires a considerable investment before profit.
The state lotteries, for
example, require administrative personnel to operate, and a
budget for promotion. The
mechanics of the New Jersey
lottery, for example, are somewhat involved.
The state sells tickets for 50
cents — against $3 in New

Hampshire — in about 4,000
outlets, approximately onethird of the anticipated number
of stores, toll booths and other
businesses where they will be
sold in the future.
The weekly procedure by
which a six-digit number is selected at random involves a
machine, a computer, a rack of
numbered balls,and a barrel in
which are placed results of
horse races run long ago.
The state lotteries are exempt from federal government
excise taxes by using outdated
horse race results.
The prizes vary as to amount,
in ratio to the odds. For example, if the six digits on a ticket
match the selected number, the
prize is $50,000. There is a
sharp drop to $4,000 on the second best, on five matching
numbers.
The New Jersey Lottery
Commission has added another
gimmick: when there is enough
money in the prize fund, there
is a "millionaire" lottery, with
the winner selected by a celebrity, such as Jack Benny, in a
public drawing. The million is
distributed at the rate of $50,000
per year over 20 years.
In New York, the lottery
prizes range from $100 to
$100,000. But the odds run as
high as 660 to 1 against the man
who invests his $1 winning
anything.
Those odds are too great for
the professional gambler to
turn away from horse race
wagering, dice or cards —
illegal or not.
That indicates there is little
hope of wiping out illegal
gaming operations, which theoretically was to be a spinoff
from the legalized lottery.
The rationale that a lottery
can be considered a regressive

tax on the people who can least
afford to pay is disputed by,
among others, Edward J. Powers, executive director of the
New Hampshire lottery. He
claims the majority of winners
in his state were not from the
poverty class.
The fact that the U.S. government imposes restraints on
how lotteries are conducted is
not widely known. It is possible,
for example, to have Irish
Sweepstakes tickets sent
through the mails. But state
lotteries in America are subject to restrictions of interstate
commerce and tickets may not
go through the mails. Efforts to
establish a national lottery
have failed.
A principal reason for the
U.S. government policy was
sweepstakes corruption in
Louisiana and some other
states before the turn of the
century.
Powers feels the restrictions
are outmoded, that the existing
state lotteries are "absolutely
honest under very rigid controls. So why should not someone in California be allowed to
send the state of New Hampshire $3 for a ticket if he wants
to?"
As long as the issue of legalized gambling through a lottery or off-track betting remains intertwined with moral
attitudes toward gambling, the
controversy is going to continue. And there are going to be
misgivings even in states
where lotteries are legal.
But the need for more revenue is compelling. And state
legislatures, once convinced
the voters will accept legalized
gambling,are going to give it to
them.
Righteousness, after all, is an
expensive virtue in the 1970s.
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Mrs. A. M. Thomas
Hostess For Meet
Of Church Circle
The Alice Waters Circle of the
Women's Society of Christian
Service of the First United
Methodist Church held its
regular monthly meeting in the
home of Mrs. A. M. Thomas,803
Sha Wa Circle on Tuesday,
March 14.
In the absence of the chairman, Mrs. I. B. Mayfield, Mrs.
A. C. LaFollette, co-chairman
presided calling the meeting to
order with prayer.
Reports of visits to the sick
and shut-ins were made by Mrs.
W. E. Moffett, Mrs. A. W.
Simmons, Mrs. Warden Gilbert,
and Mrs. A. M. Thomas.
Mrs. W. B. Graves, chairman
of Mission Education, gave a
most interesting report from
the "Mission Interpretation"
meeting held at Paris, Tenn.,
and urged the circle's attendance to an informal coffee
and discussion of missions to be
at- the church Wednesday
morning, March 22. Rev. Billy
M.Sterns, Field Representative
of the Executive Staff of the
Board
of
Missions,
headquarters New York City
would be present to answer
questions and give in informal
talk.
Mrs. LaFollette reported on
the general meeting held March
14 with the speaker being Mrs.
Harlan Hodges, on "Easter
Thoughts".
Mrs. E. J. Haverstock gave
the devotion. Her subject was
"The Spirit Must Be Fed" and
she read from the first chapter
of Matthew.
Mrs. Maurice Ryan, district
treasurer was a visitor and
gave an interesting and detailed
report of where the money was
sent for mission at home and
overseas.
Mrs. Thomas served delicious
fifteen
refreshments
to
members and two visitors, Mrs.
Maurice Ryan and Mrs. Pearl
Moffitt.
Leftover club soda can be
used to shine the polished
surfaces of electrical appliances such as toasters and
waffle irons.
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Horn-Caldwell Engagement

June Wedding Planned

Being acci

t-prone
cident

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband his had three serious accidents at work in the past two yearS. I have quit asking him
to do chores around the house because he is always mashing his fingers with a hammer, cutting himself, or falling
off the ladder while changing the screens or storm windows.
It's a good year when he hasn't had a couple of automobile accidents. The doctor at the plant where he works
suggested that he see a PSYCHIATRIST' Why! He isn't
crazy.
HIS WIFE
DEAR WIFE: People who have more than their share
of "accidents" could be unconsciously punishing themselves
for unresolved guilt. And they need not be "crazy" to do so.
I think the plant doctor planted a very sound suggestion in
your husband's mind.
(Love Studio photo)
Miss

Martha Jane Kemp

Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Kemp of Murray, Route One announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Martha Jane, to Donald Ray Leet, son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Leet of Owensboro.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lee Reeves and
the late Mr. Reeves of Almo, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Kemp of Murray.
She is a 1968 graduate of Murray University School and is a
senior at Murray State University where she is majoring in
Elementary Education and English.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Daviess County High School
and is presently attending Murray State University where he is
studying for an area in Accounting. The wedding will take place on Saturday, June 3, at Goshen
United Methodist Church. No formal invitations are being sent.
All friends and relatives are invited.

Spring Conference
Of PTA Planned
Tuesday, April 4

The First District Spring
Conference of the Kentucky
Congress of Parents and
Teachers will be held Tuesday
evening April 4, at the Andrew
Jackson 'Elementary School in
Paducah, vitals Mrs. Robert
Daley, PTA president as
hostess.
A pre-conference board of
managers meeting will be held
at 6:30 p.m. Registration will
begin at 6;30. Local units are at
Murray High, Murray Middle,
Carter, Robertson, Almo, and
Kirksey Schools.
The call to order will be at
7:00 .p.ra. by Mrs.. Melvin
Earles, first district president.
Salute to the Flag will be given
by Kevin Daley, Timmy Daley,
Fashion Notes
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Written by
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First isj..zct first Vice
longer than a jacket...President.
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Music on the program will be
so well with
goes
provided by the Jackson 6th
everything in a wardrobe.
grade. chorus under the
direction of Miss Donna Hall.
Speakinj of _coats...Full
The speaker for the evening
length coats...all spit in4' will be Thomas Massie, with the
polish...tomes up great in
State Department of Child
navy...and shine themWelfare.
selves up with a row of
Awards will be presented by
bran- buttons going down
the following chairmen: .
the bodice and up the
Cultural Arts, Mrs. Chester-.
sleeves.
Grant; Publicity Book, Mrs.
Norman Blakely; Silver Tray,
You know that knits
Mrs. Pat Allen Cooper; Hazel
are he moving force in
Bennett Membership Plaque,
fashion?...They
Mrs. Perry Norsworthy;
cling...lbey swing...They
Membership Award, Mrs. W.L.
flare...Tbey come in
Bennett Jr.;
delectable colors, vibrant
Life Membership, Mrs.
and excitiag....They
Melvin Earles; District Award,
travel.. Need further
Mrs. Robert Johnston; Local
proof?
Award Hans Konrad.
The credentials report will be
Remember, fashion is
given by Mrs. Clovis Copeland
YOur best SOCIAL security.
and the Courtesy report by Mrs.
M.D. Bowden.
Happy Easter from
Pages will be Mrs. Mary Ann
everyone at the Happy
Thomas, Mrs. Jean Record,
Yellow Store.
Mrs. Margorie Yancy and Mrs.
Valerie Fleming.
the Happy Yellow Store
There will be a coffee hour
is open till 5:30 Mon.-Sat.following the meeting with Mrs.
till 4:00 on Fri.
Talmadge Martin, Mrs. Don
Samples and Mrs. D.H. Ralston
serving.
HAPPY YELLOW
STORE
To remove grease from
wood paneling, scrub with a
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
cloth that has been saturated
with lacquer thinner.
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Duplicate Bridge
Winners Are Given
Winners of the session by the
Murray Open Duplicate Bridge
Club last week were Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. Swan, first, and Mr.
and Mrs. Beck Wilson, second.
The club will meet tonight
(Wednesday) at seven p.m. in
Gleason Hall of St Leo's
Catholic Church, North 12th
Street. For information call W.
J. Swan.

DEAR ABBY: I just read the letter in your column
about the husband who completely avoids sex. I was glad to
learn I wasn't the only person in the world who feels this
way about sex. I am a married woman, and ',hank heavens
my husband isn't the type of man who makes unpleasant
demands on me.
In almost every article I have ever read about failing
marriages, they say the main reason is that one of the
partners is "sexually inadequate"—whatever that means.
What most people can't understand is that some people
just don't care for sex that much I personally find the very
thought of it sickening. It is really more trouble than it's
worth.
I am not an unloving person, Abby. I just happen to feel
that love can be expressed in other ways. Besides there are
too many people in the world already.
Believe me, we have a better marriage than most
people I know. And my husband really understands me.
HAPPY WITHOUT SEX
DEAR HAPPY: If you are happ3,, and your husband is
happy, then I am happy.
DEAR ABBY: I'm going with a swell guy and I like
him a lot. He is very kind and considerate. He's polite, too,
helping me with my chair and bolding doors open for me.
You could say he was a perfect gentleman—except when he
eats, and Abby, he eats just like a hog! I am so ashamed
to eat with him. He slurps his soup and smacks his lips. He
locks his little finger over his fort and holds his knife in a
tightfist grasp. He eats very quickly and practically shovels
his food In.
How can I correct him without hurting his feelings? Or
worse yet, scaring him off! I don't want to lose him.
CHICKEN

Miss Kathy Jo Horn
likl,and Mrs. Roy E. Horn of 722 Caledonia Street, Paris, Term.,
ankoince the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Kathy Jo, to William Bowles Caldwell, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. William B. Caldwell of 10 Hillcrest Circle, Paris, Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy L.
Fields of Bruceton, Tenn.,and the late Mr.and Mrs. William Horn
of McKenzie, Term. She is a 1969 graduate of Grove High School
and is a junior at Memphis State University where she is
joring in elementary education.
Grandparents of the groom-to-be are Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Earl
Littleton of 201 South Eighth Street, Murray, and Mrs. James
Alfred Caldwell of 10 Hillcrest Circle, Paris, Term., and the late
Mr. Caldwell,
Midshipman Caldwell graduated from Grove High School in
1968 and received his appointment to the United States Naval
Academy by the late Congressman Robert A. Everett. He will
graduate from the academy on June 7, whereupon he will be
commissioned a second lieutenant in the Marines.
The wedding will take place on Sunday, June 11, at the Temple
Baptist Church in Paris, Tenn.
...I
Phone 133-1911 olor 733.4947

Miss June Farris, bride-elect
of Marlin Pierce, whose wedding will be an event of April 21,
was the honoree at a delightfully planned household shower
held in the Fellowship Hall of
the Kirksey United Methodist
Church on Saturday, March 18,
at one-thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
The gracious hostesses for the
special occasion were Mrs.
Doyle Pierce, Mrs. Don
Paschall, and Mrs. Rudy
Lovett, sister-in-law and sisters
respectively of the groom-elect.
The bride-elect and her
mother, Mrs. Billy Joe Farris,
and her mother-in-law to be,
were
Mrs. Paul Pierce,
presented corsages of white
carnations by the hostesses.
Games were played with the
recipients of the prizes being
Mrs. John Jones, Mrs. Jewell
McCallon, and Mrs. Hiram
Riley who presented them to the
honoree.
Refreshments of individual
cakes decorated with yellow
roses, light green punch, mints,
and nuts were served from a
table overlaid with a beautiful
white spread. On each side of
the crystal punch bowl were
white burning candles.
The honoree opened her many
useful and lovely gifts for the
guests to view. They had been
placed on a table covered with a
white cloth with yellow and
green streamers hanging from
the ceiling coming to the end
with large bows. In the center
was hung a large white wedding
bell.
Approximately thirty-five
persons were present with
several others sending gifts.

Mrs. Isaac Grogan of Murray
has been a patient at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Brett Clark Puckett of 1524
Kirkwood Drive, Murray, was
dismissed March 25 from the
Community Hospital, Mayfield.

DEAR CHICKEN: WhoniSso and he are alone togiether
land ideally, eating] start by suggesting that he eat a little
more slowly. Then suggest that he eat a little more quietly.
Next, very diplomatically show him how to hold his knife
and fork. If you correct him gently, and in the spirit of
kindness he will be neither hurt nor scared off.
CONFIDENTIAL T() MY READERS: Next Sunday is
Easter. Please do not give a child who is too ).oung to care
for It properly sAliviog gift. Every year a shocking number
of baby chicks,' rabbits. kitten and puppies have been,
"Mauled. handled, dimothered Mid neglected to death by
children who received them as Easter gifts, and regard
them as "toys." Have a heart, and give intuit children
stuffed animals instead.

Miss Kathy Jean CAleman
celebrated her 14th birthday
recently with a "pima party" at
her home on South 4th at., extended.
A buffet supper of pizza,
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
chips, cola and birthday cake
your chest. Write to ABB. Box 0700, Los Angeles, Cal.
was served by her mother, Mrs.
WHO. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
James:M. Coleman.
envelope.
, The group listened to records
and played games with prizes
Hate to write letters! Send $I to Abby. Box 69700, Los
hieing won by Lisa McReynolds
Angeles, Cal. 99446, for Abby's booklet. "How to Write Letand Don Hunter.
ters for AU Occasions."
Those attending were Patty
Welch, Sheila Jones, Becky
Thorton, Candy Walker, Kern
Barnes, David Frank, Nancy
Shuffett, Lee Ann Boone,
Robbie Hibbard, Don Hunter,
Friday, March 31
Lindy Suiter, Tony Thurmond,
Good Friday Community
Chuck Higginbotham, Lisa
Wide Service will be held at St
McReynolds, and the honoree,
John's Episcopal Church. Man
The eighth grade class of
Kathy Coleman.
and Broach, at noon.
Lynn Grove Elementary School
went on a field trip on Tuesday
Saturday, April 1
morning March 21 that included
Numbers to call for the Red tours of the Calloway County
Cron_ Emergency Military Jail and Tappan Plant in
Service after office hours from Murray. The students were
d 53
.April 1 are 767-4052 quite impressed with both tours,
and 7534684.
a spokesman said.
A party honoring the expected
A bake sale will be held in
..itt the jail, Jailer Hurl Jones
arrival of Mrs. Charles(Judy)
front of Rose'vatarting at nine related the procedure for
Parker was held at the home of
a.m., sponsored by the women confining a person and told how
Mrs. Billy Rue Nix Monday
of Durward's Chapel Pen- the institution is operated. He
evening, March 27.
showed the students through the
tecostal Church.
Other hostesses for the ocfacility and answered questions
casion were Mrs. Gene Mc"
The Baptist Young Women of from the group.
Dougal and Mrs. Gary
the First Baptist Church will
At Tappan the class was
Smotherman.
sponsor an Easter egg hunt for divirled into two groups for a
The home was decorated with all
children of the church at very informative tour. The
spring flowers throughout. In
1709-A W411 Extended, at five groups were able to see the
the living room was a money p.m. A l*
dog supper will be processing and the assembling
tree, beautifully decorated by served.
of the stoves. Students were
;
Mrs. Ted Howard for Easter.
An Easter Egg Hunt for pre- encouraged by the Tappan
The money tree was presented school through third grade will guides to ask questions as they
to Mrs. Parker. Games were be held for children of the moved through the plant. After
played, and refreshments Calloway County Country Club the tour each student received
served.
from 10 to 11:30 a.m. Each a brief history of the Tappan
Those attending were young member is asked to bring three Operations in Murray.
women of 7th and Poplar eggs to hide. Members of the
The .Lynn Grove students
Church of Christ: Mesdames planning
committee are were accompanied by the
V.L. McGary, Jimmy
Reiroat, principal,Freed Curd, and their
Mesdames Joe
Ragsdale, Gene Parker, James Dwaine
Gary teacher, Mrs. Ellen Bean.
Taylor,
Thurmond, L.W. Paschall, Marquardt, Richard Hutsim,
Keith Donelton, Steve Sam- Howard Steely, and Geot,;e Beef
for Burgers
mons, Webb Caldwell, Gary Oakley.
Surveys
indicate that it is
Lamb, Ray Sims, Billy Wells,
Art Jewell, Miss Caryl Jewell,
The Hazel High School not Always the most lean beef
Mrs. Sammy Gallirndre, sister Alinnni banquet will be held at that makes the best burgers.
of the honoree visiting from Murray Woman's Club House Roth ground beef and ground
Nashville, the hostesses and the with Dr. Will Frank Steely as chuck are especially good for
"hamburgers" or beef patties.
honoree.
speaker.

Lynn Grove Eighth

Grade Visits Jail
And Tappan Plant

"Expected Arrival"
Party Held Monday
At The Nix Home

lintefee
by

VANITY FAIR

Vestease puts it all together for you! You get the great lovered look in
one easy put-on. Plus the no-upkeep pleasures on nylon tr•cot and the
no-cling freedom , of Antron* III. Pius the coolest tricoiar con-bos
around. Vestease Gown, XS-S-M L!,(,)n oa, 32 to 38, $12.
Coat, 32 to 38, $14. Scuffs, $4.

The Happy Yellow Store

•
LITTLETON'S
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Nets Have Chance
For Second Place
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP) The New York Nets won two
games Tuesday night-theirs
and Virginia's.
New York closed out its regular season with a 92-86 victory
over the Indiana Pacers, while
the Virginia Squires dropped a
127-121 decision to the Carolina
Cougars.
As a result, the Nets pulled
within one half-game of Virginia in the, race for second
place in the American Basketball Association's East Division. The Squires wind up their
regular schedule at Memphis
tonight.
If Virginia loses tonight, the
teams will finish in a tie with
44-40 won-loss records. A onegame playoff would be held to
determine the second place finisher.
What's the difference between finishing second and
third?
The difference is in firstround playoff opponents, and
its a big difference.
The second place finisher will
meet the Floridians, who assured themselves of a playoff
berth Tuesday night by beating
Memphis 118-107 and clinching
fourth place in the ABA East.
The team that finishes third,
meanwhile, has the dubious

Pirates Down
Cards 6-2 In
Exhibition Ball

THE CARR RATINGS
BY

1 -

TOP TWENTY TEAMS - 1971
(30-0)- 105.7
U. C. L. A.
NO. CAROLINA (26-5)- 99.8
FLORIDA STATE (27-6)- 97.3
(26-5)- 96.7
LOUISVILLE
SO. CAROLINA (24-5)- 95.4
S.W.LOU1SIANA (26-4)- 95.3
PENNSYLVANIA (25-3)- 95.1
(27-5)- 94.4
MARYLAND
LONG BEACH ST.(25-4)- 94.2
BRIGHAM YOUNG (21-5)- 93.3

DONICANFI
7E.FINAL BASICEIGS:
(21-7)- 92.7
11 -

KENTUCKY
honor of drawing the Kentucky
2 (23-4)- 92.4
12 - MARSHALL
Colonels, the club with the best
3 (18-6)- 92.2
13
OHIO STATE
4 14 - ORAL ROBERTS (26-2)- 92.1
record in the entire ABA, as a
(18-8)- 91.8
5 15
MINNESOTA
first-round opponent.
(25-4)- 91.6
6 16
MARQUETTE
In other ABA games, Dallas
7 •
17
MEMPHIS STATE (21-7)- 91.2
8 (21.7)- 91.1
18
edged Utah 98-95 and Kentucky
VIRGINIA
9 (21-6)- 91.0
19
PROVIDENCE
nipped Pittsburgh 134-132.
90.9
(19-6)1020
TENNESSEE
In opening games of the National Basketball Association
ODLLEGE DIVISION POP TWENTY TEAMS -1971672 FINAL BASKETBALL RATINGS:
Western Conference playoffs,
1 - LOUISIANA TECH(22-3)- 88.0
11
25- 5)• 77.8
GARDNF.R area
Golden State upset Milwaukee
2 - TENNESSEE ST. (26-2)- 84.8
12
PHILA. TEXTILE(22-7)- 77.5
3 - KENTUCKY STATE(28-5)- 84.6
(22-4)- 77.1
13
SAM HOUSTON
117-106 and Los Angeles de4 - EAU CLAIRE
(29-2)- 83.3
14
NEW ORLEANS (17-10)- 77.0
feated Chicago 95-80.
5 - ROANOKE
(24.5)15
C4EYNEY STATE (22-6)- 76.5
The Nets did their part in the
6 - AKRON
(26-5)- 82.6
16
ALABA4A STATE (22-3)- 76.1
battle for second place by beat7 - S. F. AUSTIN (31-3)- 81.1
17
ST. LOUIS-U.M.(21-5)- 76.0
(21-6)- 75.9
8 - E. MICHIGAN
(24-7)- 79.7
18
BROCKPORT
ing Indiana. Now they can just
9 - ASSUMPTION
(24-7)- 75.7
(21-6)- 79.5
19
GLENVILLE
hope Memphis beats Virginia
10 - EVANSVILLE
(22=6)- 79.4
20
TRANSYLVANIA (21-6)- 75.6
tonight.
N. A. I. A. TOP TWENTY TEAMS - 1971 6 72 FINAL BASKETBALL RATINGS:
John Roche starting at guard
in place of Bill Melchiormi, out
1 - KENTUCKY STATE(28-5)- 84.6
11
MORRIS HARVEY (23-7)- 75.2
2 - EAU CLAIRE
with a broken hand, scored 22
(29-2)- 83.3
(21-9)- 74.5
12
WESTMONT
3
S.
81.1
F.
AUSTIN
(31-3)13
PITTSBURG ST. (22-8)- 74.0
points for the Nets, but the high
4 - GARDNER ('(EBB (25-5)- 77.8
14
(19-8)- 73.7
DELTA STATE
man was Rick Barry, who cele5 - SAM HOUSTON
(22-4)- 77.1
(24.8)- 73.6
15
ST. THOMAS
brated his 28th birthday by
6 - ALABAMA STATE (22-3)- 76.1
(22-5)- 73.5
16
XAVIER-N,.(.
7. - BROCKPORT
(21-6)- 75.9
17
W.WASHINGTON (26-4)- 73.4
scoring 32 points.
8 - GLENVILLE
(24-7)- 75.7
(24-2)18
73.2
DEFIANCE
Roger Brown was high scorer
9 - MERCER
(19-7)- 75.4
19
GAMBLING
(18
'
8)- 72.9
for the Pacers with 23 points
10- FAIRMONT
(24-6)- 75.3
20
CARSON NDPON 1 24-13)- 72.8
and center Mel Daniels added
SEASONS MOND:
1111-4777
PCT-852
MISSED-833
COPYRIGHT 1972 BY THE Q.AR RATINGS SER'..- LL
22.
Wendell Ladner hit a jump
shot with 45 seconds to go,
breaking a late tie and sparking Carolina to victory over
the Squires. Larry Miller was
Carolina's high scorer with 29
points.
Despite their victory, the
Cougars were eliminated from
the playoff picture when the By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS son, began their series against Dallas 98, Utah 95.
Is Oscar Robertson, one of Chicago by wearing down the
Golden State's Jim Barnett,
Floridians defeated Memphis.
the
greatest players in National injury riddled Bulls 95-80 at Los who was guarded by Robertson,
Warren Jabali tallied 30
ran Oscar ragged and scored a
points, Larry Jones 25 and Will- Basketball Association history, Angeles.
The Boston Celtics, for many game-high 30 points for the
ie Long 21 for the Floridians, hurting to the point where it
while Randy Denton was high will cost the Milwaukee Bucks years the league's most domi- Warriors.
defense of their league title?
nant team, make their first
Kareem-Jabbar, the league's
man for Memphis with 21.
The 33-year-old Robertson, post-season appearance in three leading scorer and Most ValuDonnie Freeman scored 19
points, Rich Jones 17 and the NBA's second leading all- seasons, entertaining the At- able Player for the second
George Johnson 13 to pace Dal- time scorer and top playmaker, lanta Hawks tonight in the straight yea?, led the Bucks
las. It broke a string of 34 has been suffering from a opening game of the Eastern with 28 points, seven below his
games in which Freeman had strained muscle in his abdomen Conference playoffs.
average. Robertson, seeing his
since Feb. 4.
The other Eastern Conference most extensive action since sufscored at least 20 points.
It showed Tuesday night as semifinal begins Friday night fering his injury, had 23.
Dan Issel paced Kentucky
with 29 points and broke an the Bucks were upset by the at Baltimore, with the Bullets
Guards Gail Goodrich with 32
ABA single season scoring Golden State Warriors 117-106 facing the New York Knicks.
points and Jerry West with 23
All series are best-of-seven keyed Los Angeles' victory
record with 2,525 points in 82 in the opening game of their
games. That's one more than best-of-seven Western Confer- games.
over Chicago. Each scored six
In the American Basketball points when the Lakers ran off
Charlie Scott of Virginia had in ence semifinal series at MilAssociation Tuesday night, it 15 consecutive points early in
73 games before jumping to waukee.
In the other Western Confer- was: Carolina 127, Virginia 1,21; the third period and moved
Phoenix of the NBA- Issel has
one regular season game re- ence semifinal, the Los Angeles Kentucky 134, Pittsburgh 1
from a 49-43 deficit to a cornLakers, who won a record 69 New York 92, Indiana 86; Flo
maining.
Manding 58-49 lead.
games during the regular sea- idians 118, Memphis 107,
Not only did the Bulls lose

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Bob Robertson won instant
fame in the 1971 World Series
as the world's longest bunter.
Now, he's trying to win acclaim
as a spring training blasterand without the bunt sign.
The Pittsburgh Pirates' first
baseman hit a home run
against Baltimore last October
to win a Series game. He
didn't know until he had circled
the bases that Manager Danny
Murtaugh had signaled for a
sacrifice.
Robertson homered twice
against St. Louis Tuesday for a
6-2 exhibition baseball victory.
It was the second time within a
week he slugged two homers in
a game. The pair against the
Cards gives him five for the
In filling out his tax return,
spring training games and 16 Joe Balsis lists his occupation
runs batted in.
as "professional pocket billiard
In other games, Cincinnati player," which, he explains, is
topped Houston 7-3, Baltimore just like a professional golfer.
routed Texas 6-1, Detroit "I play for pay, he said.
While that is his title, you can
nipped the New York Mets
-Tha
Philadelphia edged the Chicago
White Sox 3-2, Los Angeles long as you call him when it's
trimmed the New York Yan- his turn to shoot. He even will
kees 6-5, Minnesota and Bostaii/Thaeltn "pool player," a term
tied 3-3 in a contest stopped by that ce was anathema to Joe
rain, California beat Oakland 6- and other tuxedo-clad wielders
of the cue.
1, the Chicago Cubs downed
"I don't mind 'pool player,'"
San Diego 8-6, Cleveland desaid Balsis. "It's the word
feated San Francisco 6-2, Mil- 'poolroom,' that has the
bad
waukee clipped the Cleveland connotation. They're billiard
"B" team, 5-3, and the Mon- parlors."
treal Expos beat the Atlanta
Although he might frown
Braves 5-4 in 10 innings.
when he hears it, Joe also will
Denis Menke homered and answer to "Meatman," which
Joe Morgan and Cesar Gero- is his acknowledged nickname,
nirno each drove in runs for and a pool player without a
Cincinnati. All three are former nickname, well, he's not much
Houston Astros, taking a little of a pool player.
"Writers come up with those
preseason revenge.
Bobby Grich doubled in two names for color," said Balsis,
runs in the third inning and who operated retail meat marAndy Etchebarren homered for kets until 1963 when he forsook
all else to devote his time to
two more Baltimore runs_
Mets' pitcher Brent Strom's putting the eight ball in the
balk gave Detroit its winning corner pocket. "Hell, I don't
run with the bases loaded in like to be called Meatman but
the 10th inning after homers by what can I do to stop it? If you
want to write I'm a jerk, how
Al Kaline and Bill Freehan in
hell can I stop you?"
the
the ninth had tied the game.
Balsis infers that the name
Greg Luzinski's homer in the
lacks dignity, and he obviously
ninth inning gave the Phillies
is concerned about the image of
their victory over Chicago. Don his sport. That's why he
gives
Money had homered earlier for an X rating to the movie, "The
Philadelphia.
Hustler," a sordid pool hall
Willie Davis' homer in the saga of Fast Eddie's challenge
eighth broke the Dodgers' 5-5 to Minnesota Fats.
tie with the Yankees. New York
"There is no basis of truth in
scored four unearned runs in it," snorted BaLsis. "It's all ficthe first inning and Los Angeles tional. There's nothing like that
came back for two unearned happening in this game. If
there was, there wouldn't. be
runs in the third.
A two-run homer by Harmon
Killebrew pulled Minnesota into Lampkin Wins
a tie with Boston and the game
MIAMI BEACH (AP) - Unwas called because of rain
beaten Ray Lamrikin, 132, Portafter eight innings. .
The Cubs scored five runs in land, Ore., scored a unanimous
the eighth inning, then Carmine 10-round decision over Bill
Fanzone homered in the ninth Whittenburg, 135, Huntington,
to defeat San Diego. Del Unser W.Va., Tuesday night in a lighthomered for two runs for weight fight at Miami Beach
Cleveland, which beat San Auditorium.
Francisco.
Dave May's three-run homer Versatile
NEW YORK LP'I -Joe
was the big blast in Milteaukee's five-run seventh in- Morrison has played every
backfield and end position
ning against the Cleveland
during his 13-year career in
team.
National Football League.
Jim Fairey's run-prodircing the
Morrison also filled in ElA a
single gave the Expos their fiefensive back for the Giants
triumph over Atlanta
on neveral occasion..

A POOL PRO

Don't call Balsis a hustler
25,000-30,000 people playing it.
They'd be afraid -to play it.

"There's a lot of good young
players," Balsis conceded,
'•Don't get the wrong concep- "but this game is a little different than something else. It
tion of things.
"You're talking about a takes a lot of experience and
hustler, and yAire talking maturity to play it well."
it-- also takes eyes, legs,
about a legitirtia
-fr professional I happen to be a legitimate nerves, concentration and,
professional. I'm not a hustler. naturally, skill. "Those are
I don't believe in it. I never did. the components," said Balsis,
"and concentration is most im"You know the definition of a
hustler," he went on. -You go portant."
For Joe, playing pool is doing
into a billiard room, a guy's
what
comes naturally. "My
waiting for you to play, and he
puts his hand in your pocket. father had a billiard room," he
What's a hustler at a golf reported, "and I pursued it
I
course? The same thing. It's from there. started at 4. My
dad
had
a
box
of some kind I
done more in golf and bowling
than it is in this game, believe stood on. I was a child prodigy.
I played exhibitions when I was
me. But this is the game that's
10 years old."
been exploited because of it,"
Now, 35 winters later ihe
As with a western gunfighter doesn't say how many sumwho always was being forced to mers), Balsis travels 100,000
defend his title and life against miles a year doing his thing,
the fast draw of a Billy the Kid, and, with his wife back in Mmthe ol' pro pool player finds his nersville, Pa., it's a lonesome
position threatened by some ol' road.
"She stays home," he said.
fuzzy-cheeked upstart. However, the confrontations occur "When you go down to the ofin the spotlighted glare of regu- fice, your wife doesn't go with
lation tournaments, not as a you, does she? Same with me.
mano-aanano showdowns in This is my living, where I earn
dingy Kral halls. And youth sel- my money. It's what I have to
do."
dom is served.

"a"

FANCY

STEP-- Wayne

%A/prig warms up in sty.e
AS he does a "Daffy - at VVaterv.He Valley, N.H. He's prep
p.ng for Eastern D.v.s,on Eahlb.t.on Sk,.ng chaMpionsh
ps

Baltimore Looking For
Another Winning Season

MIAMI, Fla. (AP) - The
Baltimore Orioles have won 318
regular season games and nine
straight in the playoffs while
sweeping to three straight
American League pennants.
For 1972, Manager Earl
Weaver sees likely improvement for the Orioles.
"There's no reason we should
be any worse," Weaver said,
"and chances are we'll be better."
Dave McNally, one of four
Baltimore 20-game winners last
year, was out of action 38 days.
Bong Powell, the league's Most
Valuable Player of 1970, hit below his weight at .256. Paul
Blair, off to a slow start, managed to hit just .262.
Weaver, always optimistic
and aggressive, doesn't expect
such misfortune again.
The Orioles never won a pennant until outfielder Frank
Robinson arrived, and then
they won four in six seasons.
But Robinson was dealt off to
the Los Angeles Dodgers. So
the rest of the team is on its
own.
Baltimore, never known for
standing pat, could open the
season with seven newcomers
on the 25-man roster, including
five rookies up from Rochester.
They include infielder Bobby
Grich, who hit .383 and .336 the
past two years, and outfielder
Don Baylor, .327 and .313 the
last two seasons. Both are labeled as "can't miss" prospects.
Also moving up from a productive farm system are Rorie
Harrison, 15-5, and reliever
Mickey Scott, 9-1, and catcher
Johnny Oates.
Moving to Baltimore in the
Robinson trade are Doyle Alexander, 6-6 with Los Angeles,
and reliever Bob O'Brien.
At the start, at least, Baylor
and Grich are slated for spot
the game, they lost two players duty behind veteran units in the
l7y- injuries. Center Tom Boer- outfield and infield.'
failinkle again tore fibers in the
Don Buford, Blair and Mery
back of his left knee, and Rettenmund, the club's
leading
Coach Dick Motta said the 7- hitter the past two years,
form
foot pivotman wouldn't play the outfield. Baylor,
Tom Shopagain in the series.
ay and Terry Crowley will be
Forward Chet Walker, a 20- the reserves.
point scorer during the regular
Ellie Hendricks and Andy Etseason but held to five by the chebarren will again
be plaLakers, also suffered an injury tooned at catcher. They
comto his left knee and is not ex- bined for 71 FBI last year.
pected to play in the,neries'
Tne -1110:( rable Brooks
second game Thursday night.
Robinson at third anchors the
infield which includes shortstop
Mark Belanger, second baseman Dave Johnson and Powell
at first. All but Powell won
Golden Glove fielding awards
in 1971.
Either Chico Salmon or Jerry
AKRON, Ohio ( AP) - Pro- DaVanon will join Grich in the
fessional bowling's $125,000 backup role for the infield, with
Firestone Tournament of the loser being dealt off.
The pitching rotation of
Champions, starts Wednesday
McNally,
Jim Palmer, Mike
at Riviera Lanes where 52 of
Cuellar and Pat Dobson won 81
the world's leading bowlers are
last year and started 143
slated to roll their first two 18 games
71 complete games.
times
with
blocks in a 24-game qualifier.
As a result, the bullpen didn't
By the time Saturday's namuch work and wasn't too
tionally-televised finals are get
much of the time.
effective
over, the winner will receive
Of that group, Pete Richert
$25,000.
went to the Dodgers, Dick Hall
Play in this eighth annual
retired
and Tom Dukes, 1-5, apevent got underway Tuesday
on shaky ground as
when 420 local area bowlers peared
progressed.
training
spring
pro-am.
$25,000
competed in a
Harrison, Alexander and
Each fired three games with
Leonhard were in a battle
three professionals as partners. Dave
No. 5 spot starter and
for
the
The unofficial winner, Buck
roles, while veterans
Horton. of Akron, shot a 677 long relief
Watt and Grant Jackson
series, with a handicap of 34 Eddie
were the chief short men out of
pins, and his partners' 721
added in, Horton rang up $432. the bullpen.
O'Brien could be sent back to
The highest scoring pro
throughout the day was Harry UK Banquet
Smith. a Rochester. N.Y., vetLEXINGTON, Ky. (API eran, who holds 10 titles. Smith University of Kentucky senior
registered games of 212, 268 Tom Parker has been named
and 269 for a total of 749.
the most valuable varsity basuniversity.
Johnny
Petraglia,
of ketball player at the
Parker was honored at the
Brooklyn, N.Y., the defending
Firestone champion, rolled UK basketball banquet Tuesday
twice in the pro-am. In his sec- night, along with Stan Key, who
ond attempt came up with a 736 won a trophy for leadership,
set on games ot 235, 246 and character, scholarship and ability. ,
255, giving him fourth place.
Larry Stamper received an
award for "110 per cent effort4
"
and the freshman 'leadership
MU To Decide
trophy went to Jimmy Dan
Conner.
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. ( API
Coach Adolph Rupp. whose
Athletic
Union
Amateur
- The
retirement after 42 years on the
will decide within a week
Wildcat bench was announced
where to hold the first junior Monday night, attended the
Unwith
the
Soviet
track meet
banquet.
ion, an AAU spokesman said
William Wall, president of the
Tuesday.
American Association of BasHe said Sacramento, Calif.; ketball Coaches, told Rupp,
Los Angeles and El Paso, Tex., "The world of basketball
have offered sites for the event thanks you. You have served
.July 28-29.
the youth well

Milwaukee Upset By Warriors
In First Of Seven Match-Ups

Firestone Bowling
Tournament Slated

To Begin Wednesday
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the minors if Scott showed
enough to stick, and veteran
Dave Boswell was again in the
position of havipg to impress
while not getting much work.
By winning 101 games last
year, the Orioles became the
third team in major league history to reach that mark three
consecutive seasons. If they do
it again this year, they'll stand
alone.
"Of course, I'd like to win 100
very much,- Weaver said. "But
that's not a goal. I'd just like to
*in the American League pennant."

Key, Parker
Honored At
UK Banquet

Eve
Gr.(

Seniors Stan Key and Tom
Parker won top awards
Tuesday night at the University
of Kentucky basketball banquet
that turned out to be a tribute to
the retiring Adolph Rupp.
William Wall, president of the
Association of
American
Basketball Coaches, told Rupp
to "sit back, relax, and enjoy
the results of 70 years of effort."
Key, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin Key of Hazel, was given
a trophy for leadership,
character, scholarship and
ability. Parker was niatd the
most valuable varsity player.
The "110 per cent effort"
award went to Larry Stamper,
and the freshman leadership
trophy to Jimmy Dan Conner.

01

Ei
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Kentucky Yearlings
Have Perfect Season
Kentucky freshman coach
Joe
B. Hall's
yearling
basketball team completed its
season on the same not: it
began-with a large amount of
fanfare and by winning through
teamwork and scoring balance.
In winning all 22 scheduled
games,Hall was credited with a
masterful job of blending the
super-talented group together
as a solid seven man unit,
utilizing the strong points of
each player. And with the all.
winning season, Hall brought
his three-and-a-half year freshman record to 60 wins against
'ogily 15 defeats for an even 80.0
winning percentage.
In preparing his charges for
future varsity duty, Hall instilled a sense of personal
sacrifice for the sake of team
balance. The balance proved to
be good enough to establish 11
team season records and two
team single game records. No
individual r ords were set.
Consider e "super seven's,'
freshman coring averages
compared to their averages in
high school, and the meaning of
"sacrifice" becomes clear.
Forward Kevin Grevey of
Hamilton, Ohio, led the Kittens
with 22.2 points per game, but
he averaged 32.5 in high school;
guard Jimmy Dan Conner of
Lawrenceburg, Ky., was 19.0
and 24.76 guard Mike Flynn of
Jeffersonville, Ind., 15_4 and
28.5; forward G.J. Smith of
London, Ky., 14.6 and 22; center
Bob Guyette of Ottawa, Ill., 14.1
and 32.0; forward-center Steve
Loctunueller of Tell City, Ind.
7.6 and 24.4; and guard Jerry
Hale of New Albany, Ind., 6.7
and 23.3.
Hall felt the team handled the
opposition in a manner which
demonstrated
its power,
playing its best when it felt a
threat.
"Some of our best games

ir
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came when they felt they were
to be challenged," he said.
"This gave a true indication of
their ability and the way they
are capable of playing."
When the Kittens became
arouse, they were an awesome
outfit. Despite setting a team
scoring record, they took to the
full court press and man-to-man
defense employed by Hall and
forced opponents into an
average of 27 turnovers a game.
Defense became a matter of
pride as they limited the opposition to only 67.6 points a
game,and a paltry 40.9 per cent
from the field.
In the home opener, the
Kittens crushed Xavier, 110-41.
Against Furman, a team
ranked fourth best in the
country, they zipped to an 18-0
lead and won, 132-73. Indiana, a
team known to stress a
defensive game, fell, 78-54, in
Freedom Hall.
Freedom Hall also was on the
scene of one of the Kittens'
biggest wins. Marathon AAU,
last year's national AAU runners-up and winner of the International Cup Tournament in
Brazil last January, lost to the
Kittens, 101-80.
On the other hand, the Kittens had some lackluster
performances on the road, but
Hall felt it was due to a lack of
identity to the opponents.
"You have to remember that
these are boys fresh out of high
school, many of whose loyalties
have not made the transition
from high school to college," he
said. "I believe they were
greatly
surprised
and
stimulated by the excitement of
the home crowd and missed this
on the road. They're typical of
most freshman teams in that
they haven't yet identified to
our natural rivals as they will
when they attain the varsity
level."
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Strong Field Scheduled
For Greensboro Tourney
By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
GREENSBORO,N.C.( AP)Lee Trevino, coming off a
week's rest and primed by
some unusually serious preparations, ranked as a mild favorite in an exceptionally strong
field arrayed for the 9200,000
Greater Greensboro Open Golf
Tournament.
"By the time the tournament
starts, I'll have in six or eight
practice rounds," he said Tuesday before another prep session
on the 7,034-yard, par 36-35-71
Sedgefield Country Club course.
"That's really unusual for
me. I usually get in just one
practice round and then play in
the tournament. I don't know
that I've ever had this much
practice before. I think it'll be
good for me."
Trevino, the 1971 Athlete of
the Year, took some time away
from the tour last week-his
first break of the season-and
came to Greensboro early after
finishing some business commitments in New York.
Trevino, winner of three national open, titles last season,
admitted he also was using the
practice time to sharpen his
game for next week's Masters,
an event he has boycotted for
the last two years.
He faces a very strong field

Miss I
Brown
(L

in this 72-hole event that begins
Thursday. The 147-man field includes.43 of the top 50 money
winners from last season, with
Jack Nicklaus the only superstar among the missing.
Nicklaus:the seaktn's leading
money winner, the only twotime champion and runner-up
to Gary Player in last week's
Greater New Orleans Open,
took the week off to visit Augusta. Ga., and get ready for
the Masters.
Arnold Palmer filed a late
entry and joined Billy Casper,
Player, current Masters champion Charles Coody, England's
Tony Jacklin, George Archer
and defending titleholder Buddy
Allin as Trevino's chief challengers .for the rich $40,000 first
prize.
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One New Player
LONDON ( AP) - One new
player, Jill Cooper, was included in a five-girl team named today as Britain's Wightrnan Cup
tennis squad to face the United
States.
The other four were.. Virginia
Wade, Mrs. Joyce Williams,
Winnie Shaw and Nell Truman.
Britain is scheduled to meet
the United States for the Wight.
man Cup at Wimbledon June
16-17.
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Easter Sunday
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YOU ALWAYS BUY THE BEST FOR LESS

ERTY

Every Day Low, Low Prices ... Plus SaH
We Redeem U. S. Govt. Food Stamps
Green Stomps!

DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TUES. AND WED.

:,uthsicie Shopping Center

Murray. Kentucky

— We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities —

5;

LIBERTY or GEORGE
Large
Grado "A"
With Coupon
Doz.
Plus '7.50 Add. Purchase

s

25$
10-0z.,,, 29
Maxwell House Instant jar •1
STOLKEY

CATSUP
COFFEE

14-oz. bot

Med.
Doz.

19-oz.59;
pkgs.

FLOUR

3 303 cans $11 CRACKERS KrisPY
25-lb. bag sr PEANUT BUTTER L&M

Milk Maid

Spring

U.S. Inspected
Grade "A"

lb. $1291
lb. 79*

SHOULDER

CAKE MIX
1Monte
FRUITCOCKTAIL

FRYERS
H AJAS5-7

9-oz. pkg. 69'
PRINGLES Twin Pack
LEG OF LAMB
Jiff Creamy 18
0-orz.77$
Lamb
PEANUT BUTTER
Duncan Hine
With Coupon
and 5.00
Add. Purchase

Fr

lb. 594

Baking
HENS Grade
avg.
5 to"A"
7 lb.

Reelfoot Tender Smoked
lbs.
Butt Por. 63`

lb. box 394

HAM Center Sliced

3-1b. jar 994

FRANKS Armour Skinless

lb. 89'
12=oz. pkg.55t

5;
53c,

lb.

Whole

lb. 49'

Shank
Por.
lb.

BACON Chickasaw Sliced

lb 55c

JOWLS Sliced, Smoked

lb.

49$

Miss Liberty
Sliced Rindless

SHORTENINOI!ibri69P BACON
lb-68;
CHICKEN PARTS
MUTTON
CORN
DRINKS
39
,
49
19t
29
4 Roll 38;
TissuE
38
TURKEYS
Thick Sliced

COCA—COLAS
Non-Returnable
Bottle

Pride of
Cream
le
Only

28-oz.
Bottle

Fancy, Not
Fat &

303
cans

t

IF lb.
Fore Qtr.

lb.
WastY Hind Qtr.

Fresh
Liver
lb.
89'

.$ I
1
Pkg-

29

Breast
Thighs
Legs
Wings
Backs 8 Nicks

59' lb. • Fresh
49' lb.
Gizzard
49' lb.
lb.
294 lb.
39'
15* lb.

U.S.D.A.
Grade "A"
10 lbs. & up

Family Scott Bathroom

Curtis
MARSHMALLOWS

lb.
Belle Semi-Boneless

I 6 48;
BISCUITS
/
1
4Eds0c4ORAR LOIN 65;
TOWELS

as on the
Kittens'
AAU,
AA1J rlisof the Intin
oat to the
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Kleenex

Jumbo Roll
,

39

1-1b. bag 294
16-oz.

.60 ci. pkg, 2Pkgs. 29'

4117,iiINS

Ballard's
or Puffin
(Limit: 6)

TREET Armour
Swift
BEEF STEW

Ens

12-oz. can 3,

694

12-oz. jar $_119

Pride of Illinois
2 303 cans 29
4 rolls

TISSUE Charmin

49

lb.

HAMS

BEEF LIVER Fresh Sliced

lb. 59

8-07..
cans

PORK & BEANS
24-oz. can

89'

OYSTERS Fresh Standard

:119
RUMP ROAST U.S. Boneless lb.
Choice Boneless Sirloin
— - lb. $119
TIP ROAST

By the Piece

BOLOGNA

894

lb. 39c

lb
U.S. Choice 7 Ribs Standing

lb. 9

RIB ROAST

b79

STEAKS Fresht Pork

piNEAppLED,Silimodnt.3 cain STEAK
99;
23t
PIES
cREAm
ROLLS
BREAD MEAT PIES
5
t
89's
19
i2:z.Jucecan 38
3Pkix49'
SALAD
49 BANANAS
O'
U.S. Prime

ROUND

No. 2 $

lb.

Morton's

Miss LIBERTY
Brown & Serve

Adams Frozen Orange

Morton's.
Beef
Chicken
Turkey

Miss Liberty

16-oz. Loaf

(Limit: 3)

/
2-oz. ea.
141

8-oz.
Pies

Miss Liberty

SALAD DRESSING

Liquid
Save 129
WISK
Final Touch

Party Pack

74Cemis

SWEET
Save 151
Walla Walla
ASPARAGUS
33-0z. 78'
FABRIC SOFTENER
SALMON -Chief Chum
Liquid
Kraft Ind. Wrapped
Save 101
22-oz. 51'
LUX
CHEESE SLICES
Giant
Save 109
83' CREAM Kraft Marshmallow
CHEER
/
1
2 gal. $151

Golden Ripe

Qt. Jar

49c
303 can 69(
tall can 79t
12-oz. pkg. 69(
131
/
2-oz. jar 29
Qt jar

* LIBERTY- COLIPON -* rigtr"
-Duncan Hines
Liberty Grade "A"
Lge- cc Med.
Doz.
Doz. 10
with this coupon and '7.50 add. purchase,
excluding tobacco and dairy products and
adv turkeys
Void After April 4th 1972

EGGS

CAKE MIX 3 Pkgs.59
with this coupon and 5.00 add. pur:,
tobacco and dairy products and ,adv. Turkeys
exc.
"Void After April 4th, 1972

PINEAPPLE

Ea.

Fresh

CARROTS Fresh Crispy
POTATOES Sweet
Fresh Snow White

9t
3lbs. 29'
39$
bu. 39$

BROCCOLI Fresh
* LIBERTY COUPON *
Maxwell House Instant

COFFEE

10oz jar

RADISHES Fresh
Fresh

cello bag lot

cello bag

head

CAULIFLOWER

_}

39'

lb.

$1.29

WITH THIS COUPON, NO OTHER PURCHASE
NECESSARY COUPON WORTH 40'

GREEN ONIONS

WI

Shop Our Produce Dept for Ferry-Morris
Flower and Garden Seed
Also . . . Seed Potatoes, Onion Sets,
Onion Plants, Cabbage Plants
* LIBERTY COUPON *

100 S&H GREEN
STAMPS
with this coupon and the purchase of 3 bags

EASTER CANDY
...Void After April 4th, 1972 1.(Z.(li

my

Void After April 4th, 1972 s
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China workers' center
harnesses human energy
TOKYO — The room is stark
and cold. The women, a score
or more, are bent over their
pedal-operated sewing machines. You are in the service
center of the Pengpu workers'
housing area in Shanghai. You
are witnessing once again how
Communist China is marshaling formerly wasted sources of
human energy to make them
produce for the country.
The memory of that visit
won't fade, for what you saw
there is a microcosm of life in
China today — or at least the
image of life presented by the
Communist state.
There are 138 buildings in the
area, three to five stories tall,
housing by government count
17,000 persons or more than
3,700 families.
The apartments are Spartan,
unheated, have running water
and electricity, gas burners for
cooking, rudimentary bathing
and washing facilities. By Chinese standards they are fairly
sumptuous.
The Chinese say there are 70
other housing projects like this
one in Shanghai.
But the physical facilities you
see — the two primary schools
and one middle school, the grocery store, barbershop, restaurant, tailor shop, nursery, bank
and bookstore — are not so
meaningful as the insights into
Chinese life they present.
The service center provides a
key that opens a door or two.
Your guide is Hu Yeh-hsien, a
housewife and leading member
of the 18-member committee
that runs the housing center for
the government.
She eagerly tells you that before the recent great cultural
revolution only 200 women in
the housing area worked in the
service center. The others
stayed home. Now there are
800.
Their young children have
been placed in the nursery
while the women work six eefits
a week to repair clothing
needed by residents of the
housing project.
Or they make new clothing
for the residents. This has to
be paid for. The women also assemble radio transistors, toys
and condensers.
Again the repetition of the
underlying concept you see so
much of in China — the harnessing of every available
source of human energy to
make it produce something
useful for Chinese life. In an
economic sense to produce
capital where there was none
before,
Mrs. Hu pumps you full of the
facia the government want*
you to know:
The housing area has been
built S. T. L. All time in
Communist China is measured
from the base point S. T. L,
meaning the (1949) liberation.
The residents run their own
affairs. The 18-member
committee decides how much
space each family can be
allowed, which new applicants
can be admitted.
At least two adults in every
family work. Fifty-six days are
allowed for maternity leave.
Then the baby goes into the
nursery and the woman returns
to work. There are few divorces. Some small thievery
but it is rare. Those caught are
put in study classes and taught
the error of their ways. Housing area residents travel to and
from nearby factories by bus or
bicycle.
There is television in meeting
areas used by the neighborhood
committee. Telephones in each
subdivision of the housing area
plus some public phones. About
20 for the 17,000 persons there,
but none in the individual
apartments.
As you step outside the ser

EAST SIDE OF THE. SOOA/iI

Murray

Now.
A little import truck
tough enough
to be called
Chevrolet.

Awarded Grants
Five high school seniors from
West Kentucky won chemistry
scholarships to attend Murray
State University next year with
the highest scores on the
competitive examination in the
first Murray State Chemistry
Scholarship Tournament March
24.
Competing in a field of 29 on
the written test, the winners in
the order of their finish were:
James Pruitt of Paducah
Tilghman, son of Mrs. Margie
Pruitt; Neal Grant and Terry
Cunningham,
both
of
Madisonville-North Hopkins
High School, sons of Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey E. Grant and Mrs.
Marvin William Cunningham;
Beverly Norris of Owensboro
High, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold
Norris; and Debbie
Jenkins of North
Marshall,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Delbert B. Jenkins.
Pruitt won a 8180 scholarship
for his first place finish while
each of the other winners won a
$100 award. All five winners
were presented plaques by Dr.
Pete Panzera, chairman of the
chemistry department, in
recognition of the achievement.
The tournament was sponsored by the chemistry
department at Murray State in
conjunction with the Student
Affiliates of the
American
Chemical Society.
Awards were presented at the
conclusion of a seminar
following the competition which
featured Dr. Joseph G. Stites,
Jr., of Monsanto Enviro-Chem
Systems, Inc., of Chicago. His
topic was "The Latest
Developments
in
Environmental Control".

Open'?

m. to 5 p.m.

That's MOV
If you have a
trade-in, please see

Come by and see
these new little import

one of our courteous
salesmen for your own
personal trade-in.

trucks. Along with the

we are proud to be the

'-Guya 14cCu iston

only ones in Kentucky

Charlie Jenkins

with the new LUV.

If you're interested in an import truck, we've got it. Come in and discover
LUV. LUV: Chevrolet's imported light utility vehicle. LUV: with power
enough and room enough to haul a lot of people and tttings. LUV: a ride and
other comforts you wouldn't expect in a little import truek. LUV's tough
enough to have the Chevrolet name. And small enough that we came up with
a new, small price to match it.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Across From Uncle Jeff's

Phone 753-2617

STOP, SHOP,
nkin
r-s I eu

TO LIMIT OUANTITIES
::einesday,
Er± S-7turday

SAVE

BRYLCREEM
HAIR DRESSING
imperiatlfze Tube 6.5oz.

Sale

Reg. '1.69

4-WAY

DR. WEST

KODAK

NASAL

TOOTH

FILM

For relief of headache SPRAY
nasal
pain, nueralgia, cold
15 cc sPraY
discomfort. Bottle of 100
Reg.
Reg. '1.60 Value

HOT COMB/BRUSH
Speed drying-styling, straightening.
Complete with long cord.

••••••••

$499

Sale

ANTI-PERSPIRANT ,s
CRUM
"444°Intie.mr

9a
8lc
Se

pi NOR MANCE 4

guiteArEIS

Sale

19

9;

Sale

TONI

who

Choice of regular
or white vanishing.

NOME

ERSPIR AN T

CERTRON TWIN PACK

Reg. COMPACT CASSETTE
Fits all cassette
3.00 .recorders. 60 min.
2 in Pack
Sale

49
Sale

• SCHICK
Super
SCHICK'
Chromium Chromium
Super
Injector
BLADES

INJECTOI(

'1.39

79cr

CANDY
at

BASKETS...

Low

Filled with Toys
and Candies.
Large assortment

Discount

Buy now while

Prices

selection is good.

Super Chrorrifurn*

Sale

Sale

EASTER

Pack of 4
SC HICK

1.2-oz. tube

EASTER

Low,

PERMANENT
Choice of
gentle, regular

ee.••••••°.

Reg.

THE CLEAN
HAIR SPRAY
THAT HOLDS.
GIVES YOU
PURE HOLD,
CLEAR HOLD
THAT DRIES
CLEAN.

1.40

CLEARASIL

,perspire
heavily.

"TIPERSPIkAte

Reg. 891

Reg.

......"

•

ANTI
s

i=za

CX-126-12 Color

those

14C140,,r1 UR 11(1111111 11

Choice of 2-oz. jar or
1-oz. roll-on

•

BRUSH
Choice of medium
or hard bristles.
Reg. 691

For

1'
:
Good Housekeeping:
,.;

t.

way

•88

VAlte
Zak

ASCRIPTION
ELECTRIC HOT STYLING
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Five Students

vice center, the barber shop is we want to tell you ... how
next door.
many songs we want to sing to
Two men are getting hair- you ... we wish you long life."
cuts, taking advantage of the
At 3,4 and 5, indoctrination is
housing project's favorable well under way.
You are also aware that some
prices — 20 Chinese cents for a
haircut and shave (about eight of the children's numbers percents U.S.) compared to the formed are from the revolu"exorbitant" 30 cents( about 13 tionary opera "The Red Lancents U.S.) outside the area. tern," one of the songs is taken
It is Sunday and people are from • The Agricultural Prostrolling along the area's walks duction Brigade," another is
despite the February cold. the revolutionary song, "SailChildren are skipping rope. ing the Seas Depends Upon the
They stop and clap as you ap- Helmsmen."
Next you are asked if you
proach.
"Susu how! Susu how!" they would like to see a workers'
recite in unison, meaning,"Un- apartment. Certainly. You
cle, how are you?" Uncle is a point toward a building to the
friendly term applied to male right. They take you to a different building. You are welcomed
elders.
You are met at the door of the warmly by Mrs. Chiang Hsuiproject nursery by children in cheu,a handsome woman of 45,
gay costumes. Their cheeks are and her mother. They were obrouged, lips reddened with lip- viously expecting you. Mrs.
stick. They clap and shout Chiang is wearing a wristgreetings in shrill children's watch. There is a radio in the
voices. They take you by the Spartanly furnished two rooms.
hand and lead you upstairs.
A single light bulb hangs from
You are seated on a tiny chil- the ceiling in each of the living
dren's stool and the show be- rooms which adjoin a small
gins. A very pretty little girl rudimentary kitchen and a
marches forward and tells you bath.
in Chinese the children are
The room is freezing cold.
happy to put on a performance She presents you quickly with
for you.
the inevitable steaming cup of
A group of eight —3,4 and 5 green tea. A picture of her eldyears old — marches on stage est son,a militiaman, with rifle
from the wings. They chant in slung over his right shoulder,
unison, "Long Live Chairman rests on the bureau. There is a
Mao." They sing and wave double bed, a number of chests,
paper flowers.
a scattering of chairs in the
The next number is a stun- room. The walls are white. The
ner. This time a double ranked apartment neat.
chorus line of 10. The instructor
Mrs. Chiang explains she
begins playing the organ and
works in the service center.
they break into song and begin
Her husband works at the nearto dance. It is a harvest dance. by vanguard electric motet
They are planting and reaping, plant. She says she wants for
working the ground. The preci- nothing, wouldn't want a telesion of their movements, the
vision set if she could have one All-Tourney Team
precise articulation of their
since she can watch television
NEW YORK ( AP ) — Tom
words is startling. There is a
in one of the community areas McMillen,
the tourney's Most
staggering discipline in what of the center. She can also see a
Valuable
Player,
and Len Elthey do, yet they are astoundmovie once or twice a week.
more, the front-liners from
ing and appealing.
Yes, she said, she is glad
More numbers follow, all
President Nixon came to Chi- Maryland's titlists, have been
performed with that same alna, but quickly steers the con- named to the all-tourney team
most professional precision.
versation around to telling you of the 35th National Invitation
The children clamorously bid
she lived in a shabby house Basketball Tournament.
Joining the pair on the Assoyou goodby, repeating over and
with a thatched roof B.T.L.
over again their well-rehearsed
Now,thanks to Chairman Mao, ciated Press' first team were
Marshall Wingate, the star of
lines.
she has a nice home.
The words of their last song
It is time to go. The farewells Niagara, which lost the championship game 100-69 to Marystay with you:
are warm and as always
Our beloved Chairman
most painfully courteous. ,„.44 land Saturday, Harold Fox of
You turn and walk airay;'1
. Jacksonville and Richie Fuqua
Mao; you are the real thing in
back toward a different worl.raf Oral'Roberts.
our hearts; how many words

Small Turnout
COLUMBUS, Ga. AP) —
Sponsors had predicted up to
75,000 persons would attend a
rally in support of Lt. William
L. Calley Jr. Fewer than 300
showed up.
All of us are somewhat disappointed at the limited turnP
Vincent
eut,'• said
McCauley,a Columbus attorney
who is heading a drive aimed
at freeing Calley.
. Calley has been under house
arrest since he was convicted
at a court-martial March 29 for
:the slaying of 22 Vietnamese civilians during a March 1968 infantry sweep through the village of My I ai. Calley's 20-year
sentence is under review.
The Monday night rally,
sponsored by the Chattahoochee
Valley Veterans Council, was to
show support for Calley and to
promote efforts to have him released by presidential order.
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&twice-11f
13-oz. r Regular
''Extra Hold
Reg.
r Unscented

1.49

Oily

Or super.

Sale $ 1
Reg. '2.29
IPIRILWIMR1/
1
41%,1%

09

I

Sale

69gt

}OM..troy.••••••
%Ow.. •••••
cacc•
accre., c acce•

Polaroid
Film

Preparation H
SUPPOSITORIES
Shrinks hemorrhoids, relieves pain
and itchlnR in most cases.
Bpi of 12
Reg.
S1•79
$
Sale

18

POLAROID COLORPACK
TYPE 108 LAND FILM

COLOR PACK TYPE 108
Reg. '5.69 $ 01

69

Sale 10
TYPE 107 BLACK & WHITE
Reg. '3.30
Sale$209
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GOOD NEWS

Teachers
reverse
system

ei/- 010

.1-;41004b ,

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

I see

e import

pith

the

The folks in Myrtle Creek,
(we., got tired of reading and
hearing about the pros and cons
of school bussing, the teacher
shortages, etc. So their school
suthorities decided to do something about it.
Now, instead of hundreds of
kids going to kindergarten, the
teachers come to the kids, in
their homes. The teachers, by
the way, are housewives and
mothers who took special
courses to learn how to instruct
preschool-age tots.
The reverse system is working well, school officials claim,
and might catch on in other
school districts in the state and
eventually the nation.
One of the most attractive
features of the teachers-tohomes concept is that it costs
only $160 per pupil each year
instead of the $500 per pupil
charge to operate public school
kindergartens.
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On the subject of kids, an enwaging number of the na's high school students still
interested in space projacts, even if Congress is grow1,* tired of financing them.
!Last year the federal space
sgency asked high school stu(lents to submit experiments
and demonstrations which
might be conducted during the
three Skylab earth-orbiting
missions scheduled for next
year. The agency's aim was to
stimulate interest in science
and technology by involving
students in space research.
So far nearly 3,500 experiments and demonstrations
have been received from students all over the nation. Eventually, 25 will be chosen for further study. A few of these proposals will ride aboard the Skylab spacecraft.
Student response to the Skylab contest is one of the largest
hmare than 20 yearsibe
ronal Science Teachers'
'Association has been SPonioring such competitions, says
Mrs. Dorothy Culbert, NSTA
assistant executive secretary
for student programs. The
association is a cosponsor with
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration of the
Skylab student contest.
Some of theexperiment proposals sound promisine, NASA
officials say. The 25 contest
finalists will be selected in
April and experiments to be
carried on Skylab missions will
be chosen in May.

Eon

Large 10-az.
Twin Bag

7

Ramos Released
FOXBORO, Mass. 1AP) —
The New England Patriots of
the National Football League
have traded outside linebacker
Ed Philpott to the San Diego
Chargers for a middle-sound
,
draft choice next year.
Philpott, the Patriots' secondround selection in the 1967
draft, did not play much last
season and expressed a desire
to be traded.

8 oz

GREEN PEAS

10-oz. pkg.

49'

TROPI-CAL-LO

JUST-RITE

II

ORANGE
DRINK
/
1
2 Gal

39t

with BEANS
15-oz. can

25

Super Value
BROWN 'N SERVE

ORANGES
Red
POTATOES
Calif. Large White
CAULIFLOWER
Fresh Crisp
CELERY

ROLLS

i

Ever since the automobile
was invented there have been
sly jokes about women's questionable talents behind the
wheel. Women's Lib hasn't got
around yet to hollering about
the unfairness of these jokes,
but studies have shown there
isn't much difference between
the average male and female
motorist.
However, most ladies admit
they're often at a disadvantage
when it comes to deoling with
auto salesmen and garage mechanics repairing their cars.
This has been a universal complaint of women drivers over
the years, for most of them
know little about how an auto
operates and even less about
how a mechanic operates., The _
result: women often are tempting targets for overpricing of
cars and overcharging for repairs.
A new organization called
Motoress Aid, Inc., is trying to
help the hapless lady motorist.
For $3 a year she can receive a
monthly newsletter containing
tips about car buying,auto care
and dozens of other tidbits of
advice about the role of the
lady driver.
Alice Saunders, Motoress Aid
executive director, says the organization is catching on and
has members now in 393 cities
in 44 states, with others in Canada and Puerto Rico.
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Chicken, Beef, Turkey
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We have all size Turkeys, Hens, Poultry and
Meats of all kinds for your Easter Dinner.
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Country Music Corner

Decorative
lighting tip

Frances Drake

HOUSTON, Tex. IUPI I
— If that hew house you're
FOR DR RS1) AV, MARCH 30, 1972
thinking of buying has an
MARTIN, Tenn. (AP) — Actually, I drew the lyrics from
unfinished look about it—if no
Aslk in the section in which
but, using your abilities to the lighting fixtures are installed Country music newcomer Dar- a variety of experiences."
your birthday: comes and find utmost, you can make a go of that is—the builder may be rell Hayden is unique—even in
Hayden said the song had
yi hat your outlook is, according the day on your own. And a good doing you a big favor,
a field that's overrun with been getting good play in his
to the stars.
ore and more builders uniqueness.
go it can be!
hometown. "I understand the
are leaving the choice of
CAPRICORN
ARIFS
True, there's nothing unusual station had been playing the
decorative lighting fixtures up about a country
i Afar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
performer who song up to 12 times a day beadaptability,
With
Your fine mind and keen to the home buyer," Stanley sings and writes his own matefore it was banned. And this is
the
ill
Johnston
of
SCOS
imagination and discernment, perception should assist you in
that's
But
whei
rial.
e
r
the
simthe only place in the nation
you can make fine forward even the most difficult en- Lightcraft division told the ilarity stops.
where it has been censored."
strides now. No day for deavors. If you don't stray off National Association of Home
Darrell Hayden is really Walall,
"After
here.
show
Builders
But, said the artist, censorcourse, you can REALLY
dawdling!
these fixtures represent the ter D. Haden, a college English 'ship has proved a stimulant to
achieve now.
TAURUS
only permanent interior professor who has his master's sales. "I understand now the
AQUARIUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
decoration of the house, and degree and is well on his way dealers can't keep the local
ambition
and
21
19)
Jan.
abilities
Feb.
-%"..
to
Your
who knows what period of
stores supplied with the record,
Be ready to face competition furniture the purchaser wants to a doctorate.
for attainment stimulated now.
And he's got a distinction few since the ban," he said. "It's
Put forth best efforts during this now. You usually enjoy the to bring into his new home?"
propitious period. A touch of stimulation of this, but don't
How to avoid having to sit established stars can boast. His been selling under the counters,
burn the candle at both ends in at a Modem Ranch dining first major recording effort has so to speak."
originality could bring new
a been banned in his hometown.
under
table
your desire to get ahead. Easy room
credits.
I's been 20 years since HayRenaissance chandelier?
Hayden, who signed with den lived in the Ozarks. Since
does it!
GEMINI
"If the builder doesn't Nashville's State air Records then, he's devoted himself
PISCES
May 22 to June 21)
volunteer it, and many now last November,cut a song, "All
Mercury not too generous but, 1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
mostly to teaching, and that's
Study reasons for existing do," Johnston advises, "ask the Late News from the his first love.
through your own efforts, you.
for
a
for
him
dollar-allowance
can have a satisfactory day. limitations. Concentrate on
-I guess if I cut a smash hit,
the lighting fixtures so that Courthouse," released in
Study conditions, be phil- significant issues without
January.
take a leave of absence from
the
do
can
he,
I'd
than
rather
you,
osophical and know that there neglecting minor items. A good
The song is a ballad, a collec- teaching," said Hayden who
selecting.
are many advantages for those period for tackling jobs that
"He should be glad to tion in incidents of Hayden from now lives on a 33-acre farm
require patience and a steady cooperate because once you his early life in the Missouri
who seek them.
outside South Fulton, Tenn.,
hand.
CANCER
make this request, he can be Ozarks,as well as from his later with his wife and three children.
tO(;)
have
TODAY
23)
BORN
YOU
(June 22 to July
pretty sure that he has sold you years in other sreas.
-I've had 16 more years in
You may feel somewhat been endowed with a fine mind, the house.-It's really a left-handed the teaching profession. That's
stymied in your plans, but the unusual versatility and almost
Keep dust and dirt from
"sky" is clearing for faster boundless ambition. On the clinging to your white tennis compliment, I guess," said where my training is," said the
Hayden. "It seems the owners University of Tennessee at
desired
are
you
toward
however,
side,
advancement
minus
shoes by spraying them with of the radio station in Ava, MisMartin professor. "I'd have to
inclined to be selfish, overly hair spray.
goals. Have patience!
souri, my hometown, got to- come back to it.
aggressive and intensely
LEO
A funnel is handy for gether and decided the song
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
stubborn. Also, you put too
Teaching may be his first
There will be much contriving much value on material con- separating egg yolks from had too much in it about Ava. love, buy Hayden's loyalty to
is hites.
and maneuvering for best siderations in mapping out your
position now. Don't be left at the goals. Try to curb these traits
post_ Achievement is possible in since they only stand in the way
out-of-the-ordinary ways and of your progress. And you have
so much going for you that it
places. Be resourceful.
would be a shame if you allowed
VIRGO
A. such negative characteristics to
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPU
A day for stepping back to offset the value of your many
view your projects with an eye talents. So many fields are open
toward revitalizing, even if only to you that you may have difin small part. In face of delays, ficulty in choosing but, once you
have found your proper niche in
remain poised, undismayed.
life, there are no limits to the
LIBRA
heights you can attain. You
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
Your gift for capitalizing on could succeed in business or in
your talents, yet keeping the law — which may lead to
yourself in the background, can statesmanship; could also be an
boost your gains manyfold. This outstanding actor, writer,
day needs vitality, good, musician or entertainer. Both
fashion design and interior
workable ideas.
decoration also appeal to you.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt'elteC' Birthdate of: Paul Verlaine,
Be cautious now — ready for French poet.
• • •
an unexpected hurdle, a sharp
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1972 — mcluding a oets,ted day
.°°.
curve one way or the other.
0
byiday forecast, complete guide to
Thus you can prevent errors,
love. sod raerruage. we • corn41111114o.-11
. prieonshre &wader analysis. —
keep to your path in spite of ,
. now available For your personal
,Iorecast, send SI 00 plus 25 cents in
little stellar backing.
"Coin to., postage and handling lo This
dowsPapar, care of Horoscope book
SAGITTARIUS
Departrn.mt, Box 173. Old Chelsea
)Nov. 23 to Dec. 21,
Station. New York. N V 10311 Print
your NAME. ADDRESS w,th ZIP, end
Not much planetary help here
DATE OF BIRTH

grE

-More than 20 per cent of the
carpet made in this country
now has • built-in backing of
high density latex foam
rubber, according to an industry source.
A government study of
carpet underlays revealed that
all the underlays tested
significantly improved carpet
life, with wear increases
ranging from 7 per cent to over
100 per cent, says the Latex
Foam Rubber Council adding
that
carpet
underlays
significantly reduce noise.
The two types of rubber
underlays — sponge rubber
and foam rubber — now
account for more than half of
underlay sales. The rubber
underlays are made by different
manufacturing
processes, but share many
features. Both are non allergenic, dustless, clean,
moth-and-mildew proof, and
can be used over concrete or
below grade.
Other types of underlays
include hair, jute, combinations of the two, and
rubberized versions of these
fiber pads. Generally, they
must be treated for moth and
mildew protection, the council
says. Check the label for this
necessary information,
the country
sound is
unquestionable.
"I'm not one of those people
who've lived in Nashville and
are proud to say, they've never
been to the Opry," he said.
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Indoor Gardens Gain Popularity
With more and more well, since they deteriorate
. Amiercans living in apart- quickly. if hell,* are left on
ments, townhouses or homes around the clock. The serious
with postage stamp-size yards, indoor gardener will appreciate
indoor gardening is gaining having a time control switch
popularity at an amazing rate. which turns the lights over the
According to a booklpt on en- trees and plants on and off at
vironmental action published set times. Without this, the
by the American Association of grower who must be away for a
Nurserymen, this is an day or so should leave the lights
especially healthful sign. The off altogether, rather than on
booklet, titled ''It Depends On for a full 24 hours.
You," is available free at many
In addition to proper lighting
nursery garden centers.
house trees and plants should be
During the course of the 23,000
provided with favorable levels
times we each inhale and exhale
of humidity and temperature.
in a single day, we take in 3.5 For most plants, night tempounds of oxygen, according to
peratures of about 62 degrees
the nurserymen's booklet, and and a day temperature perhaps
• we get it all from green plants 10 degrees higher are
: on land and vegetation in the recommended, along with a
' sea. In the process of relative humidity of about 50
manufacturing oxygen :the
percent.
process is called photosynAlong with those fairly
thesis 1, the green, growing
plant materials and vegetation techinical suggestions, the
Association of
also absorb huge quanitities of American
carbon dioxide from the air. We Nurserymen has one more tip—
are totally dependent on this perhaps the most important of
all for the- average am
—ideur
process for our very lives.
In addition to the atmospheric indoor gardener. Relax and
and esthetic contributions it enjoy your plants. Chances are
offers, indoor gardening can they'll thrive pretty well with
• provide year-round pleasure for the simplest care—some water
• the amateur gardener with a when they're thirsty and the
~. l• imited amount of effort. A few light that's available in the
pointers can contribute to the room. Bringing the outdoors
indoors with inside plantings is
success of the venture.
:
Most house plants thrive best one of the least expensive in
!.
in a fibrous, porous potting vestments available in beauty',
medium. The grower can mix pleasure, and a healthier athis own medium of sand, peat, mosphere.
4- loam or manure; however, it is
cleaner, easier and safer to buy
the packaged house plant
Se says the VA...
potting mixtures available in
nursery garden centers.
DID YOU KNOW THAT
Growing indoor plants can be
A
VETERANS MONTHLY
a
with
weeks
fed every two
&UTICA'ISINCREASED
'GI
applied
e water-soluble fertilizer
FROM *I75 70 *205 IF WE
according to package direcGE7S MARRIED 7
• tions.
Plants growing indoors will
▪
appreciate a considerable
amount of light, in most cases,
• 15 to 16 hours—natural or artificial--in each 24 hours. The
6
cW111411
amount of light required may
vary with different trees or
4
plants, but the nursery garden
gptcilic
provide
can
center
rr
r
t
information for the different
varieties.
• 4.•
Most trees and plants need a
am. •• tensor.
nem "or
I IA •!5.,'
period of darkness each day, as

/
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Offers sandy
She said women are
usually turned off about
studying business because they
equate business with an impersonal corporate image.
"But," she said. "not
everyone at Stanford wants to
work for General Motors. In
talking to prospective applicants, we make it clear at
the outset that business
education is a foundation for
manafement in a ‘ariety of
organizattions.
"Women with a strong
interest • in the help;ag
professions. for example, can
apply business school skills to
work in hospitals or non-profit
foundations.College
Radcliffe
%
graduate, Mrs. Thornton, 23.
wants to work in real estate,
developing housing for lowincome people. Miss Phillips.
23, a Stanford graduate, will
receive her Master's degree in
psychology in June, while 32sear-old Miss West operates
her own business directory
advertising service. She was
graduated from Reed College
and plans to work in medical
or social research.
The women returned
recently from a recruiting trip
to eastern states.
They said reaction to their
presentation surprised and
delighted them.
"The school's awareness of
women and women's problems
has realk exploded,- said
Miss Phillips.
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It's that time again.
Time to pay your taxes. So
maybe right now your wallet

eve11111(111seems a little thinner than usual.
CU is'
Burger Chef wants to help by stretching your
dollar with this special tax relief program. Here's
how it works. Now through April 9 you can save
over $2.00 at Burger Chef with these six tax
I
relief special coupons.

BURGER
CHEF

(SN/it

STANFORD,Calif. (UPI I
— Three women at Stanford
University may claim credit if
distaff enrollment at business
schools rises greatly during the
next few years.
Susan Phillips, Anne
Thornton and Barbara West
feel that business management
offers one of the most %.ersatile
careers for women. They have
s somewhat
introduced
unorthodox approach to get
more women to come te the
business school.
Mrs. Thornton said the
three started recruiting when
they got tired of being asked
why they,, were studying
business. They put together a
presentation
multi-media
complete with slides and a
sound track, to show the whole
school.
Using a battery of slide
projectors synchronized with a
rock music sound track, with
music and pictures as a backdrop, they talk about their
managerial aspirations and
about what it s like being
female in a male-dominated
environment.
The production is entitled.
"What's a Nice Girl Like You
Doing in a Place Like This?"
'We put together the show
so that we could say what we
wanted to say in the way we
wanted to say it, do it in an
entertaining warand reach the
widest audience,- said Mrs.
Thornton, who is enrolled in
Stanford's business-law degree
program.
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Show attracts ferns
to business schools

Rug backs
are studied
, NEW YORK (UPII —

Song Banned From
Writer's Hometown

MI

NH MI IN
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A special tax relief program for extra large or extra hungry families!
Check the boxes next to your choices before redeeming coupon

Nol

Super Shef'
Blg Shell
Double Cheeseburger
Cheeseburger

Regular 690 each 4 for $1.98
Regular 550 each 4 for $1.78
Regular 490 each 4 for $1.58
Regular 270 each 4 for 780

•CH(

BURGER
CHEF
1310 Main St., Murray, Ky.
Coupon good through April

9,1972.

CF

II
II
II
II

2 for $1 10

79f/;
with this coupon

1310 Main St., Murray, Ky.

upon good through
Ell Ell

Li

99it
t
1310 Main St., Murray, Ky.
••-4,

En OM
1E1 MB NO
NH HE I= EN MI NM NMI

()UR CHEESEBURGER

01JR DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER
.2

No

with this coupon

MI NB NH MR NH NH

IT'S DOUBLE DELICIOUS

•
II
0e
-4

Regularly 2 for Si 38
2 for

LiCupon good through April 9, 1972

Aprii49i. 1972

,14k4t,.

A MEAL IN A SANDWICH

II

2 for

•

•SWI

THE SUPER SHEF

4

OUR BANQUET ON A BUN
Regularly

E
0
0
0

•CH(

NM I= NH NM ON NH MR MB NH
MI ON ON HE 1•11 Ell Ell
HMI =I I= =I NW NH HE En HIM =I MO MR NEI MN NMI NM 11191
MB I=

THE BIG SIM'

111

•PEI

FAMILY BONUS COUPON
BURGER
CHEF

Fra

For a double treat, try one with a

RIGHT.T.
WE ALWAYS TREAT YOU
NM =I MIR =I
INI
NM

HMI NH

PACRSN

IT'S A FAMILY FAVORITE

II

sot,.

Regularly 2 for

Regularly 2 lor 980
2 for

2 for

8
,
4;3410
1/

with this coupon

with this coupon

1310 Main St., Murray, Ky.

1310 Main St., Murray, Ky.

Coupon good through April

gon good through April 9. 1972
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BURGER
CHEF

I 1 Good only at participating
14.
,
.4,
9, 197?

March 29-April

It

One coupon per customer
per v.so

i
kI
I

A TASTY FISH FILLET TOPPED WITH
CHEESE, LETTUCE AND TARTAR SAUCE

Burger Chef Restaurants
II

-e2.22?"e'erke-e•wre'..rere-ewer-e..._.-..e.r.-.- ,

sNlif

Regularly 490

131$ Main St., Marray, Ky.

I

35E1;
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PURE

FRESH

GROUND

SWIFT

FIELD'S

FULLY COOKED

BAKING

GUTTURAL&

HAMS
BEEF
HENS TURKEYS
59,
59!
39t
591,b

returned
ruiting trip

Whole

- lb.

Shank Half

lb. 55c

Butt Half.

lb. 694

BEEF... REAL TENDERNESS FOR BEEF LOVERS
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>riser] and

wareness of
's problems
Died.- said
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* FROZEN FOODS *

* PRODUCE *
U.S. NO. 1

Frosty Acres

BABY LIMAS

RED POTATOES
In Cello Bag
LEMONS
FAHNEAPPLES

39t
39t CAULIFLOWER
39' EGGS

20-oz

Frosty Acres

GREEN PEAS

20-oz.

Frosty Acres
20-oz.

Keebler Nan'

Del Monte Cut

Chun King

87*

•PEPPER STEAK
.CHOW MEIN
•SWEET & SOUR

16-oz.

•CHOP SUEY

Ajax

White

CORN

Of

Yellow

5/89t

No. 303 can

Miss Georgia

2/35'

No. 1 can

Tom's

POTATO CHIPS

49'

Kellogg's Croutettes

STUFFING MIX
7-oz.

37'

3

ALBERTO Na. 2/
1
2 can

49t
2/35t

Del Monte

2 Rolls

Light & Lively

ICE
MILK

Bath Size

69' 49' T10
idy
EASTER
CANDY

EGG
D
COLORING

T
LITTER

29'

HEAVY DUTY

18"x25'

Philadelphia

CREAM
CHEESE

it

PEACH
2,$1 CATSUP 24
HALVES '
I
Bounty
Jergen's
RICHTEX
ALL
Shortening TOWEL SOAP
9 Lbs.
$210

ALUMINUM
FOIL

No. 21
/
2 can

HOMINY

Doz.

Alcoa

14-oz

Bush White

3 lbs
Twin Bag

Head

Bakers Angel Flake

Pride of Ill.

CHICKEN w/RICE
CHICKEAnd & STAR
SOUP

ea.

2/ 4:

DETERGENT 25 COCONUT

Campbell's

Doz.

No. 303 can

GREEN
BEANS

SAN DIES

DINNERS

39'
39'
45'
49'

GRADE A MED.

MIXED VEGETABLES
New Chinese Skillet

10-lbs.

35t

8-oz.

Red & White

CRANBERRY
SAUCE

29'

No. 300 can

JOHNSON'S COUPON

IIIlllIIIlIIIIIIIIIUhIlIIl

SAVE 15c
with this coupon when you buy a
1-1b. can of FOLGER'S

COFFEE

25
'

694

Limit one coupomper purchase

5 lbs

11

muumuu Expires 4/4/72 in unworn

4ficti
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Hospital Report
March 27, 1972
ADULTS..111
NURSERY..le
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Bof McCuiston (Mn.
Ladean Heath McCuiston), Rt.
5, Murray, Baby Girl Kelly
(Mrs. Renee Shawn Kelly), 1619
Olive St., Murray, Baby Girl
Pox ( Mrs. Julia Mae Fox), Rt.
1, Dover, Tenn., Baby Girl
Dunlap ( Mrs. Linda Sue
Dunlap), Rt. 5, Paris, Tem.,
Baby Girl Wilkins (Mrs.
Margaret Nell Wilkins), 1606
Parklane, Murray.
DISMISSLAS
Leo Gentry McKinney, 202 S.
12th St., Murray, Ronnie Dean
Carroll, 505 N. 5th St., Murray,
Brooks Gibson, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs.Thelma Lee Reagan,Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Myrtle Louise
Holland,220 S. 12th St., Murray,
...Mrs. Norma Jean Harris, Rt. 3,
Box 321, Murray, Mrs. Barbara
Debris Stewart and Baby Girl,
Rt. 1,Cadiz, Mrs. Tyne Wallace
Fulks,Cadiz,Lam Martin Todd,
205 N. Ash, Murray, Joseph
Howell Boggess, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Rhoda Belt Marshall
(From Cony. Div.).
Paying for the Package
Nearly nine cents out of
every dollar spent for farm-.
produced foods goes to pay
for packaging costs. Of the
consumer's $101.6 billion bill
for these foods, a whopping
$8.8 billion was spent for containers and packaging materials needed to get them from
farm to table. Paper products
topped the list, accounting for
42 percent of packaging costs.
Metal containers accounted
for 22 percent; glass, 9 percent; plastic, 9 percent;'wood,
textiles and miscellaneous, 18
percent.

Yank-Aussie friendship
strengthened by battle
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service
SYDNEY — The week of May
Ito? will be a week of celebration in Sydney, and a week of
expression of gratitude. It will
be the 30th anniversary commemoration of the Battle of the
Coral Sea, and nothing symbolizes Australian friendship for
the United States more than the
memory of those days at sea.
It was on May 4 to 8 in 1942
that Australia's World War II
fate already was being decided
— in this first great naval battle of the war. Today, the Australian-American Association,
with a membership of 10,000
Australians and temporary
American residents, makes
sure that no Australian forgets.
"'Me Battle of the Coral Sea
was the turning point of the
war," Sir Keith Yorston, for 35
years president of the A-A
Association, said in an interview. "But for American aid
we should have been defeated.
This was the first serious check
to the amazingly rapid series of
Japanese successes. The margin between victory and defeat
was extremely small. Had the
Japanese been successful, our
position in New Guinea would
have proved untenable and the
whole northeastern Australian
coastline would have been open
to invasion."
While the Coral Sea observance is the high point of the
year for Yorston's association,
be is quick to say it is not the
only reason for the group's continued growth. He notes that

many friends of America have
"drifted away" for various
reasons, but says, "Our ties to
your country are stronger than
ever. The underlying friendship between ow countries is
stronger than ever. That is why
we, in this very active association, continue to stress •harais
across the Pacific.'
"Don't forget — Australia is
the European (and American)
outpost in Asia. We need close
American ties and we think you
need close Australian ties, as
our association objective says,
'for advancement and strength
in the interests of freedom and
world peace."
Yorston is among many Australians who applaud President
Nixon's recent trip to Peking.
It is just as ow association objective says," he said. "Our
main aim is world peace; and
the main aim of your President's trip was world peace."
The formal work of Yorston's
group is reflected in another
way in conversations with everyday Australians in this
teeming port city of 2.7 million.
They feel a much closer affinity
for Americans than for their
British forebears. As John
Green, a mining engineer, said
in a conversation on what direction Australia might take in
the world of nations, "Where
America goes, Australia goes."
There is little question that
all Australians, from the far
western city of Perth to the
tropical eastern resort city of
Cairns, consider their future
not necessarily restricted to

America's, out linked closely
insofar as the Pacific is concerned. That perhaps is why,
despite serious trade problems
with Red China, Australians
generally approve the Nixon
overture to Premier Chou Enlai. This link also is reflected in
the Australian government's
move to build a large naval
base on the Indian Ocean coast
in the west. This is to counter
Soviet naval activity in the Indian Ocean — and is a move
that finds great favor in high
U.S. military circles. U.S. admirals long have feared unopposed Soviet penetration in that
vital area.
Meanwhile, Yorston continues planning Coral Sea Week
here — a speech by a top but so
far unselected U.S. official and
a day of prayer on May 7. He is
hopeful that there will be
American visitors here from
some of the 16 U.S. cities that
have become part of the U.S.Australian sister city program
his group has sponsored.
The cities participating include: El Cajon, Calif., and
Goulburn, Australia; Merced,
Calif., and Albury; Littleton,
Colo., and Sega; Hemet, Calif.,
and Cootamundra; Roanoke,
N.C., and Grafton; Flagstaff,
Ariz., and Katoomba; Easton,
Md., and Kempsey; Maitland,
Calif., and Maitland; Orange,
Calif., and Orange; San Francisco and Sydney; DelCalb,
and Tamworth; Leavenworth,
Kan., and Wagga Wagga; Canisteo, N.Y., and Wauchope,
and Goldon, Colo., and Young
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Air Pollution Control Agency Fighting Smoke
By MARVA GAY
KNOWS:, Air Pollution
Control Commission
cenFrom the turn of the
tury till the 1960's, smoke
abatement agencies sprang up
in Kentucky and the nation to
tell everyone what they already
knew. Smoke filled the air and
that smoke increased cleaning
bills and decreased visibility.
In the 1960's, the call for
smoke control grew into a cry
for air pollution control. Air
pollution agencies which began
forming around the nation
made smoke abatement just
one part of their total program.
Those agencies began controlling the air pollution many
persons didn't know aboutinvisible gases.
Kentucky's air pollution
control agency got off the
ground in 1965, following
several isolated smoke
abatement agencies—one in
Lexington, one in Paducah and
another In Louisville. The
Louisville- -Jefferson County
Air Pollution Control Board
grew out of the Louisville
Smoke Commission established
in 1941
In the Kentucky Air
Pollution Control Commission
(KAPCC) pollutant
classification system, smoke
along with soot and dust makes
up one category of air
pollutants-particulate matter.
The federal Environment&
Keep neckties from getting
%%Tinkled when traveling by
packing them between the
pages of • magazine.

Protection Agency (EPA)
requires the KAPCC to control
six categories of pollutantsparticulate matter, sulfur
oxides, carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides
and photochemical oxidants.
The KAPCC also controls
three other categories of
pollutants which might cause
problems in Kentucky. These
include hydrogen sulfide,
hydrogen fluoride and odors.
According to KAPCC records,
particulate matter ranked
behind sulfur oxides and
carbon monoxide in its contribution to the 5,061,781 tons of
pollutants in Kentucky's air in
1970. That year, 1,199,237 tons or
23.7 percent of the pollutants
were particulate matter. The
leader was carbon monoxide
with 30.4 percent, followed by
sulfur oxides with 26.3 percent,
nitrogen oxides with 11.4 percent and hydrocarbons with 8.2
percent.
Early emphasis on smoke
abatement-particulate matter
control-is generally attributed
to two causes. Probably more
smoke filled the air in the past
and people could easily see it.
A comparison of the amount
of smoke in the air now with
that twenty years ago can not be
made because no measurement
were taken until a few years
ago. However, much smoke
probably came from burning
solid fuel such as coal to heat
homes in the winter. In 1970, 12
percent of the state's particulate matter came from solid
fuel combustion. Over 80 percent came from industrial

Crossword Puzzle
3 Openwork
fabric
4 African
antelopes
5 Strip of leather
6 Great Britain
(abbr )
7 Sun god
8 Limb
9 Halt
10 Calm
11 Leases
13 Rockfish (pl )
16 River in Africa
19 Spoor
21 Lantern
22 Take
unlawfully
25 Go in
27 Sign of zodiac
30 Singing voice
32 Insects

ACROSS
1 Melodies
6 Turf
11 Feel
indignant at
12 Trade
14 Teutonic
deity
15 Twist
17 Additional
18 Insect egg
20 Goes by water
23 Writing
implement
24 Biblical weed
26 City in
South America
28 A continent
(abbr.)
29 Incline
31 Comes into
view
33 Virginia willow
35 Ache
36 Mollifies
39 Jumps
42 Three•toed
sloth
43 Baker's
products
45 Let it stand
46 Possessive
pronoun
48 Laughing
50 Nahoor sheep
51 Having shoes
53 Separate
55 Roman gods
56 Weirder
59 Looked
intently
61 Covered with
tall grass
62 Spirited horse
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Wife of Gudrun
Lift
Comunction
Strike
Awaited
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41 Sedate
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6:30 Safari
7:00 Specia
1:00 Longs
:00O.
10:00 News
10:30 Cave'
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photochemical smog-Los
Angeles variety.
The other kind of smog-the
London variety-gets back to
smoke-fog
smoke. It's the
combination the word comes
from.

processes.
The other categories of
pollutants usually remain invisible. However hydrocarbons
and nitrogen oxides in the
presence of sunlight can
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wanns M rket
A Basket of

KRAFT'S

Frozen Foods
"Frosty Acres"

WHAM!
DRINK

LAWN MOWER
TUNE-UP

Undsay

Qt.

29'

Cauliflower 25'
Broccoli
Spears, 27'

can

Ripe Olives 45t

SPECIALS!
Kraft

/
1
2 gal.

59'

Crookneck

Squast! 22'

French Dressing
Bush's

Candied

THE PH,

300 can

Asparagus
39' Cooking Yams 34'
Magic Bags
Coconut '29' Borden%
Roasting or
Eagle Brand Milk
Geisha
11-oz.
79'
Del Monte (Cut)
Mandarin can
Reynokf's Heavy Duty
.Green Beans
29'
Oranges 29
Foil Wrap 59'
LeSuer
35$
Peas
Sour Cream 46
I * Anpkys *
Green Giant
Miniature
Choice or ProTen
Peas
29'
T.Sone
Marshmallows
Green Giant
39
Steaks
'1
9Ib
61/4-oz
27'
Peas &Onions
18
Bryan Fully Cooked
Brown & Serve
pkg.
Canned
Chick. Broth
19'
37t
Rolls
Hams 3-1b.$299
Green Giant White Shoepeg
Jeno Snak Tray
Corn 29
moked Chunk 11)35;
,
Pizza
9
Mexicorn 29
iq
Jowl Sliced lb.391
* PRODUCE *
Armour's 5-7 lb. avg.
Cantaloupes ea.39
Frozen
Hens 49':b.
Radished pkg. 10'
Emge's Whole or Half
Green Onions 15'
Smoked, Fully Cooked
Angel Flake

LONDI

can

14- oz

can

for

Boiling

12x18

303 can

303 can

LAWN-BOY
POWER EQUIPMENT

(

OUTBOARD MARINI
CORPORATION
GALESBURG
ritoNni,

BRIGGS & STRATTON)

BEATLE

303 can

MADE IN MILWAUKEE WIS U S A

SERVICE
PARTS
0

TECUMSEH
ENGINES

POOH SA

303 can

5,4

P

can

v Parts and Labor Included
v Factory Trained Mechanic
v All Work Guaranteed

[OTASLO

USE OUR EASY
CREDIT OR..

BANK AMERICARD

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
9-6 Mon.-Sat
Closed Sundays
753-8391
•

4 lb 6V

•

Tomatoes 39'
Leaf Lettuce lb 59'

6 Pak

I

HOP
YOUR

IS GO(

HAMS 691 lb
ABP

McCormick's
Assorted Food Colors and

EGG DYE

NANCY

39'

Grade A MEd.

EGGS 3 doz. $100

MILK CHOC.
RABBITS

-•PARP'

SOCK
'
,$.7E
BY WI
ROSS

Individually Wrapped

EASTER EGGS

49'"
9
Bag
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— Traffic of Russian
'pa, submarines and spy
between the Soviet Unand Cuba has become brisk,
some of it nears U.S.
res, spilling into the Gulf of
exico.
That is the testimony of U.S.
ense Intelligence Agency
DIA)officers before the House
ubcommittee on Inter-Amercan Affairs.

in Cuba worry U.S. intelligence
Soviet naval deployments to
Cuba, starting in July, IWO,
when a guidecl missile cruiser,
two destroyers, two submarines and a submarine tender
steiuned into Cuban ports. Maj.
Gerald Cassell, DIA Cuban
area analyst, testified also:
"The combatants conducted
antisubmarine warfare exercises in the Gulf of Mexico."

It was DIA detection of naval
movements to Cuba plus construction activity in Cuba's Cienfuegos harbor area that led
to the 1970 mini-crisis between
the United States and the Soviet
nion. The Soviets were believed building a nuclear submarine base at Cienfuegos.
The fifth Soviet naval contingent to Cuba began arriving in
Havana Feb. 10, 1971, Cassell

testified.
'The cruiser (one of the v
sels involved) left for Hays
the 15th of February and c
pleted a circuit of the Gulf
Mexico, passing to within
miles of the Loitisiana ceast.'
he said.
"The cruiser proceeded
Cienfuegos to join a nuclear
powered attack submarine
which had been in that

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule f r Wednesda Evening *
CM. 4
CH. 12
CH. II
CH. 5
CH. 6

WSM
6:30,pragnet
6:80 News
7:
Adam-12
6:30 Sports
7:30 Special
7:00 Ed.
Father 9:00
Night-Gal
2:30 Comedy
10:00 News
8:20 Persuaders
10:30 Tonight
1:30 Anderson
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett

WLAC
6:30 Survival
7:00 Burnett
8:00 Med.-Cent.
9:00 Mannix
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

WPSD
6:30 Nash-Music
7:00 Adam 12
7:30 Harvey
9:00 Night-Gallery
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

WSIX
6:30 Make-Deal
7:00 Movie:
9:00 Comedy-Hr.
10:00 Chaparral
11:00 News
11:30 Cauett

KFVS
6:30 Rollin'
7:00 Burnett
8:00 Med. Cent
9:00 Mannix
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Thursday:00 *
Sunrise

:00 Ralph Emery
:00 Today
:00 Dinah's
10:30 Bewitched
:30Concentration
11:00 Password
11:30 Split-Second 10:00 Sale-of
entury
12:00 My Child.
10:30 Squares
12:30 Make-Deal
11:00Jeopardy
1:00 Newlyweds
11:30 Who-What1:30 Dating
11:55 News
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
12:00 Noon Show
:31I One Life
1:00 Our Lives
3:00 Love Am.
1:30 Doctors
3:30 Matinee
2:00 Another
Lewis World
5:00 H.X.
5:30 News
2:30 Bright
6:30 Safari
Promise
7:00 Special
3:00 Begs Bunny
0:00 Longstreet
3:15 Movie
1:00 0. Marshall 5:25 Weather
10:00 News
5:30 News
10:30 Cavett
:00 News
:30 Dragnet
:00 Flip giiisqq
8:00 lronside
9:00 Dean martin
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

:45 Journal
6:00 News
AM
6:30 N'Ville
Kern.
7:55 Kltc.
8:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Tell-Truth
9:30 T or C
10:00 Fam. Affair
10:30 Love of Life
11:00 Heart Is
11:30 Search
12:00 Singing Con.
12:30 World Turns
1:00 Love Is
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
2:30 Edge of Night
3:00 Gomer Pyle
3:30 Gilligan
4:00 Movie
S:25 News
6:00 News
6:30 Tell-Truth
7:00 Me & Chimp
7:30 Reports
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
10:30 Mason

7:00 Today
9:00 Dinah
1:30 Concord.
10:00 Sale Con.
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 Who-What11:55 News
12:00 Child-MeToo
12:30 News
12:45 Pastor
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Another
World
2:30 Bright
Promise
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Calendar
3:35 Popeye
:00 Gilligan
4:30 Dan Boone
5:30 News
:30 Wagoner
:00 Flip Wilson
:00 Ironsioe
:00 Dean Martin
10:00 News
10:30 Toni ht

:30 McCoys
:30 Break. Show
7:00 Bozo
:00 News
8:30 Romper
Kangaroo
8:00
9:00 LuCy
9:00 Lucy
0:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Mov. Game 9:30 My 3 Sons
10:00 Fam. Affair
11
10:30 Love-Life
11:38 Barbara
11:00 Where Heart
11:25 News
11:45 Sewing
11:30 Search
11;55 C. Duvall
Pic12:00 My Children 12:00 Farm
12:30 Make-Deal
12:05 News
1:011 Newlyweds
12:30 World Turns
1:30 Dating
Many
1:00 Love
2:00 Gen.
Hosp. 1:30 Guiding Light
2:30 One Life
:00 Secret Storm
3:00 Password
Night
:30 Edge
3:30 Love Am.
:00 Gomer Pyle
4:00 Jeannie
Collie
3:30 Jeff's
4:30 Green Acres 4:00 B I 9 Valley
5:00 News
:00 Hazel
6130 Golddiggers
:30 News
7:00 Smith-Jones
:30 Primus
8:00 Longstreet
:00 Me & Chimp
9:00 0-Marshall
:30 My 3 Sons
10:00 Chaparral
8:00 Special
11:00 News
9:00 Reports
11:30 Cavell
News
0:
Griffin
•

N

CH. 29
WDXR
.,:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:34 Theater 29
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
10:00 Creel. F
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

9:00 Psychiatrist
9:30 Devotions
9:45 Movie
11:35 The Answer
11:50 Sewing
12:00 Gourmet
12:30 3 on a Match
1:00 News
1:03 Movie
1:30 Movie
3:00 Munsters
3:30 Fury
4:00 Bozo
5:00 Superman
5:30 McHales
5:57 News
6:00 Bill Dance
6:30 Theatre-29
7:00 Special
:30 Crest. Feat.
10:00 News
10:30 Theatre

2.1

(rr5 GOING

11OU'RE READING "WAR AND
PEACE" AND teOltRE REAPING
ONLW ONE WORD A W?P
I
ALWAYS KNEW LAX WERE
OUT OF LeOLA MiNO!

FASTER THAN

--Nou6NT

LONDIE

r 25'
27'
sh 22'
THE PHANTOM

S 34'
C Bags

since Feb. 14."
Cassell also reported that tiro
Soviet hydrographic ships "are
currently operating in the Gulf
of Mexico.'
The subcommittee hearing
on "Soviet Naval Activities in
Cuba" began Sept. 28. A transcript of the testimony, with
many security deletions, was
released recently.
Regarding the hydrographic
vessels, Cassell said, "The Soviets have been conducting research in the Caribbean and the
Gulf of Mexico on currents,
temperatures, salinity.... Certainly the Soviets must have
the types of information outlined ... if they plan submarine
operations "
The Aixth Soviet flotilla
movement to Cuba, on May 25,
1971, Cassell testified, included
an Echo 2 nuclear-powered
missile submarine and a submarine tender.
The officer said a Soviet intelligence collection ship joined
the tender on June 6. "This was
the first time such a unit has
called at any Western Hemisphere port," he said. The spy
ship, he testified, "had been
operating off the U.S. East

.marines come and go, but the
shore facilities they require are
permanently established (in
Cuba)."
Cassell told the subcommittee: "We see the naval visits to Cuba as part of the larger
CANOGA PARK, Calif.(AP)
Soviet goal of achieving a
worldwide naval capability." — Ethan, a 9-year-old with an
engaging smile, is condemned
Be added:'Ibe Soviet Union by birth to spend his life as a
has a deep involvement in Cu- mongoloid idiot.
ba. It seems committed to inOrdinarily, such * child
suring Cuba's eventual ecofornomic atecess in Cuba and to would receive little or no
providing a suitable amount of mal religious-training. Dependarms for its defense. In return, ing on his parents' devoutness,
the Soviets obviously look to time and ability, he might
Cuba for support of naval cotn- learn something about his famibatants as well as a showplace ly's religion at home.
Ethan and other mentally refor communism in the Western
tarded Jewish children are reHemisphere."
Meanwhile, some defense ceiving religious training each
specialists stress that the Saturday in an innovative proUnited States is finding it hard gram at a temple in this Los
to keep track of the most con- Angeles suburb.
troversial of these "naval comThe program at Temple Sobatants" — submarines — lael is typical of what religious
close to home, in the Gulf of educators say is a growing
Mexico and the Caribbean.
movement to involve the menRest Roast
tally retarded, especially the
Let the roast "set" for educable child, in religious life.
approximately 20 minutes be"Too often the mentally refore carving. Since the in- tarded receive no religious
ternal temperature may rise training, or their religious
50 or more, allow for this training is the last thing anyone
Subcommittee Chairman when determining when to worries about," explained RabDante Fascell, a Florida remove the roast from oven. bi Bernard M. Cohen one SaturDemocrat, asked the range of
Button keeps popping off? day morning. He stood at the
Missiles carried by the Echo 2, Try
sewing them on with temple door greeting the rambut the answer was deleted for
bunctious storm of youngsters
dental floss.
security. Other informed
sources say the Echo 2 carries
eight nuclear-powered missiles
with 500-mile ranges.
Cassell said: "In related naNEW
val activity, there have been
pivtein
four visits of Soviet Bear D
hairspray
long-range naval reconnaissance aircraft to Cuba. ... A
visit on April 18 (1970) constituted the first time this type
aircraft has been observed
landing outside the Soviet Union." Knowledgeable • sources
gay there is reason to believe
such spy planes have kept
operating.
Since the hearing, a seventh
Soviet flotilla entered Cuban
Available in Regular Hold,
Extra Hold, Scented and nscented
ports, on Oct. 31, 1971. The
group included two submarines
which went to Cayo Largo,
southeast of Cienfuegos and
Considered part of its internationally controversial navy
base complex.
Then,late in January, a Rua*guided missile frigate and
left Cuba after p
submarine
1
er
i g stay during which, among
things, they engaged in
I
' tisubmarine exercises with
the Cubans.
Meanwhile, in mid-January,
Soviet tugs towed two 200-ton
missile-firing patrol boats to
Cuba. The vessels Cuba re°dyed were of the USA class,
which have a speed of 35 knots
and mount four Styx missiles
with high-explosive warheads
arid arange-of 15miles. It was a
Styx with which the Egyptians
sank an Israeli destroyer in
1967.
Rep. Claude Pepper, a Florida Democrat, and as is Fascell, a Miamian, said Cuba's
new gunboats carry missiles
foe 1nly
with "ample power to reach not
only Homestead Air Force
1":°I)
Base but eveti the President's
vacation compound in Key Biscayne." Homestead, where
Nixon customarily lands on his
flights to Florida, is off the Atlantic, south of . Miami. Key
Biscayne is on Biscayne Bay.
Pepper said the Soviet Union
"for all intents and purposes
has a permanent naval base in
Cuba. The warshIps and sub-

Boiling

79'

lotion

EATLE BAILEY
-

75;

lb. $2"
lb. $369
nk ib35$
lb.396

arriving for Sabbath School.
"Parents are just so busy ,
getting regular education for '•
their mentally retarded child
and coping with the situation
that they often don't even think
of religious training," said the ;
teacher, Mrs. Arlene Paster,
herself the mother of a mentally '
retarded child.
"I want these children to feel
there's another place where
they belong—that they belong
in our temple community. And
the community needs to know
these children are human.1
beings.
"People are surprised to find
our children can learn these
things, can do these things." ;
"There just are no facilities;
at all open to these children,"
Ethan's mother said when she.:
returned for her son.
"Many temples don't want
them because they make noise,
they disrupt activities, they
don't fit in."
Religious experience can be
Important to a mentally retarded child, Mrs. Paster said,
citing one of Ethan's classmates.

Protein
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AND REFINED
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FAMILY DINNER
Skillet Meat Patties
Mrs. Louise Lauda's
Turnipotato
Green Peas Stewed Tomatoes
Beverage
Fresh Pears
MRS LOUISE LAUDA's
TURN'POTATO
Using a food mill will yield
smoothly mashed vegetables.
3 cups peeled diced yellow turnip
3 cups peeled diced potato
6 slices bacon
3 tablespoons bacon drippings
Salt to taste
Boil turnip and potato in separate covered saucepans in I
inch boiling salted water until
tender -- 15 to 29 minutes
Meanwhile slowly cook bacon
until crisp, drain on paper toweling_ Drain potato and turnip
and put through food mill Stir
in hot bacon drippings. Add salt
if needed Crumble bacon and
stir into vegetables Makes 3
cups or 4 to 6 servings 41!
desired, prepare ahead and reheat tn top of buttered doubleboiler over boiling water Stir
in crisp bacon just before serving.)

\
__

For the two basic hair problems:
• Fine, thin limp hair.
• Dry or damaged hair.
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City
Ordinance
ORDINANCE NUMBER 552,
BEING AN ORDINANCE
DECLARING THE NEED,
NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY
AND INTENTION OF THE
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,TO ANNEX CERTAIN
AU'TOS FOR SALE
CONTIGUOUS TERRTTORY
FOtt SALE
TO THE CITY OF MURRAY,
TO BUY speed bicycle. 24,000 BTU WINDOW air conKENTUCKY;
AND
AC- WANT
TFNC ditioner, one year old, Call 7537-2655.
CURATELY DEFINING THE
1331 before 6:00 p.m.
A4C
BOUNDARIES
OF
THE
76R D TORINO convertible
TERRITORY WHICH CITY OF 1191'"
6911:0
MURRAY,
A3C
KENTUCKY, Phone 753-6091.
PROPOSES TO ANNEX,
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE 1964 PONTIAC Bonneville, two
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE door hardtop. Extra good.
M30C
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- $450 00. Phone 436-2427.
23-1/16x35"
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
.009 Thick
SECTION I: That it is
SERVICES OFFERED
needful,
necessary
plates are perfect
and
These
desirable that the following BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
or roofing
siding
for
dirt
and
fill
described lands lying adjacent also bank gravel,
354-8569
or
Phone
Hardin,
topsoil.
and contiguous to the present
barns, for placing
boundary limits of the City of 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m. Apr. 7C
around bottom of
Murray, Kentucky, be annexed
mobile
homes to keep
to said City of Murray, Kentucky, and
become a part INTERIOR, EXTERIOR
wind and snow,
painting; any size job. All work out the
thereof, to-wit:
other
many
for
and
guaranteed.
Use
first
quality
Beginning at a point on the
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
southeast corner of the
as
such
uses
Todd,753-8495.
April 10C
present city limits located on
"building out'
the west right-of-way of U.S.
FURNITURE REFINISHING,
mice or rats.
641 South; thence west with
all work guaranteed. Free pick
the present city limits to a
point on the southeast inside
up and delivery. Free estimate.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
corner of the present city
Call at
April 20C
limits; thence south, west, McCoy,753-3045.
southeast and south with the
present city limits to a point
FOR ALL your home additions.
on the southeast corner of
103 N. 4th St
alterations, remodeling, etc.
the present city limits;
iree Estimates. Phone 753thence east parallel with the
Murray, Ky.
6123.
TFC
north section line of Section
3. Township 1, Range 4 East
to a point 300 feet east of the
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back GENTLE PONY for sale. $20.00.
M31C
east right-of-way of U.S. 641
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- Telephone 753-8185.
South; thence north parallel
TFC
5933.
BOXERS, AKC, two female
with U.S. 641 South to a point
PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding. puppies. Fawn, one with white.
on the south property line of
Prompt expert service. 15 years Phone Paris, Tennessee, 901-642Riverwood Subdivision;
M31C
experience. Ben W. Dyer, 9142.
thence east to a point on the
Mayfield, Kentucky, phone 247southeast corner of River8072.
Apri126C LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
wood Subdivision; thence
in Kentucky. No increase in
north parallel with U.S. 641
EXPERIENCED BABY-SITTER prices. Country Boy Stores,
South to a point on the
in your home or mine. Have own Army Surplus, 9 miles from
present city limits; thence
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
west with the present city transportation. Phone 7534759.
M29C 117 and 164. Open Sunday until
limits to a point on the west
4:00p.m.
M31C
right-of-way of U.S. 641
CARPENTER!! DO small jobs,
South; thence south to the
build or repair. Also ceramic. BALDWIN GRAND piano, used,
point of beginning.
SECTION II: That it is the vinyl, electrical. Experienced superb condition. Wurlitzer
intention of City of Murray, work.Phone Bill, 753-1737. M28P Grand Piano, used. Two
repossessed Baldwin pianos. New
Kentucky, to annex to City of
Baldwin organs and pianos.
Murray, Kentucky, so as to
become a part thereof, the PAINTING-INTERIOR and Practice pianos. Rent-Toterritory described in Section I exterior. Work guaranteed. Purchase plan. Lonardo Piano
Reasonable. Phone 437-4313 8:00 Company, across from Post
hereof.
M31P Office, Paris,Tennessee. M31C
ADOPTED
ON
FIRST a.m.to 6:00 p.m.
READING ON THE 9th DAY
MAGNAVOX PORTABLE
OF March, 1972.
HELP WANTED
stereo, two speakers, and stand
ADOPTED ON SECOND
mnp
to
READING ON THE 23rd DAY WANTED BABY-SITTER in my $65.00. Like new, must see
OF March, 1972.
home from 7:30 a.m till 4:30 p.m. appreciate.607 Elm.
COMMON COUNCIL,
M30C
Phone 753-7353.
CITY OF MURRAY,
FISH DINNER
KENTUCKY
Special Thur.-Fri.-Sat.
WANTED LADY to train as
Complete and Satisfying
By Holmes Ellis
technician. No experience
$1.29
Mayor,.City of Murray, Ky. necessary. Apply in person
ATTEST:
Monday, Wednesday or Friday to
TRIANGLE INN
Clerk, City of Murray, Ken- Dr 's Broeringmeyer, Kentucky
tucky
M30C
94 East.
2-12 DEARBORN Plow. 753Stanford Andrus
M31P
2263.

ALUMINUM
PLATES

CAVE COUNTRY CAMPERS-Campgrounds covered with trailers and
recreational vehicles are a familiar sight in Kentucky's central cave country, where
there are camping accommodations for vacationing families and for conventions
such as this aerial view of the National Campers and Hikers Assn. Nearby tourist
attractions of varied kinds, in addition to the famous caverns, make the cave area
a popular vacation spot.

Cave Country Is Booming In Last Few Years
Back in the 1700's, the people
Kentucky were busy being accepted by Congress as a state,
and electing their first
Governor, so when it was announced in 1799 that Mammoth
Cave had been discovered,
there was not much fanfare. In
the ensuing years, however,
many front page news stories
emanated from what became
known as the "Cave Area."
They told of newer discoveries
and of explorers losing their
lives in the cave. Today, the
-Cave Area" has become
"Cave Country" and the
number-one story of the
spectacular cave region in
Kentucky is its continuous
growth.
Kentucky's cave area
is
easily accessible via three exits
on 1-65. Heading south on 1-65,
from the Horse Cave exit you
will find Mammoth Onyx Cave
and a delightfully easy one-hour
tour. Two miles south off the
Cave City exit is Crystal Onyx
Cave, discovered in 1960, and
Mammoth Cave in Mammoth
Cave National Park. Mammoth
Cave, Kentucky's biggest,
embraces such phenomena as
three rivers, two lakes and a
"Dead Sea," resting in majesty

Benton Artist
To Sell Prints
Ken Holland, Route 2 Benton,
is offering for sale 1500 prints of
"Cider Apples", one of his
paintings. The prints, 18 by 24
inches. are in full color.
Three hundred of th& prints
are numbered and signed and
will sell for $7.00 each. Twelve
hundred will be signed, only,
and will sell for $5.00 each.
Holland is a member of the
Murray Art Guild, where other
works of his are also on display.
His work has been shown in
Tennessee, Missouri, Georgia,
and other states. He has
received an invitation to show
some of his works at one of the
art galleries in New York this
summer.
Holland was born in 1933 in
Marshall County, near Benton.
In 1952, he married Bethel Sills
of Model, Tennessee. They now
have two sons, Wes and
Wayling. Holland is employed
at the Pensalt Corporation in
Calvert City.
Holland has been interested in
art since childhood. Two and a
half years ago, one of his fellow
employees, Larry Riley, persuaded him to take his art
before the public. Since then his
work has been in many art
shows.
Most of his time is spent in
studio painting. Holland's main
works focus around Still Lifes
and Landscapes.

under the earth. Further south
on 1-65 at the Park City exit is
Diamond Caverns, where
guided tours originate from the
lobby of the Colonial Lodge in
Park City. In Kentucky's cave
area, there are about 2,000
caves-more known caves than
any other state in the Union can
claim.
Even though it was in the
1700's that discovery of the
caves in the commonwealth
became known, it was to be a
century or two before they
could be enjoyed by the general
public. In the 1900's, as late as
1960, visitors to Mammoth Cave
during the peak season totaled
only about 3,000 people.
The '60's reflected a growth
that might be compared to a
pretty little cake beginning to
cook. By the mid-60's, the cake
was rising and the neighboring
towns were getting their share
of the crumbs. Cave City has
begun to bill itself as the
"Gateway" to the big daddy of
them all.. Mammoth Cave.
Aggressive entrepreneurs were
sprinkling Mother Nature's
bakery with some goodies of
their own. Campgrounds,
motels, restaurants, service
stations and tourist attractions
were cooking on top of the
fabulous caverns, offering each
year's increase of hungry
visitors a delightful variety for
their festive board. From Indian villages to Western towns,
the bill of fare was growing, and
by the end of the '60's the annual
number of visitors had reached
one million.
The beginning of the 1970's
found Cave Country teeming
with new attractions such as
Mammoth Cave Wax Museum,
the only wax museum in
Kentucky and one of less than 50
on the entire North American
continent. The museum,located
within view of the Cave City exit
of 1-65, has been recognized
internationally by receiving an
invitation to become a member
of the International Association
of Wax Museums.
Next-door to the museum is a
uniquely designed gift shop.
Though it looks like a Swiss
chalet, it is called Huckleberry
Hill. Quaint and colorful, it
specializes in handcrafted gifts
from Red Bird and Henderson
settlements in the Appalachian
area of Kentucky. Unlike any
tourist attraction in the area, it
is reminiscent of a Swiss
village, though you would have
to imagine snow-covered
mountains hovering over it.
The gift shop is flanked on
either side by an A-frame house
and a barn-like structure. An
additional
building is now
under construction on the
premises.
The A-frame building is an art
gallery and the barn-like

Ken Holland will offer 1500 prints of his "Cider Apples" for sale.
Three hundred of the prints will be signed and numbered, while
the remaining 1200 will be signed only

building exhibits antiques such
as a stage coach and some oldtime saddles. The building
under construction will house a
potter working at his wheel, a
broommaker and a leather
crafter.
Varied
European
architecture may be used for
future buildings but, right now,
Huckleberry Hill's three Swisstype buildings, accented with
heavy trim around windows,
doors and roof, look for all the
-world like-would you believe
gingerbread goodies with
chocolate icing?
Others have added their icing,
too...for example, there is Jesse
James Village, featuring a
skylift, campaing areas, train
rides and a gift shop. Camping
and lodging are abundant in the
entire area, and close by is the
new Barren River Lake State
Resort Park, with over 100
campsites, some 50 or more
lodge accommodations and 12
cottages.
Cave Country is changing and
growing. Its pretty little cake
looks like a many-tiered wedding cake now-and why not?
There has been a beautiful
merger of nature's miracles
and man's genius!

Fighting Off
An Infection
Transplanting a thymus
sounds like a gardening delight.
Actually, it's an intriguing new
medical procedure that can
save lives.
The thymus-a gland in the
lower neck and upper chesthelps to fight off infections from
viruses, fungi, and a few bacteria like the TB germ. The
glans apparently instructs the
bone marrow to prepare bodily
defenses and ward off the
microscopic invaders. Someone
with a deficient thymus has no
such defenses and can be
susceptible to fatal infections.
Even
vaccinations can be
extremely dangerous for such
people.
The third and fourth successful thymus transplantations
in medical history were
recently performed by Dr.
Richard Hong of the University
of Wisconsin, whose research
was supported by the National
Tuberculosis and Respiratory
Disease Association as well as
by federal agencies. The
technique itself, quite different
for other transplant procedires,
is fascinating.
The technique involved injecting into th patient's thigh
the thymus tissue from a 12- to
20-week-old fetus. This is done
under local anesthetic, and the
process may be repeated serveral times. If the body rejects
the injected thymus fragments,
it usually does so only after they
have sent their instructions to
the bone marrow cells. The
instructions may last as long as
ten years. Then another transplant can be made.
According to Dr. Hong, the
thymus is sometimes slowly
worn away in many chronic
diklases. Now transplants may
help build up the body's
defenses and thus prevent or
'treat many kinds of illness.
"The role '44o+ thyrrins
therapy," .says Dr. i'long. "is
lust beginning to be'explored."
He predicted an. "exciting"
future for the technique. It's a
future that bears watching.

25' each

Ledger & Times

Philpott Traded
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.
i AP - Pedro Ramos, 36, former major league pitcher, who
had been working out with the
New York Mets' Tidewater
club, Monday asked for and received his release so he could
join the Puebla baseball club in
the Mexican League.

Experienced
Full Time

AKC REGISTERED black Toy
TWO COMPLETE CB radios. Poodle puppies, 8 weeks old.
Phone 753-9341 after 5:00 p.m.
Phone 753-6379.
M29C
M31C
NEW PLYMOUTH garden
tillers, 5 H.P. Briggs and Stratton
engine with forward and reverse
$139.95. Air conditioners, Thomas
A. Edison. 10,000 BTU $179.95.
17,000 BTU $209.95, 20,000 BTU
$252.95, 23,000 BTU $275.95, 26,000
BTU $295.95. Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky, phone
A7C
527-9368.

TWO T.V. Antennas with poles,
Call 753-7209.
1TP

Phone 753-4953

BABY-SITTER,
WANTED
Monday through Friday, 8:00
1963 CHEVROLET
two door
a.m.-4:00 p.m. Phone 753Impala body, no motor or
M30C
5242
transmission. Perfect shape,
extra sharp. Phone 753-8428. M31C
FULL
WANTED
time
Paint Till, on floors can be waitresses, evening shift and
rem.
applyIng cooking night shift available. Apply in TWO ROW corn planter and side
or salad oil. Oil loosens;
dresser for Ford tractor. Call
the
1.41 int • %%Inch then can ke person anytime to Palace Drive 436-5505 after 5 p.m.
M31C
M3oC
Chestnut.
and
In. 16th
.craped off.
AUTOS FOR SALE
DREAM ('AR - 1.ike new 1971
Grand Prix, new tires, all the
extras, need capital for investment. You must see this one.
Plume 753-7620.
Aprill8C

TRIANGLE INN 753-4953
1111111111111N111111111111111111111111111111111111111n1
ENNIS SS dc XB Restaurant
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
per case (100 books). Sold in case
lots only. Ledger & Times OfficeSupply, 103 North 4th Street. TF‘
NC
TWO INSIDE doors; one commode and two lavatories. See at
the Ledger & Times office, 103
North 4th Street.
TFNC
CAMPER TRAILER, 7'x16',
$550.00. See at 701
Sycamore.
M28P

INCH

CHAIN
LINK
FENCE

OUTFIT

60'

Per Running Foot
Outfit includes Sears CHIEFTAIN
quality galvanized steel fencing
fabric. lop rail, line posts,
loop caps and lie wires.

•

,,rnsrphieslubdoydhpae.eprasoatofant
he n,.
Ia
Froguer
S T U D Y ___
oo

rnent of photo Of C n ,,,....
' ' at New York's Hallmark Gallery

1972 TURBO-CRAFT fishing
,boat„ new, 18' jet propelled.
Phone 436-2427.
M30C
GIRL'S CLOTHES, infant
through 3 toddler. Women's
clothes, size 10. Phone 7533672. •
M30C
EASTER BUNNIES and frying
size rabbits. Phone 435-5851. M30C
ANTIQUE ORGAN, Solid Oak.
Refinished and completely
rebuilt inside. Phone 7531861.
M30C

COUNTRY NAM
ON A BISCUIT
Great for Parties, Picnics
Lunches, and to take Fishing
25 cents each or 4-89 cents
Take along a sack full

Larry Lyles
Call me for a
detailed estimate

Dial 753-2310
t: ti um;
stI,Es ()141c:I.:
Sou thside
Shopping Center
1971 MOBILE HOME, 12x60,
three bedrooms, two baths.
Spanish decor. Buyer can take
over payments. Can be seen
Michael Rule home, Mayfield,
Ky. Route 5. Phone 247-8837. A4C

NICE OLD secretary desk, three
old clocks, two nice old dough
trays, old bowl and pitcher, two
old rockers, few other old pieces
of furniture and few pieces of old
glassware. See at 1407 Johnson
Blvd., Call 753-2806. One Walnut
Telephone, and one very unusual
1964 FORD CUSTOM, $165.00 metal and brass telephone dated
1955 Chevrolet pickup, $125.00. in 1909
M31P
Phone 753-8780.
M3ONC
-

PAST

SUPER stuff, sure nuf! That's
Blue Lustre for cleaning carpets.
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Begley Drug Store, Central
AlC
Shopping Center.

YELLOW AND Chrome, formica
top, breakfast set. Large table
with extra leaf, four upholsetered
chairs. Good condition, $40.00.
Phone 753-2911 or see at 1506
Canterbury Drive.
M3ONC

970 VOLKSWAGEN with autoinato: stick shift. One owner with
only 13,000 actual miles. Has
trailer hitch. Real sit: clean car.
('all 753-4947 after five p
TEN('

/Fr

SPRING FOR Sale; 1969 Honda
175 cycle, helmet, new tires, just
tuned. Low miles. Ready to go!!
Lots of fun for $395.00. Phone 753Aprill8C
7620.

Take along a Sack full

SEARS Coraleg Solo, R•p.•t•,,,a,...•

BIG JACK antenna, also used
vacuum cleaner. Call 7531346.
M31P

MAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Wili
finance two-thirds at $135.00 a
month. Call 753-6202 or 7533648.
TFC

CHICKENS, DUCKS, Pigeons,
Bantams, young and old. Large
CURRED
Old Fashion
selection. Hubert Alexander,
SAUSAGE ON A BISCUIT
phone 328-8563, three miles South
25 cents each or 4-89 cents
M31P
of Sedalia.

WROUGHT IRON dinette or
patio set, glass top table with four
chairs. Table 48 x 30 inches, like
new,$75.00. 436-5571.
3431C

Triangle Inn

Ramos pitched two scoreless
innings Monday for Tidewater
against the Mets' squad. He requested his release immediaely
after the game.

Carr171""t"Ch'na- ''

•-A

BELTONE FACTORY fresh SOY BEANS for seed, 3,000
hearing aid batteries for all make bushels York, germination of 88'•
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. M29C per cent. Phone 435-5165 or 435M29C,
4415.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to that
with
expensive carpet, clean
HOUSE TRAILER axils; wheels:<
Blue Lustre. Rent electric tires, axils and equalizers, 8150.00
Belaire
shampooer $1. Big K,
Phone 753-6508. M29C
AlC per tendem.
Shopping Center.

HELP WANTED

NIGHT COOKS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

1969 PLYMOUTH GTX 440
FAB-N-TRIM
engine, automatic transmission,
314 Main
new tires, mag wheels, local car.
Wed.-Thurs. Only
Sharp. $1500.00. Also 1967
Reptile Print Vinyl
Chevrolet Impala coupe. factory
air, power brakes, steering, Reg. $3.00 Now s1.00 yd.
transmission, new.
automatic
tires. Sharp $1195.00. Can be seen 12.9 x 11.4 BARWICK NYLON
at Neal Starks Mobile Homes rug, avocado green, with pad.
phone 753-6734.
A4(1 Phone 753-9742.
M31C

4i& INN
THREE GILTS, Yorkshire and
Hampshire cross,
ready to
breed. $75.00 each. Phone 4362149. •
M30C
FENCE SALE at Sears. Call
Sears for all your fencing needs.
Chain link-Redwood and Farm
Fences. Now on sale. Expert
installation available. Call Larry
Lyles for free estimate,7532310.
May 1C
HONDA 50, 1967 model, $75.00.
Phone 753-5651 or see at 700 Earl
Court.
M3ONC
MINI BIKE, good condition. 4
H.P. motor. Price $50.00. Phone
753-3805 after 6:00 p.m.
M 30C
14' CHEROKE fishing boat.
factory trailer, 18 H.P. Evinrude
motor. $450.00. Phone 435-5842
after 6:00 p.m.
M30C
LIBERTY MOBILE home.
8'x50', completely furnished,
carpeted, all electric, two
bedrooms. Ready to move into.
1969 Dodge Charger RT,
automatic, power steering, silver
grey with black vinyl roof and
matching interior. Excellent
condition. Phone days 753-6796nights 489-2471.
M31C
irrv
WALIEZIf
W CANCER INSURANCE
As low as $15.00 per
year-all ages
Golan Hays
753-1976

FOR Y(
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Complet
14NC
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STARKS
HARDWARE

808 Chestnut Street

Another View

504 Main
Behind Peoples Bank
EASTER OUTFITS
FOR
BOYS AND GIRLS

VOTE

SALE. Three
RUMMAGE
fourths miles from Murray on
New Concord Highway. Saturday
April 1, 10:00 a.m. Numerous
clothes, including formals size 718, household items,etc. 753M31C
8812.

TRY US,YOU'LL LIKE US
Your weeks meat supply
delivered to your door. Choice
,HIGHWAY 641 Pet 'Shop. Fish custom cuts, Government'
and supplies, AKC puppies, Tiny Inspected Meat, Call 753-1601,
Toy Poodles, Irish Setter, Gibson Locker Plant.
Cockers, Eskimo, Spitz. 7 miles
North of Murray, Kentucky,
WANT TO BUY
If It's Musical, It's at .. .
phone 753-1862 or 753-9457. April
24C
WANT TO BUY March 21 copies
Ledger & Times. Bring by
of
Now In The
Ledger & times Office, 103 North
Street
Chestnut
Center
Dixieland
TFNC
4th Street.
504 Main
Behind Peoples Bank
1 RACK OF DRESSES
WrILL THE lady who got the TRY OUR Unique savings planWANT TO BUY three 14" three
17 PRICE
wrong jacket ( James Kenrob) You'll love it. Charles M. Carter,
point hookup flat bottom plows, in
FiIum colored, double breasted, Farm Bureau Insurance, 753Phone J.
good condition.
M31P 9726.
M29C JANETTE'S - BEAUTY Shop at C. Russell, 436-2149.
please call 753-1833.
M30C
Almo, Kentucky is now open
Owner and operator Janette FOR SALE OR RENT:
Walker. For appointment phone
M30C
753-1977.
TWO BEDROOM house, plenty of
closet space, wall to wall carpet
LATEST IN NEW EQUIPMENT!!
in living room. Phone 753HOM ELITE SAWS
1628.
M31C
including Steam Bath and/or Massage

TWO BEDROOM furnished
trailer, air conditioned, one mile
from Murray. $85.00 per month,
water furnished. Phone Cadiz
A3C
522-6332.

/54A1PLE

TAKE ONE

- SINCE 1925

\_

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

The Youth Shop

3-29

"OUR CANDIDATE 15 INDORSED ey A HOST
OF HOLLYWOOD GLAMOR STARS, BUT FOR
BALANCE WE STILL COULD USE LASSIE OR
MICKEY MOUSE "
AUCTION SALE

Advanced Memberships at Reduced Rates
Now Available thru April 1
EXTRA BONUS FOR THE FIRST 75

Phone 753-2962
NOTICE

Waldrop Saw &
Lock Shop

The Auction that was scheduled last Saturday at
the Raymond Colson Farm on Highway 94 was
called off due to bad weather. The sale has been
rescheduled for this Saturday, April 1, at 10:00 a.m.

12' x 60' ALCOA TRAILER, three
bedrooms, air conditioned,
washer, dryer. The right price to
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank the right people. Call 492-8813 or
M31C
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC 492-8500.

207 S. 7th

'

NOTICE

AUCTION SALE

- AUCTION -

* OPENING SOON *
Shapemakers Health Club of Murray

NOTICE

Every effort will be made to have this sale!
Ledbetter, Ky.
COL JACK COLSON,
898-2967
Auctioneer
NOTICE

NOTICE

It you don't wan
try us!or3y.ars,
try usfor
Today's Army is more than a place to mark time It'
a place where you may aiscover capabilities you never
thought you had. Learn a skill, meet people, travel, and find,
yourself in the process.
And in today's Army you can do it in two years insteac.
of three.
At a starting salary of S288 a month. With free meals,
free housing,free medical and dental care. And 30 days
paid vacation a year.
We'll train you in a skill, but the Army will choose the
skill and assign you wherever you and your skill are needed
The man who goes in for three years gets to choose his job
and, in some cases, the place to serve in. .
Rut like him you'll get veterans benefits, too. Like the
chance to go on to college with 36 months of financial
assistdfice.

If this is one of the reasons you'd rather spend two years
with us than three, see your local
Army
ntative.
Army Rebr'ese

wane

Call
753-1916

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

MODERN, BEAUTIFUL, un- GOOD INVESTMENT property;
air- nearly two acres in heart of town,
carpeted,
furnished,
apartment. near 8th and Sycamore and the
conditioned
Refrigerator, stove, oven, gar- hospital. Nice retirement home
bage disposal and dishwasher sight. Buyer gets land, old 9 rtx)in
furnished. Large L-Shaped (ionic, and remodeling material.
living, dining, kitchen com- A sound buy at $9,850.00. Phone
Aprill8C
bination, 2 bedrooms, bath and 753-7620 or 753-9912.
utility. Phone 753-4974 or 753M30C IN LAKE WAY Shores, modern A
3865.
frame house, two bedrooms,
DUPLEX ON Monroe".Five room combination living room and
and bath, central heat and air, built in kitchen, paneled
carpet throughout, extra large basement, utility area, storm
master bedroom, range. Days windows and doors, electric heat.
phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after $15,500.00. Phone 436-5331. April
TFC 3C
5:001).m.

The Youth Shop

Opens 7 a.m.
12th & Poplar Street

FOR YOUR auction sale needs MOBILE HOME Owner, Save 10your incontact Otto Chester's Auction 20 percent on
Service, 435-4042, Lynn Grove. surance needs. Call Charles M.
Complete auction service. April Carter, Farm Bureau Insurance,
M29C
753-4703 or 753-9726.
14NC

NOTICE

S. infant
Women's
753M30C

FOR RENT

"FOR

M28P

T fishing
propelled.
M30C

NOTICE

ELECTROLUX SALES di Ser.
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., CM.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarTFC
mington, Kentucky.

Boys DOUBLE KNIT PANTS

R, 7'x16',

nut! That's
g carpets.
pooer $1.
e, Central
A1C

NOTICE

NOTICE

NEW SHIPMENT
seed, 3,000
ation of 88'165 or 435M29C
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KENTUCKY

loin you.

FURNISHED TWO bedroom
brick duplex, all electric, carpeted. One block from University, 809 North 16th Street. Phone
M29C
753-5140.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or two
Apartbedrooms Zimmerman
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
M29C
753-6609.
FURNISHED APARTMENT, air
conditioned. Phone 753-4064 or
M31P
753-3139.

FOR SALE
Brick house in Cantebury
Estates, 4 bedroom, 2 car
garage with a automatic
door, built in appliances,
carpet throughout, central
heat & air, well landscaped. Call..Days 7535315, Nights 753-3954.
KENIANA SHORES - Large lake
acess lots for $795.00 and up.
$10.00 down and $10.00 per month.
Water and all utilities available.
Aprill2C
Phone 436-5320.
LOT ON Kentucky Lake at Pine
Bluff Shores, shaded 100'x100'.
Water rights paid. Electricity,
phone service, paved road. Phone
615-647-1872 days of 615-647-2475
nights, or write Clarksville,
Tennessee, 37040, 1720 Memorial
M3OP
Drive.

TWO BEDROOM Duplex with
central heat and air, wall to wall
carpet, outlets for washer and
range,
Built-in
dryer.
FOUR BEDROOM 2'2 bath home
refrigerator. Phone 7532 stories on
/
M31C on Parklane Drive. 11
9741.
yard. Two
large fenced
fireplaces, red shag carpeting,
FIVE ROOM house with garden. and walnut paneling in cathedral
Couple or small family. Newly ceiling leisure room. $28,900.00.
decorated. $85.00 per month, Phone 753-7832 or 753-7231. M31C
electric heat. See by appointment. Phone 753-3001, or 474- BY OWNER, 54 acres, 6 room
M29C brick house, stock barn, 7 miles
2260.
from Murray. Phone 436-2415 or
TFC
436-2442 evenings.
apartment
THREE ROOM
located 509 Elm St. For information telephone 753HOME WITH extra large rooms
M30C and closets. House has four
1573.
bedrooms, in excellent neighBUILDING WITH Air Com- borhood on dead end street. In
pressor for automotive work. easy walking distance of
Good condition Call 753university, one block from
M30C Robertson School and bus route
3018.
Middle School. Two blocks high
UPSTAIRS FOUR roorrk fur- school. Fenced backyard with
nished apartment. Carpeted and fruit trees and garden area. Call
A3C
air conditioned, electric heat, 753-6557 for appointment.
available April 1. Couple only. No
Street.
pets. Phone 753-9903 for ap- HOUSE AT 417 South 10th
Two bedroom frame with
pointment at 713 Elm Street.
Newly
siding.
M30C aluminum
painted. New
decorated and
Price
throughout.
efficiency carpet
THREE ROOM
apartment, newly decorated. $8,500.00. Phone 753-4751. M31C
Shown by appointment. $75.00 per
month. Phone 753-3001 or 474AUCTION SALE
M30C
2260.
AUCTION SALE,Saturday. April
EXTRA NICE furnished one 1st, 10:30 a.m. rain or shine at the
bedroom apartment, all electric Mrs. Garry Myers' home. Turn
and air conditioned. Located South off Highway 94, four miles
between White Hall and Catholic South of Murray at sign, then two
church. Part of utilities fur miles on the blacktop.
nished. Only $85.00 per month
Will sell couch, desk. '2 beds,
Couples only. Phone 753-3805. A3C other beds, springs and mattresses, TV, two chifferobes,
electric stove and heaters, breakfast set, six chairs, ch esser,
washing machine, tiller, power
mowers, riding and walking.
Nice can fruit, trunk picture
frames, ice box, iron kettles,
jugs, jars, oil and gas lanterns,
dasher, baskets, milk can, small
tools. Any amount of other items.
WESTERN AUTO
Also pickup disc, 7' and hand
Home of
tools.
Following this sae at 2:30 p.m.
The Wishing Well
at Mrs. E. E. Collie home,edge of
Murray, Old Benton Road, or
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky North 4th Street Extended. Will
Lake, 10 miles from Murray in sell living room suite, practically
Two now, T.V. , vacuum cleaner.
Shores.
Panorama
bedrooms, 15 x 15 foot living electric stove, refrigerator, real
living, separate dining room, old dining table, chairs, wash
kitchen, central electric heat and stand and dresser, trunk, organ
boiler. picaire
air conditioning, all new ap- stool, cooper
pliances including washer. On frames, lots of cook ware and
privite lot. Phone 436-5571. M31C dishes I some old), cake plate,
sugar bowl, tooth pick holder.
TWO BEDROOM trailer, couples large matched vases, oil lamp.
only. See Brandon Dill at Dill lawn set, tools, ladders, rugs and
Trailer Court after 4:00 p.m. M31 so many other things.
These are clean sales and a
good variety in both of them. My
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and entire time will to given to
sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray, helping you with your sale
Kentucky. Phone Max at 753problems, little or large. Let us
ITC plan ahead as we have several
9131
sales coming up.
LOST & FOUND
Douglas Shoemaker, phone 753M30C
LOST: BLACK Heifer calf, 3375, Murray, Kentucky.
missing about two weeks. Phone
M29P
-•
436-2337.

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

WANTED TO RENT
WANT TO RENT two bedroom
unfurnished house, in or out of
city, to be available May 1st.
M30C
Phone 753-33:16.

SATISFY YOUR NEEDS

Fast,
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Karen McClure

Kentucky Roundup

(Continued from Page 1)
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)—The president of Kentucky Utilities chairman, Mrs. Russell which
Co. says a rate increase is necessary.
was given to be used to pay
William Duncan told a meeting of stockholders Tuesday night expenses to the summer art
that increasing fuel costs, coupled with air and water pollution
workshop at Murray State
control programs, make the increase necessary.
University this summer. But
Duncan said the company has undertaken a $16 million
because the workshop will inprogram to control particulate emissions at generating stations,
terfere with her summer
and that during the next five years it plans to spend $77.5 million
college program, Miss McClure
for environmental control systems.
will use her prize money toward
The Kentucky Public Service Commission has set a hearing for
a summer art course for credit
Apirl 10 on the company's application for a rate increase.
at the University where she will
be an art major. She is the
WEST LIBERTY, Ky. (AP)—Morgan County Judge Eugene
Allen says a hearing will be held next month in juvenile court for daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
five youths charged with murder in the death of another youth at McClure, 517 Broad Street, and
is a student of Mrs. Betty Scott.
the Woodsbend Boy's Camp.
Another special guests was
Circuit Judge William Kibbey dismissed the murder charges
against the five last week, explaining that the charges were not Mrs. Suzanne Doyle, president
of the Murray Art Guild, who
properly certified by the juvenile court.
The youths were indicted by the county grand jury after the gave a very interesting lesson in
Jan. 14 death of Dennis Buttry of Berea at the camp. Names in the drawing. Her opening commurder indictments were Charles Corum, 15, Louisville; Cor- ments about the Art Guild were
nelius Hale, 15, Lexington; William N. Pillman, 17, Harlan; Ti- enjoyed by all those present,
mothy Summers, 14, Campbellsville, and Steve Thompson 16, and her drawing lesson was
very enlightening, and became
Dayton, Ohio.
Two camp officials are scheduled to appear for trial in May on entertaining also, when she had
charges of being accessories before and after the fact of murder. each lady draw her own shoe,
They are George Page, camp superintendent, and Walter Mrs. Russell said.
Hostesses for the meeting
Chapleau, a counselor.
were Mrs. H. L. Oakley, Mrs.
BARDSTOWN, Ky. (AP)—The Flaget Memorial Hospital in Charles Tuttle, Mrs. Harry
Bardstown has been awarded $434,000 in federal funds to help add Sparks, Mrs. Jack Andersen
and Mrs. Ken Stevens..
a wing and to remodel its present 32-bed facility.
A hospital spokesman said the total cost of the project would be
Senator Carroll Hubbard
about $1.3 million.
After work ;s finished the hospital should have a 52-bed
capacity. The new wing will house emergency facilities andextra To Give Report To People
beds.
State Senator Carroll Hubbard will give "A Report to the
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP)—Henderson County no longer has a People" concerning the 1972
legal dumping site, and county officials are trying to establish a Kentucky General Assembly on
new landfill operation.
Friday morning, March 31.
County Judge Stanley Hoffman said the county's predicament
The review will be distributed
came about when it was forced to return to a nine-acre tract being to the area news media and will
used as the county's main landfill to the land's owner.
be carried Friday on WDXR-TV
The Henderson. City Commission is expected to act on the (Channel 29) from 6:30-7:00
matter at its regular meeting tonight.
p.m. and on WPSD-TV (Channel
6) from 9:30-10:00 p.m.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)—An investigation by the Kentucky
Hubbard represents the First
Department of Insurance shows some bail bondsmen in Kentucky
Senatorial District composed of
have paid jailers or law officers to refer clients to their firms.
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Jack Goins of the department's bail-bond division declined to
Graves and Hickman Counties
name the parties involved or to say where the practice has been
and four precincts in Marshall
occuring.
County (Hardin, Brewers,
State Insurance Commissioner Harold McGuffg ,pas already
South Marshall and West
said the department is conducting an investigation of the
Marshall).
Paducah-based Johnson Bonding Co. He estimated the investigation would be completed in a week.
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Teachers Seminar Is
Scheduled At Murray

41
14

Rev. Loyd Wilson, Grace
Minister, Passes Away

A seminar for Murray State
University students involved in
preparation to teach at the twoTwo; two daughters,
year college level will.be held at
Rev. Loyd D. Wilson, well Route
Jackson State Community known Baptist minister of this Mrs. Grayson(Aline) McClure,
Shores,and Mrs. Bill
College April 5.
area, died this morning about Panorama
Dr. Charles
.Tolley, eight o'clock at the Murray- (Gels, Rose) Edwards of.
director of the division of higher Calloway County Hospital. He Murray Route Two; one sister,
education at Murray State, and was 67 years of age and his Mrs. Buena Rose of 1302 Poplar;
Dr. Walter Nelms, academic death followed an extended Street, Murray; seven grandchildren; three great great
dean at Jackson State, said the illness.
son, H.W.
session will begin in the
The minister was serving as grandchildren. One
counseling center on the pastor of the Grace Baptist (Stub) Wilson died in an air6, 1963.
campus at 10:30 a.m.
Church, South 9th Street Ex- plane crash on April
services will be held
of
Funeral
director
Charles
Bright,
Methodist
Church.
time
of
at
the
Murray,
tended,
Brooks Chapel United
counseling at Jackson State, his death. He had been the Friday at two p.m. at the chapel
has arranged a schedule of Grace pastor since September of the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Building Dedicated March 5
events for the students, in- 1965, and the church became Home with Rev. B.R. Wincluding attendance at a student self supporting ten months after chester officiating.
Ministers of the Blood River
government meeting.
he became pastor. In 1966 the
Among topics to be discussed new sanctuary was built and the Baptist Association will serve
during the seminar are guided old part of the building is used as honorary pallbearers.
(Continued from Page 1)
Interment will be in the
studies, financial aids, student for Sunday School rooms. On
de Saavedre-Gibbons, Mrs.
activities, and student health Sunday, March 5, of this year Murray Cemetery with the
Edith Mosier, Miss Mary AnJ.H.
services.
the church celebrated its fifth arrangements by the
driacchi and L.B. Cocelle, atDesigned to serve as an anniversary in the new sanc- Churchill Funeral Home where
torney of Vero Beach and also a
observation and tuary and the final
note friends may call after seve p.m.
The Brooks Chapel United evaluation,
number of collectors in other
discussion laboratory for payment marked paid was to tonight (Wednesday).
Methodist Church will have a
areas.
The family requests that in
students who have completed a
to Rev.
Local owners of his work are special service of Holy Com- semester of internship in the have been presented
lieu
of flowers that conhis condition
Salem Baptist Church of Lynn munion in ,corruneration of The program, the seminar is one of Wilson but
tributions be made to the
morning
and
became
worse
that
Grove, Dr. C.C. Lowry, Dr. Last Supper on Thursday, a series at several sites during
Fund.
he was unable to attend the Calloway County Cancer
Donald G. Hughes and Mrs. March 30, at ,seven p.m.
the semester.
services.
Frank Holcomb.
Rev. Joe L. Skelton, pastor of
Rev. Wilson was baptized,
Scott also has paintings on the church, said the service will
loan to Hartland Insurance be based on a description of
Company of Murray.
worship in the early Church,
He is currently teaching in the written in about 150 AD, by a
Senior High School of Vero Christian teacher named Justin
Beach, Florida, the Adult Martyr. Justin's
"First
Education Program of Indian Apology" provides persons with
River County, Florida and is a rare glimpse into the worship
also preparing works for en- life of the ancient church during
Hafford (Red) Gilbert of 1610
The Annual Maundy Thurtrance in shows in Palm Beach the first few generations after
Farmer Avenue died this
sday
Candlelight
Communion
and Boca Raton.
morning at 9:30 at his home.
the life of Christ, the church Service and Office
of Tenebrae
He was 56 years of age and his
minister said.
will be celebrated at the First
death followed an extended
Rev.Skelton said the policy of Christian Church (Disciples of
illness.
the United Methodist Church is Christ) North Fifth Street on
The Murray man had been
that of open community and he Thursday, March 30, at 7:30
employed in the crating and
, Virgil Gibbs of near Penny is invites anyone who wishes to p.m. under the general chairpacking
department of the
patient at the Baptist join them in this act of worship. manship of Bailey Gore, Elder
a
assembly division of the
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
of
the
congregation.
The Brooks Chapel church is
Murray Division of the Tappan
Tenn., where he is undergoing located about 2/
The Chancel Choir, under
1
2 miles east of
Company
before
taking
special tests.
Dexter just off Highway 1346. the direction of Leonard
disability
retirement on
Gibbs entered the hospital on The church building was Whitmer, will sing for the anJanuary 1, 1971. He had been
Monday and his wife, Rachel, is dedicated on March 5 of this them "Surely He Hath Borne
employed
by the Murray plant
Rev.
Loyd
D.
Wilson
with him there. His address is year after the notes had all been Our Grief" by Hihdel. The
Virgil Gibbs, Room 1210, paid. Construction of the church prayers of thanksgiving for the licensed, and ordained as a on July 14, 1947.
loaf and cup will be given by minister by the Spring Creek
Baptist Memorial Hospital, began several years ago.
Gilbert is survived by his
(Continued from Page 1)
Elders Lyle Underwood and Baptist Church on December wife, Mrs Lillian Gilbert, one
Memphis, Tenn.
Rupert Parks. Mrs. William 14, 1933. Since that time he daughter, Miss Marilyn Gilbert,
Ladies Bridge Club, sponsor of
Porter will also present a solo served as pastor of numerous and his mother, Mrs. Myrtle
the National Association of
churches in Calloway and Gilbert, al of 1810 Farmer
"Were You There?"
University Denies on the
The office of Tenebrae Is an surrounding counties before Avenue, Murray, and also
Murray campus for twelve
several cousins in the area.
years, past worthy matron of
adaptation of anceint Holy coming to the Grace Chuch.
The locill pastor served as
Week service of worship.
the Order of the Eastern Star,
Funeral arrangements are
Chapter 305, Benton, mother
"Tenebrae" is a Latin word moderator of the Blood River Incomplete, but friends may
and
also
Baptist
Association
Paintsville
the
of
advisor
"Shadows" and the
call at the Max Churchill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — vorces in which the issue of meaning
served as a member of
Rainbow Girls, and has done
Funeral Home after ten a.m. on
blame is not raised and di- word "Office" is the equivalent
The
generic
drug
bill
and
numerous committees of the Thursday.
volunteer work at the Calloway
vorces can be granted solely on to "Service", Elder Gore said.
measures
giving
Louisville
and
County Health Center and for
Scriptures relating to the association. He is well known
Kentucky's 120 counties "home the grounds that the marriage
the Cancer and Easter Seal
events
of the Passion of our throughout the area and has
rule" have been signed into law has irretrievably brokendown.
probably preached more
campaigns.
Lord,
the
Christ, will be ready
—Set up a standard of ethics
by Gov. Wendell Ford.
funerals than almost any
Her hobbies are bridge and
by
twelve
readers,
who
are
General
AsThe home rule bills were for members of the
traveling. She has toured in
seated at a long table in front of minister in Murray and
sembly.
Calloway County.
forty-eight states in the United signed during a ceremony in
—Allow any county or circuit the Chancel. These twelve
Ford's office Tuesday with a
Rev. Wilson was married to
States and in sixteen foreign
readers
will
be
Kenneth
Sinfurther
execrowd of local officials and court suspend the
the former Reba Rose, who
countries.
clair,
Christ
Clopton,
James
Word has been received of the
cution of any sentence to counsome legislators looking on.
Clem survives, on November 25, 1922. death of Mrs.-Edythe Mach who
The home rule bills give ty jail if they feel the shock of Teague, Glenn Card,
Moore,John Lyon, Mike Holton, He was born July 25, 1904, in passed away in Evansville, Ind.
counties much greater author- being confined has had the efCalloway County and his
ity to adopt traffic-control and fect of correcting the offender William Taylor, Frank Wain- parents were the late Willie She had resided with her family
scott,
Lyle
Underwood,
Rupert
at Fenton on Highway 68 near
other police and welfare ordi- involved.
Wilson and Angela Hurt Wilson. Eggner's Ferry Bridge for a
—Make it a crime to threaten Parks, and Ray Sinclair.
nances and gives them and
are
his
wife,
Mrs.
Survivors
The distinctive feature of
PADUCAH,Ky.( AP)—An in- Louisville some
number of years prior to the
additional tax- a witness, juror, prosecuting atReba Rose Wilson of Murray acquisition of the property in
vestigation continued at Padu- levying powers as well.
torney or judge in connection Tenebrae is the gradual extinction of lights in the church,
cah today into an explosion in
that area for the Land Between
The generic drug bill calls for with a matter before a court.
except one candle, which is
an auto which injured two occu- a formulary
The Lakes by the Tennessee
council to be set
removed at the end of the
pants.
Valley Authority.
up to compile a list of drugs
scripture readings, but brought
Hospital officials said Charlie which are
Survivors are her husband,
"therapeutically
back to its place prior to the
Newton, 33, an employe of equivalent" to those
Robert
frau
Page
1)
Ploch, and son, Dr.
(Cesdknad
containing
Benediction, Gore said.
Johnson Bonding Co., and Billie the same
James C. Pluck of Evansvilk.
chemicals but bearThe ceremony -has at least— are CariiiTe-, Marshall arid-r-b-d7; half sister, Mrs. Neffie
Joyce Yates, 30, were III- fair ing a brand name.
Unless the
(Continued from Page 1)
two meanings—symbolic of the Graves. The rate of enem- Pryor of Henderson four
condition from injuries suffered doctor dictates
otherwise, pharapparent victory of the power of ployment,
migration
of grandchildren; two great,
in the incident Tuesday. New- macists then could
fill pre- removed any protection under
darkness over our Lord in His population from the county and grandchildren.
ton underwent surgery.
scriptions with generic drugs state law for an individual who
Passion, but actually of their per capita income are some of
A Paducah police official said from the list instead
Mrs. Ploch was a member of"
of with a had goods held in storage.
failure
to overwhelm Him who the farttors in the Title the First Methodist Church of
the car was "rigged to ex- brand-name drug,
resoluvetoed
—Ford also
which usualplode." Federal officials joined ly would cost more.
tions calling for improving the Is in truth the Light of the designation of the various Murray while living near the
police in the investigation.
Kentucky Lake area.
and Senate galleries, World; can also be symbolic of counties, he told the Lions.
House
Other bills signed by Ford:
Funeral services were held at
use of teacher the darkness which came over
the
studying
The
local
ADD
with
its
staff
—Reapportion the 100 state
com- Jesus when deserted by His of four, searches out ways, Evansville,Ind., with interment
House of Representative and 38 aides in classrooms and
closest followers, the disciple, means and
surviKentucky
to
help
mitting
finance sources for at Henderson.
state Senate districts.
•but
again, sustained by His projects sought by
Virginia
recent
West
of
vors
the cities and
—Submit the proposed "clusfaith in God, He was not counties in the
Continued from Page 1)
Purchase, Miller
ter" constitutional amendment floods. Ford said the resolu- overcome even
by this
entry Tuesday as well in the to the voters next year. It tions would have required too darkness,the church elder said. stated. One such county project
has been the $195,000 grant to
person of W. Howard Clay, a Would allow sheriffs to succeed much state money or that the
the Murray Vocation School
Louisville attorney whom Nunn themselves,abolish the railroad goals sought had been or could
now under construction. The
put on the Public Service Com- commission and make the state be accomplished by other
Murray School was the first
mission from 1968 until this superintendent of public in- means.
approved by EDA for the
month. Robert Gable, wh struction an appointive instead
Southeast, the speaker pointed 'Mrs. Grace
served Nunn as parks commis- of elected official.
Ella Cotham, wife
out.
Calloway has also of Lenard P. Cotham of Paris
sioner for a while, filed pre—Remove the governor and
benefited
from
the Emergency Route 6, died Monday night at
viously.
other state officials from the
UNION CITY, Tenn.(AP) — Employment Act
of 1971 with 11:30 in Henry County General
And the 6th congressional University of Kentucky board
Foes of packaged liquor sales more than 30 jobs
filled at cost Hospital. She was 72.
race also got its first two Re- of trustees and remove the
Tuesday
as
the
quesprevailed
of approximately 9180,000.
publican entires Tuesday in La- state superintendent of public
Funeral services will be
tion went down to a 1,833 to 1,ban Jackson of Shelbyville and instruction from the governing
Purcell
Lion Miller listed other conducted by B. B. JAmes at 2
Mrs. Bennie (Betty)
208 defeat in a Union City refDan Moore, a Lexington furni- boards of other state univer- is a patient hi the intensive care
functions of the Purchase ADD p.m. Wednesday at Ridgeway
erendum.
ture store owner. Jackson is a sities.
Memorial
Baptist
the
board as serving as the official Morticians. Burial will follow in
of
unit
Mayor
Charles
"Red"
Adams
former Democrat who served
after
Tenn.,
—Prohibit traffic in drugs Hospital, Memphis,
planning body for applications Ratterree Cemetery.
Mrs. Cotham, daughter of
on the State Racing Commis- placed on a "controlled sub- having undergone surgery on had campaigned strongly in fa- to Housing and
Urban the late James Madison and
vor of legalizing liquor stores
sion as a Republican under stances" list by the state board Monday.
Development, Farm and Home Thula Ann
Turpin Priddy, was
as a means of improving tax
Nunn.
of health. The bill also would
Murray woman was revenue and ending the flow of Administration, and the Bureau born Apr. 23, 1899, in Calloway
The
The 1st District also got its allow persons convicted of posstricken with a cerebral. liquor into Union City from of Outdoor Recreation.
County, Ky. She married Mr.
First Republican entry — sessing marijuana the first
hemorrhage while at work as nearby "wet" cities in KenPast President
Cody Cotham on Spet. 30, 1922. She
Charles T. Benken Jr. of Hen- time to be sentenced to jail insecretary in the office of Dr. tucky.
Caldwell presented the slate of was a member of the East Wood
derson who said he was getting stead of only to a rehabilitation
Stewart at Murray State'
Chad
officers
by the nominating Church of Christ.
However, Concerned Citizens
into his first political race be- program.
Besides her husband, she
University on Friday. She was
committee. An election will be
for
Better
cause "as a working man, I'm
—Update Kentucky's election
Government
leaves•daughter, Mrs. Dorothy
by ambulance to the
rushed
held
the
first
meeting
in
April.
mounted an organized drive to
tired of my pocket being law and provide for the comBranham of Bellwood, Ill.; two
Baptist Hospital at Memphis get
Lion Finis Griffith announced sisters, Mrs. Addle Ealey and
picked."
the question turned down
puterizing of the state's' voter
day.
that
the club had set Tuesday night, Mrs.- Bernice Freeman, both of
by the voters.
Benken said his conservative registration rolls. All voters
Her husband is an assistant
philosophyied him to believe in would have to reregister by No"We have just had a spon- April 25, as the night for the Paris; four brothys, Thomas
professor in the Department of
"doing things for ourselves in- vember 1973 under the law.
taneous prayer meeting and annual mop and broom sale. On
Priddy and Conard Priddy, both
stead Of letting the government 4* -Allow counties containing tlealth, Physicid Education, thanked God for what he has this night members of the club of Paris, Guy Priddy, •f'
do it, the government is getting .4cond 'class cities to establish and Recreation at Murray State done here triday,"
Ernest will call door to door selling
Bellwood, Ill., and James V.
too big now."
Priddy of Melrose Park, Ill.;
a county turnpike authority to University. They have two sons, Mayo, one of the leaders of the various mops and brooms as a
Mel and Dell Purcell, both of citizens group, commented fund raising project for its civic
three grandchildren and two
Benken works in an alumi- build toll roads.
num plant in Warwick, Ind.
great-grandchildren.
—Provide for "no fault'' di- Murray.
Tuesday evening.
activities.

Scott...

Brooks Chapel Will
Have Communion
Service Thursday

'Red' Gilbert
Succumbs At
His Home Today

Maundy Service
Thursday At
Local Church

Virgil Gibbs Now
Hospital Patient

Woman's Club...
World News Briefs
WASHINGTON ( AP)—The executives of 12 large food chains
were scheduled to meet with Treasury Secretary John Connally
today for discussions on rising meat prices.
The discussion was part of an effort by the Nixon administration to seek ways of combating recent hikes in food
prices.
Meanwhile, the Cost of Living Council said the Internal
Revenue Service would conduct surveys of several meat-packing
organizations to determine if price violations have occurred.
BELFAST ( AP1—Two persons died and a row of shops were
destroyed Tuesday as bombs, planted, in a truck, exploded in
front of a police station.
Protestant mobs, angered at the suspension of the Northern
Ireland parliament by Great Britain, destroyed two Catholic
homes and drove families into the street in Belfast's Oldpark
Road area.
The adjournment and suspension of the provincial parliament
was ordered by the British 411firafort to stem the growing strife
between Catholics and Protestants.
WASHINGTON ( AP(—The Senate Judiciary Committee was
scheduled to resume hearings today into Richard Kleindienst's
nomination as attorney general. Today's first witness was expected to be Harold S. Geneen, president of International
Telephone and Telegraph Corp., back for his second appearance
before the group.
The committee is investigating charges by Washington
columnist Jack Anderson of a possible link between TIT's
financial guarantee for the GOP national convention and the
dismissal of anit-tn*-suits against the conglomerate by the
Justice Department.
BERLIN ( AP —For the first time in six years, West Berliners
have been able to visit friends and relatives in East Berlin.
Border barriers were lifted by Communist authorities at one
minute before 6 a.m. today at nine crossing points.
The relaxation of rules also lets Wt Berliners visit the East
German countryside for the first time in 20 years.
SAN JOSE, Calif ( AP)—The trial of black militant Angela
Davis resumes today after a nearby jailbreak attempt caused a
day's delay in the Proceedings.
,
Officials said the attempted jailbreak had no connection with
the trial of Miss Davis who is charged with murder, kidnaping
and conspiracy in a 1971 Marin County Courthouse shootout.
One prisoner died in Tuesday's escape attempt and two more
inmates were recaptured.

People In The News
HAMILTON, Bermuda(AP)—Comedian Charlie Chaplin was
resting at a small hotel here before going to New York for a series
of_appearances early in April.
The silent film star, who will be 83 next month, flew in from
London late Monday night accompanied by his wife Oona. He
planned to do some sight-seeing later in the week.
OREGON, Wis.(AP)—Sen. Edmund S. Muskie says he's not
bragging about his birthday. "When you get to be my age, it's
nothing to cheer about", Muskie, 58, said at a birthday party
thrown by his aides Tuesday.
The Senator from Maine was here campaigning for Wisconsin's
April 4 Democratic presidential primary. He said he had
forgotten about his birthday until his aides memtioned it.
LOS ANGELES(AP)—Actor Edward G. Robinson's son will be
permitted to contest his mother's will even though he was four
months past the deadline after the will was entered in probate.
Superior Court Judge Norman Dowds ruled Tuesday that
Edward G. Robinson, Jr., 38, was mentally incompetent and was
tindergoing psychiPtric treatment after his mother's death and up
to the deadline.
The younger Ftobihson was left Gift a tea set, a baby chair'and.
a painting of himself as a baby in the will admitted to probate last
July.
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Generic Drug Bill Signed
By Governor Wendell Ford
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Number of Jobs Is Important To Businessmen
More jobs in their localities is
more important to the independent business people than
increased competition or higher
local taxes.
This is developing from a
special survey among the more
than 2,000 Advisory Council
members of the National
Federation of Independent
Business. These Advisory
Council members, all leading
business people in their
respective communities, are
being questioned on the attitudes of their colleagues
toward the rural job development bill sponsored by Senator
James Pearson of Kansas,
Congressmen Joe Evins of
Tennessee, and many others.
The computer tablulation
shows that 95 percent support
this legislation. The respondents are also informed that the
development of new payrolls
would also probably result in
more competition for them, and
asked if they would be willing to
face this possibility. The totals
so far show that almost 96
percent of them would not
object to new competition as
long as new jobs came to their
area.
The questionnaire also points
out that additional employment
would probably require higher
taxes to provide for essential
community service, and almost
81 percent say they would be
agreeable to this phase.
The rural job development
concept, dubbed "Operation
Build America" by the
Federation, is commonly called
the Pearson bill. It would give
special tax incentives to new job
providing enterprises locating
in rural areas, plus some tax
breaks during the early stages
of the operation on investment
and the training of manpower.
The Pearson bill which is
supported by more than 50
Senators and close to a majority
of the lower House, would
am.
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require no expenditure of
Federal tax money. In this
respect it runs head-on into
legislation proposed by the
House Agriculture Committee
which would give rural communities grants and loans
through the Farmers Home
Administration and the Soil
Conservation service and other
Federal bureaus.
However, the nation's independent businessmen, voting
through the Federation show
preference for the tax incentive
concept with local communities
taking care of providing the
facilities needed.
This current survey among
the Advisory Council members
seems to strongly indicate that
the already established rural
community would
business
prefer to tax themselves to
provide these facilities rather
than depend on handouts from
Washington.
Volunteer comments by
respondents to the survey indicate the depth of concern for
of rural
the problem
redevelopment.
The owner of a sheet metal
fabricating plant in Iowa says,
"I think 'Operation Build
America' sounds just wonderful! Wouldn't it be amazing
to find out that a lot of problems
can be solved by the people and
without such a terrible waste of
tax money. People are not going
to establish new businesses
under present conditions. We
have cut ours back because of
them!"
A Maryland mill owner
comments, " 'Operation Build
America' looks great, involve
bureaucrats
people—Most
could not operate a shoe store
profitably if given a barrel full
of money."
The owner of a concrete
product manufacturing firm in
upper New York state says,
"This certainly would be worth
trying. Young people are
=•
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away with too much governin
ment
interference
agriculture. Cut out farm
subsidies to large corporation
farms! Also, this would give
small farms a chance to survive
with this program. Let the law
of supply and demand take over
again! Not by government
controls! The wage-price freeze
is a farce! Food prices are
skyrocketing again, yet the
little farmer is struggling to
make ends meet. I am in the
food and dairy drive-in business
and this year is my toughest
of
because
struggle—all
governmental interference,
etc!"
A Texas banker has no doubt
that the so-called Pearson
approach would work, cornme.iting on a local effort as
follows, "In 1968, fifty-six local
businessmen each invested in a
local effort as follows, "In 1968,
fifty-six local businessmen each
invested in a local industrial
corporation. Each man purchased $1,000.00 in stock and the
money was used to purchase
land and construct buildings for
new industries. The two local
banks, the local savings and
loan, and the Small Business
Administration participated in
these loans. To date we'have
three new industries employing
150 to 175 local people.

leaving rural areas due to lack
of jobs. Many small stores are
closing up due to people moving
closer to the cities to find
work."
An Alabama insurance
broker is quite outspoken,
saying, "In my opinion, anyone
against rural job development
must have ideas patterned after
communistic ideals. Private
enterprise built America and
just as sure as the sun will rise,
communistic and bureaucratic
ideals will destroy us if not
stopped. The least argument is
that rural job development
surely could not make present
matters any worse—as we are
now about as bad off as we can
get."
A South Dakota insurance
broker comments in the same
vein saying,"'Operation Build
America' appears to have great
merit. The American people
can and will build as in the past
if given a chance. We do ,not
need a free ride and choose to
build with our hands and
exercise our mental capcity."
A New Mexico retailer
reports, "We are fortunate to
live in a state of great land area,
small population, mostly clean
air and lots of small rural
communities still thriving.
Some aspects of the Pearson bill
have already been instigated by
lsaksson To Compete
communities of New Mexico
and it absolutely will work even
AUSTIN, Tex.( AP) — Kjell
in this and other states if
Isaksson of Sweden, whose reCongress will only enact
cent pole vault of 17 feet WI
legislation and give it a chance. inches is a world indoor best
There have been so very m and the third highest vault
much Federal funds pumped ever, will compete in the Texas
into our state because of the I Relays, April 7-8.
Indian population that it is
Jim Ryun, whose mile run of
really hard to tell what will
happen to business in this area 3 minutes 51.1 seconds and
when we stop giving these 1:44.9 in the half mile are
massive amounts of grants to world records, will run a special half-mile race April 7.
Indian populated areas."
World record holder Randy
A Maryland dairy retailer
says, "This is the best idea yet Matson has agreed to throw the
to cover our country's multitude shot at the Relays.
of problems! We should also do
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500 Hours Left To
File State Return
By GARY LUHR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)—If
you haven't already done so
vou have approximately 500
hours left to file your 1971 Kentucky income tax return.
William Reed, director of the
Income Tax Division of the
State Department of Revenue,
says returns are coming in
somewhat slower this year than
last.
Near the end of last week his
office had received 363,350 returns compared with 369,400
through the same period last
year.
Reed said he expects to have
around half of the roughly one
million Kentucky returns that
will be filed this year in his office by April 1. The rest, he
said, will arrive during the final frantic two weeks before
the April 15 deadline.
Reed said his office already
has mailed 235,693 refund
checks to taypayers who filed
their returns in January and
early February. That's 23,791
fewer than had gone out at this
tune last year.
Though fewer in number the
average amount of this year's
refund checks is $49.58 or $11
more than the average amount
of last year's reimbursements.
To date, $11.6 million has been
returned to taxpayers, an increase of about $1.6 million
over last year
Reed said it presently takes
about four to six weeks to process a return and get a refund in
the mail. The time will be
greater, he said, for those returns that arrive during the
last-minute crush.
The state has until July 15 to
send out its refunds before it is
required to pay interest on
them. Reed said around 60 per
cent of Kentucky taxpayers can
Manni•• Mr=
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212•

expect some reimbursement
from the state. Present state
withholding rates are geared to
overpayment, he said.
About the only people who
wind up having to pay additional taxes are those who are selfemployed or salaried individuals who receive additional income from interests, dividends,
capital gains and the like.
All returns are subject to a
pre-audit procedure, he explained, and are checked by a
computer for mathematical accuracy. Those which contain
questionable computations are
sent to his office for further investigation.
In addition, he said, all returns containing itemized deductions are examined to see
that they are in proper order.
Reed said more people itemize deductions on their state returns than on their federal tax
forms since Kentucky's standard deduction is only 8500 compared to $1,500 on the federal.
Simple arithmetic errors can
be corrected without returning
the entire form, he said. Most
cases in which a form is returned, he said, occur when an
individual forgets to sign his
name or attach his K-2 form.
The deadline for filing Kentucky tax forms is April 15. The
deadline for federal returns is
April 17.

SUBSTITUTE FAMILY—Princess, a German shepherd, gave
birth to seven pups in Miami, Florida, but all the little ones died
within 48 hours. Being a new mother without pups, Princess
gathered up a new family in closets of Mrs. Barbara Rowman's
house. She found seven substitutes, two blond dolls, a teddy bear,
and four shoes.
(AP Wirephoto)

Hospital Report
March 25, 1972
ADULTS 95
NURSERY 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

Record Payments

Mrs. Veda Jane Tubbs and
Baby Boy, Route 6, Mayfield.
DISMISSIALS
Mrs. Brenda Gayle Jones,
Route 1, Dexter, Mrs. Lacresia
Jane Jeffrey and Baby Boy,
Mobile Home Village, B4,
Murray, Mrs. Carolyn Barly
Jones and Baby Girl, Route 1,
Master Clayton
Benton,
Wayne McCuiston, Route 5,
Murray, John Henry McNeely,

DALLAS (AP) — The 1971
Cotton Bowl Classic established
a Cotton Bowl record for revenue to the two teams.
The shares for Texas and
Penn State were revealed Friday at $435,205. The collective
revenue for the two participants bettered by $156,213. the
amount paid to Texas and
Notre Dame in 1971 when each
received $357,098.
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1657 Ryan, Murray, Miss
Melissa Jo Baker, Route 2,
Murray, Mrs. Clara Belle
Stubblefield, Route 1, Alrno,
Miss Rosie May McCuiston,
Route 2, Murray, Mrs. Opal
Lockhart Taylor, Route 3, Box
416, Murray, Mrs. Clara Jewell
Howard, Route 7, Murray, Mrs.
Ola Nanney, Route 1, Dexter.
ALEXANDER FLEMING
Sir Alexander Fleming, discoverer of the antibiotic penicillin': died on March 11, 1955.
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'Grandparents' Help Mentally Retarded Kids
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Five
days every week 71-yearnld
Mrs. Crevella Newton and Mrs.
Fannie Brown, 81, both of
Shelbyville, drive to Louisville
so they can visit their "grandchildren."
On these visits, however, the
women do more than have fun.
They spend four hours feeding
their
grandchildren and
teaching them to communicate

and learn other self-help activities, even though all are in
their teens.
The children are patients at
Louisville's Hazelwood
Hospital,the recently converted
state facility for the severely
mentally retarded.
And Mrs. Newton and Brown
"fostertheir
are
grandparents"-concerned,
elderly people who are trying

FOSTER GRANDPARENTS--Mrs. Farinie Brown,
foreground, and Mrs. Crevella Newton, both of
Shelbyville, play wit+-1 their "grandchildren"--19-year-old
Donnie and Debbie, 16, at Hazelwood Hospital in
Louisville. Both women are participating in the federally
funded Foster-Grandparent Program, sponsored by the
Department of Mental Health, to provide personal
attention and care for mentally retarded children. (Ray
Krause Photo)

New World Bread:
anew
world offlavor.
We took wheat germ. whole% wheat, bran, rye,
milk, and honey-and baked them all together
in one loaf, along with white flour, vitamins.
minerals, and yeast-and what came out of
the oven was the most delicious bread you
ever tasted. And exceptionally nutritious.
Enriched New World Bread is today's bread for
today's people. The old world never saw anything like it. Toasts to perfection. Does something rich and luxurious for any sandwich. And
frankly, New World Bread tastes so good, you'll
enjoy it fragrant and hearty right from the
• wrapper:,...
Now at your grocer's: New World Bread, a new
world of flavor. Everybody likes it. Try it!
And here's great news: free from New World
Bread at your grocer's is your copy of the New
World Family Diet Plan. (Would you believe a
bread so hearty. so flavorful, so rich in varied
grains and milk and honey, could really be part
of a diet plan that can work? It is.)

-

to develop with each of their
children a special one-to-one
relationship.
These Shelbyville women are
typical of 69 other elderly
citizens across the commonwealth, who are participating in the Departmtnt of
Mental
Health's FosterGrandparent Program.
Begun in 1967, the federally
funded program was initially
set up to benefit the nation's
older person, said program
director Mrs. Gerald Bandy.
"The idea was conceived,"
she explained, ''to give the
elderly something useful they
could do in addition to giving
them means of obtaining extra
money for their work."
To be eligible, a person must
be 60 years of age or older and
in a low income bracket, not
exceeding 82000 for a single or
widowed person or $2600 if
married.
In return for their services,
foster-grandparents receive
$1.60 per work hour, travel
allowances, a meal at the
facility and a yearly physical
exam.
"Once they get started in the
program, however," Mrs.
Bandy continued, "the grandparents become so involved
with their children that they
would keep coming even if they
didn't receive compensation."
Mrs. Bandy pointed to Mrs.
Newton and her relationship
with one of her fostergrandchildren, 16-year-old
Debbie, as an example.
After working as a grandparent with Debbie for four
years at Frankfort State
Hospital and School, where the
program was begun, Mrs.
Newton said she wanted to
move to Hazelwood with the
youngster when the new facility
opened.
"She wanted to be able to
stay with her child," Mrs.
Bandy said. "and this meant a
lot to all of us, for Debbie can't
speak and she could have easily
gotten lost in the shuffle of a
move that involed so many."
On becoming a fostergrandparent, Mrs. Bandy explained, the person is assigned
two children
at either
Hazelwood, Frankfort State or
Outwood Hospital at Dawson
)rings.
The grandparents then goes
through an orientation period
where he learns about the
national program and becomes
more informed about mentally
retarded children.
After
meeting
his
fostergrandchildren, he is
shown the abilities the children
have along with things important for them to learn.
"We don't try to give our
grandparents technical things
to do with the children," Mrs.
Bandy stressed. "We like them
to work with the children in selfhelp activities like
teaching
them to comb their hair, wash
their
hands and enjoy
recreational activities."
Mrs. Brown,for instance, who
has been serving as a grandparent since August,spends one
hour and 10 minutes each day
feeding her-19=year-old grandson, Donnie. Donnie is
chronically ill, spastic and a
controlled epileptic.
"Until she came along, he
showed no response at all," said
Dr. Chris Jackson, Hazelwood's
assistant medical director.
"The foster-grandparents
provide a service we can't givelove."
As a result, Donnie, also
speechless, does try to respond
to his attentive grandmother,
and although he has no
movement in his joints, he has
been learning with Mrs.
Brown's help to kick his feet at
her request. Mrs. Newton, who
has 26 grandchildren of her
own, said the best part of the
program for her is "helping to
create something."
"You see your fostergrandchildren do something
new everyday." she continued.
"For instance, with Debbie...she has become so alert. If
her eyes could just speak, she
could tell you everything that
happens. And she doesn't smile
if I'm not here."
Mrs. Brown agreed, "You
feel like you've really helped
someone after coming here."

for victims of catastrophic
illness to Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy's, D-Mass., proposal
for cradle-to-grave coverage there is the matter of timing.
Congress will recess for the
Democratic National Convention in July and would like

Congress stirring
on health insurance
WASHINGTON - Some &nee protection.
- Secretary of Health, Edu
Democrats and Republicans
want to have legislation estab- cation and Welfare Elliot L.
lishing a national health insur- Richardson on March 5 hailed
ance program passed by Con- Mills' remarks as offering
gress before they face the vot- -real hope that the House will
ers in the November, 1972, elec- pass responsible health insurance legislation this year."
tions.
Sickness has become a lux- Richardson noted that Mills'
ury that only the well-heeled concept, like the administracan afford and this accounts for tion's, seeks to reinforce and
the growing public support for improve the existing system
some sort of national health in- for the delivery of health care
surance.
services. Both are based on priOnce widely condemed as vate insurance.
"socialized medicine," the conThe reason for the chummicept has gained respectability ness between administration
in the wake of soaring costs for official Richardson and somehealth care delivery.
times obdurate Democrat Mills
There are some fresh signs is that the White House recogthat Congress may get crack- nizes it is Mills' Ways and
ing on the issue:
Means Committee that must
- On March 3, House Ways get the legislative ball rolling
and Means Committee Chair- m a new health plan.
man Wilber D. Mills, D-Ark.,
In addition to controversy
revealed his ideas for a na- over what should go into the
tional health plan which in- various plans - these range
clude junking Medicaid in fa- from Sen. Russell B. Long's, Dvor of a better plan and im- L.A., conservative proposal of
proving existing health insur- federal government help only

to adjourn before the Republican National Convention in late
August.
Senate and House leaders
would like to skip a post-convention session and certainly
want to avoid a "lame duck"
sitting after election.

* SPECIAL *
ALL DAY THURSDAY

(Murray Only)

$1.25 Value

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kentucky fried ekicken.
12th & Sycamore

Phone 753-7101
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SEVEN REASONS WHY
RADIAL IS YOUR BEST BUY
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RADIAL

40,000 MILE GUARANTEE
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RADIALS OFFER GREATER STABILITY, EASIER HANDUNGI Handling ease
unmatched by any other
type of tire! Steering is smoother, truer, does not waver or "fode"
when direction is chpncted.
•

•
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RADIALS RIDE SMOOTHER AT HIGHER SPEEDS? Above 40 M.P.H. the Nisi*
Radial provides on
smooth ride. So much like riding in a modern jet-liner I This has been proven
by test drivers.

amazingly

RADIALS ARE SAFER, STRONGER! At 60 M.P.H the WIDE RADIAL has about
25% more impact
• bruise resistance than b•Ited-bios tires, 65% mons than 4-ply nylon tires? In the tripod area, Radials
are
6.5% stronger then 4-ply nylon and 50%. stronger than belted-btas tires,
•

111
A1

DYNACORD RAYON CORD 6 plies under treed, 2.ply sidewolls. Rayon is the
ideal cord for Radials.
It has rugged strength, resistance to impact bruises, eliminates flat-spotting
-thump- and runs cooler.
Radials Compared With Illoited-blas and Bias Tinos. Radial tires are fat
superior. They hove
tracks, with other type tires, by professional drivers, highway
patrolmen and police,
and results are °Mal ong
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• RADIALS WEAR MUCH LONGER! You'll get TWICE the mileage of 4-ply
bias tires? Extra mileage is
due to the hefty 4-ply belt which holds the tread firm and prevents squirm.
RADIALS GIVE BETTER GAS MILEAGE! The hefty, wide tread of the Wide Radial makes
it a free• rotting tire. There is less roll-vesistonce, less drag than other tires. The average motorist may realize
savings of 6% or more, depending on driving habits.

RADIAL TIRE PRICES AS LOW AS

OTASCO

9-6 Mon . -Sat.
Closed Sundays

Bel -Air Shopping Center
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That will crimp the session
and put it squarely up to Mills'
committee and the Senate Finance Committee as to whether
health care gets consideration.
Japan led the world in shipbuilding in 1971 with a total just
below 12 million tons
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Persons Are Fined In City Court Of Judge Overbey /

Workers Go Out To Help Drug Addicts

Several cases have been
heard in the Calloway County
Court of Judge Robert O. Miller.
charged were:
Those
Charles Defoe, New Concord,
making false statement in
application for operator's
license. Fined $100.00, costs
$18.50, State Police.
Terry Tyler, Alm°, speeding.
Fined $10.00, costs $18.50, State
Police.
Jimmie McDougal, Benton,
speeding. Fine of $10.00
suspended, costs $18.50 paid,
State Police.
Dwayne Smith, 1102 Vine,
speeding freight carrying
vehicle. Fine of $10.00
suspended, costs $18.50 paid ,
State Police.
Glen Cunningham, New
Concord, DWI. Fined $100.00
costs $13.50, State Police.
Eddie Ellis, Murray, reckless
driving. Fined $10.00, costs
$18.50, City Police.
Kenneth Todd, Kirksey,
speeding. Fined $10.00, costs
$18.50, State Police.
Hardin,
Cecil Garland,
reckless driving. Fined of $10.00
suspended, costs $18.50 paid,
State Police.
Joseph Blackford, Route 3,
speeding. Fined of 810.00
suspended, costs $18.50 paid,

of trust in their services is drug team on occasion to see
essential to their duties so the how he is doing and for further
two are given freedeom to help if needed.
maintain their relationships on
A 244hour emergency service
a person-to-person level within is being put into operation to
the community, and, among
provide personal availability
other duties serve as a liaison for direct aid or by referral for
between those who need help emergencies, especially drug
and those who can provide it. crises.
So far the program has been
An ongoing program of invery successful. In its first formation and education is also
three months, Mary has guided a main task of the center, trying
more than 25 drug users to the to inform the public and educate
treatment program at the them as to the center's services
Comprehensive Care Center. as well as any other current
"People feel comfortable with data relating to drugs.
us now and know we're out
The Bluegrass East Comthere to offer help," she ex- prehensive Care Center is
plained. "Just as soon as they operated by the Bluegrass
learned what we were doing, I Regional Mental Health-Mental
started getting all kinds of Retardation Board.
The Bluegrass board is one of
inquiries."
Hackney pointed to overdoses 15 regional non-profit coras a real problem. "The quality porations composed of conof drugs bought on the illegal cerned citizens from the multimarket in Lexington is bad and county area served by each
has led to a lot of medical center.
With technical guidance from
problems," he noted.
"Fear of police intervention tht Kentucky Department or of WHERE IT'S AT-Being out there with them" is
Health, the boards essential, says Mary Edwards, Lexington, in
keeps many OD's (overdose Mental
describing a
cases) from receiving the administer a full range of program designed to reach and aid drug abusers. In her
inprograms
health
mental
emergency medical treatment
first three months living and working in the Lexington
they need. Most OD's either cluding services for the men- drug sub-culture, she has guided 25 users to a treatment
tally ill, retarded, alcohol and
come down or die."
program.
Once the person with a drug drug abusers and addicts, as
and
problem comes into the center, well as preventive
be it through "out-reach" or a educational services.
were court referral, evaluation of his
persons
Several
charged, entered pleas of needs begins immediately. The
guilty, and were fined in the drug treatment program at the
Visine
Alka Seltzer
March 17th session of the Lexington center offers both
Eye
Murray City Court with City physical and psychological
Drops
Judge William Donald Overbuy treatment.
Alka Seltzer
Tylenol Tablets
presiding.
If the physician deems that
100
Names placed on the per- the patient requires immediate
manent court records were as hospitalization because of his
la 86 Velue
1 50 Value
follows:
dependence on drugs, he may
Ky.-Art
FRANKFORT,
Michael W. Cauley, driving enroll the patient in one of the enthusiast Irwin Leroy Pickett
while intoxicated and driving on available facilities such as has been named visual-arts
suspended license, fined $500.00 Eastern State Hospital, Good associate of the Kentucky Arts
costs $10.00, sentenced to thirty Smaritan Hospital or the Commission.
University of Kentucky Medical
days in jail.
Pickett's appointment was
Jerry Lynn Warford, reckless Center.
announced recently by James
However many clients enter Edgy, executive director of the
driving, fined $20.00 costs
one of the center's various
$10.00,
commission, and B. Hudson
Manning, outpatient, clinic-type Milner, commission chairman.
Leland
Joe
speeding, fined $20.00 costs programs or are referred to a
Pickett, a graduate of the
private doctor.
$10.00.
University of Kentucky with a
Therapy in outpatient clinics major in art history, succeeds
Donnie G. Tipton, improper
registration, fined $10.00 costs include individual counseling Douglas Horsley, who has
and group therapy sessions. joined the staff of the Lexington
$10.00.
Ralph R. Dibble, speeding, Groups have been formed
Comprehensive Care Center.
varied
the
reflecting
fined $10.00.
As visual-arts associate,
Samuel E. Todd, speeding, backgrounds from which the Pickett will direct
the
for
-groups
come
people
fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
organization of exhibitions,
and
Charles E. Henry, driving college students, adults
seminars, demonstrations and
Quantity Flights Reserved Prtces Good thru
Rolaids
Smiles Mints
while intoxicated and speeding, hard-drug addicts.
other commission programs
5C Value
one
runs
who
Edwards,
Miss
20C
Value
;*.. fined $350.00 costs $10.00.
involving painting, sculpture,
Patterson, suCh group and often deals with prints and related arts.
Pearline
to
brought
:- shoplifting, fined $50.00 costs those she originally
Pickett formerly was emthe center explains, "We try to
$10.00.
ployed as administrative
in
purpose
new
a
addict
the
give
Kenneth Ray Peterworth,
19"
have assistant at Lexington's Living
speeding, fined $10.00 costs life. Some of these people
Arts and Science Center. He
and Girl
Boy
really
that
anyting
had
never
$10.00.
joined the center staff after a
when
except
happy
them
made
Donnie D. Miller, speeding,
Bunny
year in Europe, where he
they were high on drugs."
?.."; fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
Northern
Romanticism,
studied
$2
69 Value
Family involvement is
Deloris H. Nickurn, speeding,
•
regarded as an integral part of taught art on his wife's native
• fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
:
the overall program especially island of Kiel, Germany, and
Debra S. Bland, shoplifting,
•
for those under 20 years of age, traveled extensively.
fined $50.00 costs $10.00.
Whilij
In the Special
Often the family plays a critical
Jacky Lee Hughes, speeding,
role in helping with the client's Services Division of the US.
fined $25.00 costs $10.00.
Army from 1963 to 1965, Pickett
treatment.
Laughman,
Lew
Gary
Every effort is made to toured as a pianist with an
disregarding red light, fined reorient the person and give army band and organized an
Assorted Plush
$10.00 costs $10.00.
him new and better goals arts and crafts program for
Jean Gray Watkins,speeding, toward which to strive. If ap- servicemen. He later attended
Easter Animals
fined $10.00.
propriate to the particular the University of California at
$1 29 Value
ButLawson
Maudena
patient's case,occupational and Los Angeles and the California
terworth,speeding,fined $10.00. vocational therapy is un- Institute of Fine Arts.
Gary Wood Stephenson, dertaken to prepare the patient
He was appointed assistant
disorderly conduct, fined $50.00 for return to a normal social director of the University of
costs $10.00.
Kentucky Art Gallery In 1968, a
environment.
J. Anderson, -When-- - therapy -- - or poet ilWoiVlii lecturing and
Michael
disorderly conduct, fined $50.00 rehabilitation is completed the catalogue editing, as well as
costs $10.00.
placed on selection and installation of
client may be
Downey, "follow-up" status where he is exhibitions. A frequent judge at
Terry Coleman
'149 Value
speeding, fined $20.00 costs free to proceed on his own
community art shows, Pickett
$10.00.
the
with
contacts
has been active in UK's Guignol
except for
Theater.
The 34-year-old Lexington
•
native has also been an art
consultant to the Lexington
Public Library and an inDesitin
Contrasting green & white
structor at the Lexington
Ointment
417
puff weave
School.
$599
75C Value
1)40i
Pickett's first duties at the
webbing.
Kentucky Art Commission
include the organization of a
2 Gallon
Kentucky artists and craftsmen
exhibitions which will tour the
$I 89 Value
,state and an exhibit of paintings
by Kentucky artists.
FRANKFORT, Ky.-"You
have to get out there with them,
because that's where it's at."
That's Mary Edwards of the
Lexington Bluegrass East
Comprehensive Care Center
describing the idea behind the
"out-reach" program designed
to reach and aid drug addicts
and abusers in Lexington.
The program, one of many
intended to extend complete
drug care and treatment to
those who need it, was
established to provide the opportunity for care to those who,
because of distrust and
alienation, are reluctant to ask
for help through other channels.
Miss Edwards, and her
counterpart, Edwin Hackney,
live in and are very much a part
of the Lexington "sub-cultures"
in which they work. Mary works
in the black community while
: Hackney helps those in the offcampus setting around U.K.
Establishing an atmosphere
•

Several Fined
In Court Of
Judge Miller

State Police.
Terry Lee, Route 2, speeding.
Fined of $10.00 suspended, costs
818.50 paid, State Police.
Keith Cannon, Paducah,
speeding. Fined $10.00, costs
$18.50, State Police.
Danny Champion, 905 South
9th, speeding. Fined $10.00,
costs $18.50, State Police.
Kenneth Gordon, Benton,
speeding. Fined $10.00, costs
$18.50, State Police.
Ethridge, Benton,
Melvin
speeding. Fined $10.00, costs
$18.50, State Police.
Larry Burkeen, Dexter,
speeding. Fined $10.00, costs
$18.50, State Police.
Jim Starks, Murray, contributing to the delinquency of a
minor. Fined $100.00, costs
$13.50. $50.00 of fine suspended.
Sixty days in County Jail at
hard labor, suspended on
condition he stay away from
and be home
juveniles
each weekday night by 9:00
p.m. and on weekends by 11:00
p.m. for a period of six months.
Anderson, 322
Howard B
Irvan, no registration plates.
Fined $10.00, costs $18.50, State
Police.
Virginia Lambert, Bruceton,
Tenn., cold checking. Fined
$10.00, costs, $ $25.50.

Pickett Named
To Position In
Arts Commission

ERI,y_f_7//

Deodorant

40's
S1.15 Value

4

GOOD REASONS
to let us fill your
prescriptions

STORE
Nut

EARN THE COMMUNITY'S
HIGHEST INTEREST

.• •

Assorted Easter
Baskets

3
large Filled
Easter Baskets

53

Gas $1 31

4 .

Dental Floss

Waxed or Unwax•d

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
Main at 7th St.

Murray, Ky.

753-7921

READ the
WANT
ADS

85C V.1,.,.

.7,
,
41/ 4/11.

Si 29 Va

lie

97'
fantastik Spray
Cleaner
SI 49 Val,"
$1

13

$1 00
Value

874
534

Epoxy Glue

88'
A

w

w

V

-Amax _

PHOTO SPECIALS

Calgon Bubble
Bath
16oz

M24 Kodak lnstamatic
Camera Outfit

495

553 50 $4

wit16.

Value

$I 19 Vetue

88'

Instamatic M50
Projector with Case
479 50
Value

k

$7195

DFN Projector $650
lamp
Kodak 40x40 &
Tripod Screen 2295
Kodak 0520
200' Reel

Value

Bath Shower Spray

111 19 Value

1 Pound Ilas
It35
Value

G.E.
Steam & Dry Iron
$11 99$993

Gillette Platinum
Plus Injector
Blades

Calgon Bath
Beads

Chocolate Easter Eggs

Chase Lounge

••

1 SK/LL
2 CARE
3 QUALITY
4 LOW COST
911 yew perunphea matifs,
"

4/3/72 While Quantities Last

42_99

tailexxrcv

Roans Pills

111.18 Value

DRUG

Lawn Chair

•

\

1:105

97'

EARN AN EXTRA QUARTER HERE!
ts
It«

The Texas Highway Department supplies motorists with
free road maps of the state

Hour
After
Hour

$1"

TO Help Businessmen

Earl Mitchell, Franklin
Tenn., no 1972 cab card in
vehicle. Fined 819.00, costs
$18.50, Department of Motor
Vehicles and Transportation.
Dwayne Gibbs, Route 1,
Fishing without license. Fined
$15.00, Costs $18.50. Failed to
appear,and $4.00 capias issued.
Department of Fish and
Wildlife.
Charles Defore, New Concord, reckless driving. Fined
810.00,costs 818.50, State Police.
Gary Burkeen, Dexter,
speeding. Fined $10.00, costs
$18.50, State Police.
Carrol Knodel, operating,
vehicle under the influence of
to
intoxicants, amended
reckless driving. Fined $100.00,
costs $13.50, State Police.
Bruce Garland, 1623 College
Farm Road, speeding. Fined
costs $18.50, State
$10.00,
Police.
Starks, Almo,
Jimmie
Permitting unlawful operation
of motor vehicle, permitting
unlicensed operator to operate
motor vehicle. Fined 810.00.
costs $18.50, State Police.

EASTER SAVINGS

4

JAKARTA (AP)- President
Suharto has announced a plan
to buy up 50 to 60 per cent of
Chinese-owned businesses in Indonesia and sell shares in them
to Indonesians.
Suharto sitid the plan was to
help Indonesian businessmen
because they lack the capital
and skill to compete against the
Chinese.
The president disclosed his
plan Monday at a meeting with
academicians at the State Palace, but he did not say when or
how the government would carry it out.

PAGE

l
rogra
o

Micrin
Mouthwash
itio, SI 59 Value

$100

K o d alc2o61-72 Film

17

97'

$1 40
Value

;I 0 •

69C Value

Photo Develo

Tub'n Tile
Sealer
98C Value

..
7
, Ladies Tack Hammer
79c

Value

634

in

avin•s

Any 12 exposure roll of
Kodak Color film processed
and printed
-

Chrome type films
excluded

$188

NO LIMIT
i./1111110

With thus coupo'n

Folding Cot
With Mattress

4
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OPEN 8:00 ILM.
12:00 P. M.
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keen, Dexter,
$10.00, costs
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el, operating,.
the influence of
to
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speeding. Fined
$18.50, State

FRYERS

Whole

(Limit: 3, with '5.00 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco & dairy products)

BACON
HAMS

Folly Cooked
Limit: 1
Per Family

HAM
fi9C

lb.

i/4 Loin

our

RK CHOPS
5it

•••1011'

:

9-11 Chops

lb.
TWIN RIVERS

CHARCOAL

5-1b. Rag

SLICED HAM

HAM

Extra Nice Fully Cooked

HAM

5

Butt Portion

BOLOGNA

C
39

4 lbs.
or More

Country Style

w %Fib

SLICED PORK

LIVER

Center Cut

25c PORK CHOPS

lb.

Extra
Fancy

LEAN

RIBS

69;

lb.
MEATY

lb.

B—B—Q PORK CHOPS 101.49
B—B—Q SPARE RIBS lb• 913C

Extra Lean

OLD FASHION CHUNK STYLE

29' lb.
59' lb.
59' lb.
45' lb.
794 lb.

Tray Pack
Breast
Legs
Thighs
Liver

lb 59c

BONELESS CENTER

GRN.BEEF

_

ptions

LITY
COST

Fully Cooked
20-lb. avg.

1b59c

ONE QUARTER

Family Pack 24' lb.

49
58;lb.

1-1b. pkg

Whole Smoked

38!

ASONS

le Voila

EGGS
We Reserve The Right To Limit
Prices Good March 29 thru April 4
Frontier

HAM ROAST

Bath
ds

U.S.D.A. Inspected

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

BONELESS FULLY COOKED CENTER

SI 11/

Greer
Grade A Large

69,

Skink Portia'
7-9 S.

ISA

•

3Doz..

Starks, Almo,
wful operation
ice, permitting
rator to operate
. Fined $10.00,
te Police.
ighway Departmotorists with
of the state.

7 Days A Week

WEDNESDAY—MARCH 29, 197Z

KENTUCKY

TIMES — MURRAY

78'ib

39c. PtiiiiriAllAGE ibl9c siiiwicHEs 4M Tins 3

Nis ST°

Blue Ridge

16 Ounce

CAN DRINKS m2u0:79; RC COLAS
ROLLS FOOD 12
3
59c
15
POT PIES
Hyde Park
Brown 'N Serve

DELTA

TOP KICK

4-Roll $
f`kgs.

1 ca5 °nzs. $

2iz49#'
ONIONS

Beef
Chicken
Turkey

Morton

Bubble
19 Value

,YELLOW

3-1b.
bag

29C

CARROTS 2

CORN

03

COFFEE
139

2-Lb. Can
17-oz. can

ahg529

TOWELS
(With
B 3A89,
Coupon

(With Coupon
Below)
COUPON
Limit 1 per Family

g Cot
attress

Bath Size

COUPON
Limit 1 per Family
King Size

COUPON
Lunt 1 per Family
Giant Size

COUPON
Limit 1 per Family
Giant Size

COUPON
Limit 1 per Family
FOLGERS

2 lb. can,

Expires 4-4-72
Good only at Storey's

0

Expires 4-4-72
Good only at Storey's

Expires 4-4-72
Good Only At Storey's

Expires 4-4-72
Good only at Storey's

CREAM
PIES
(Limit: 3)

ZEST 3/59c DOWNY $139 RIB 59C REVEAL $119 COFFEE

44

CABBAGE 10c
Morton

Scott

White or Yellow Cream Style

59 Value

8-Bot Ctn.

(Limit: 5)

Pride of Illinois
rin
wash

PL US
DEPOSIT

$139
I

Expires 4-4-72
Good only at Storey's

COUPON 8-993
Limit I per
BORDEN•S

19

COUPON
Limit 1 per Family
Giant Size

COUPON
Limit 1 per Family
SCOTT -

COUPON
Lii alyper
Fa
Liquid

220z DO'
CREMORA TOWELS
COMET
49C
3/89
19c

OZ.

22 ia

Expires 4-4-72
Good only at Storey's

Expires 4-4-72
Good only at S

's

Expires 4-4-72
Good only at Storey's

Expires 4-4-72
Good only
at Storey's

Question: -Gloria Steinem
Aquarius will settle for nothwas named Woman of the Year ing less than freedom; Gloria
by a major magazine. What's has Venus ( the heart) and
so womanly about Women's Saturn (fate ) in this rebellious
Lib? Check her stars, please." sign. Her Saturn is placed
Answer: Who is Gloria, what where Abe Lincoln had his Sun;
in her own way, Gloria might
is she?
be called an emancipator.
To begin with, she is an
If, as we suspect, Gloria beArian, born in Toledo on March lieves she has a mission in life,
25, 1934. She told "Who's Who" her horoscope would seem to
it was 1936, in true female fash- confirm it. When she chalion. )
lenges us, when she asks us to
It was probably an Arian examine our hearts and our
who, when asked why he
prejudices, she is on the path
wanted to climb a mountain, mapped out for her by the
replied, -Because it's there." stars.
Arians love a challenge.
Gloria is a mystery to many
males, who can understand
why ugly ducklings take to the
ramparts. But Gloria is beautiful, witty and talented. Why
should she fight the system,
when she already has so much
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
going for her? Perhaps we can commonwealth is now in the
understand her better, after peak rabies season of late
a look at her horoscope chart. winter an0 early spring and as
The Sun blazes away at 3 of the middle of March, acAries,a Zodiac degree denoting
cording to state Health
lofty purpose. Here is a woman
Department figures, already
nobility.
real
to
rise
can
who
of
She is sensitive to the needs of has had 87 confirmed cases
rabies for 1972.
humankind.
Kentucky is frequently
Nearby is the crimson planet
Mars, which gave her a high among those states with the
highest incidence of rabies,
moral courage.
Gloria is a trailblazer; we says John Riley, of the Health
can trace this back to her Department's Office of Complanet Uranus, which is in the municable Disease, partly
same degree occupied by Char- because the environment is
lie Chaplin's Sun. She yearns ideal for the fox, the wild
for the new and untried.
animal in which rabies occurs
Let's stop a moment to con- most often.
sider her feats. This girl took
In 1969, foxes, skunks (the
her B.A. in government magna second most frequent rabies
cum laude; won a fellowship carrier), cows, horses, dogs,
which Wok her to India; wrote cats, bats, mules, one raccoon
for leading publications and for and one mink were found with
television ( "That Was the rabies, for a total of 188 cases.
Week That Was"); authored
Of those 96 were foxes.
two books; worked actively in
In 1970, when 141 cases of
the 1968 election and managed
were confirmed, an
rabies
to turn up at all the right paranimal
(the
ties with all the right escorts. epizootic
In her work for Women's Lib equivalent of an epidemic) of
she is carrying on a family tra- rabies occurred among skunks.
dition, begun by her grand- In 1969, out of 1678 animals
mother Pauline Steinem, a examined for rabies, Kentucky
leading feminist in her time. found 211 cases, the highest
Gloria's parents founded "The number in the nation that year.
Collegian," a campus weekly.
While direct against the wild
Thus she came from a back- animal reservoirs of rabies is
ground of journalism and wom- fraught with difficulties,
en's rights.
"immunizing pets at least
Returning to her chart, we provides a buffer between
note that old villain Pluto humans and wild animals",
skulking in the horoscope angle Riley said.
describing her childhood home.
He added that if a county has
This was a bad omen for happi- an especially bad rabies
ness, and in fact, her parents problem local officials and the
called it quits when our subject state department of Health and
was only 11.
Fish and Wildlife may organize,
We speculate that her Moon
for example, a fox hunt.
the public) is at 6 Leo, a
Any domestic or wild animal
Zodiac degree of fame. Jackie
Onassis, Benito Mussolini and that acts unusually aggressive
Smedley Butler all were born or agitated or attacks without
with the Sun here. The Moon provocation should be reported
represents her personality and promptly to the county health
Leo is the royal lion; observing department and confined in
Gloria's mane of sun-bronzed insolation for 14 days for obhair, one can imagine her as servation, Riley noted.
If such an animal cannot be
a lioness.
Neptune at 10 Virgo adds a captured or confined, it should
fatalistic element to her char- be killed without damaging the
acter. She told author Marilyn head, he
added. The head
Mercer, "I guess it's a matter should be submitted to the
the
of being the right person in
Division of Laboratory Services
right place at the right time." for analysis.

wood, particularly in the wilds,
living space on a foreign comThese are the days when the bag, whatever's right. It's not
is approaching the classificapact truck.
weekend living is grand: The that easy to get overnight serCanvas and twill and poplin
tion of endangered species. So,
grass hasn't started to spurt as vice when camping's at a peak
come in the shape of a
what do you do for light at
now
the
around
is
vacation
a
and
be
yet, painting the house can
Schooner, or an umPrairie
night?
postponed yet another week, corner.
There are wall tents,
Kerosene is smoky and inefBesides,as I was reminded in brella.
and football has not yet shoulcottage tents, mountain, tube,
ficient, though cheap. White
Camping
of
issue
recent
a
tube.
the
dered onto
pack — for every taste or degas is difficult, on occasion, to
It's a lazy time when a guy Journal, you can get by on a
mand.
cook
purchase. Propane is effective,
can sort through the memora- camping trip with an iron
0ne of the happiest campers
but expensive.
bilia from the outdoor shows, pot,a 98-cent refrigerator and a
ever saw operated from a
The answer may be one of the
sharpen his hand ax, check the couple of candles for lighting. 1Volkswagen bus, stowing his
new battery-charged fluoresvalve on the gas lantern and But a cold sleeping bag will
and
gear
pop-tent, sleeping
cent gadgets with its dazzling
ruin any trip.
test his camping gear.
equipment in the front
white light.
Tents, lamps, stoves and kitchen
It's also a time when a man,
compartment. He was one of
It's rechargeable by plugging
if he's brave, might make a heaters, coolers and refrigeraa
is
now
what
follow
to
first
the
home or,
practice backpack.
tors, pack and frames — all im- pervasive trend, using an En- into a wall socket at
on the road, into the 12-volt sysTake along minimum gear portant, in their own way.
solite sleeping pad, water-reand see bow it goes. All campBut No. us the sleeping bag. sistant foam rubber. Beats tem of your auto. But run the
backby
learned
ing is best
Sleep warm, sleep well, as is wearing out your lungs to fill engine while charging; no use
ruining the trip with a dead car.
packing. It's remarkable how truthfully and frequently
vinyl air mattresses and sleeps
much extra equipment a camp- spoken.
Aluminum foil is a camping
just as comfortably.
overlooked. For exer carries — but he discards it
Nowadays, a tent camper
Ever go headlong over a guy- aid often
in a hurry if it's to be borne on can find all sorts of rigs to fulample, stretched around wire
of
Most
tent?
a
anchoring
rope
hanger, it can be a
his back.
fill his special requirements.
have, and this might be the from a coat
Others must be twitching There is a boot-type tent which us
cook pot,a spoon, a wash basin.
to mark the ropes with
moment
with early spring fever, too, for enlarges the living area of a
And it can be transported with
either white cloth strips or rethe phone has been ringing all station wagon (one modificamaximum utility, compressed
tape.
flector
week with inquiries about tion travels, like an umbrella,
handkerchief size and carinto
and,
great
Campfires are
campgrounds, about sleeping in a tube on the roof I. There is a
ried in a hip pocket.
luck, they'll be with us in
with
bags, vehicles for camping, tent which covers the bed of a
Dry ice, wrapped in foil and
the years ahead. Still, one
hiking trails.
pickup truck and another which would be poking his head in the placed in an ice chest, inWell, there's all sorts of in- enlarges (actually doubles) the
regular
sand if he didn't realize that creases the life span of
formation around. ... Here's
Micheal Loughman, a backpacker from Berkeley, Calif.,
with some radical advice about
breaking in hiking boots:
"Sore feet?" he opens. "Put
your boots in the creek for the
night (especially those brandnew $50 ones) and WEAR them
wet the next day. This will
soften and form-fit the leather.
The water will not hurt them
(they are made to get wet in
snow), but do be careful that
they don't wash away!"
That's certainly an attentiongetter. Personally, I prefer the
gradual breaking-in approach,
wearing the shoes on longer
hikes each time till they can be
worn without hurtful pinching.
I might have a heart attack if
my wife ever put her new Pivettas in a bucket of water.
These shakedown trips, like
an afternoon picnic where a gas
stove is required or an in-andout run to a creek when fishing
is mixed with coffee or chili
brewed over a can of Sterno, all
have their places in the precamping ritual.
A backpacker can test and
adjust his hollow magnesium
alloy pack frames or the newer
structural nylon ones. He can
start thinking in terms of the
IDEAL FOR FANittY OF COWL lvfore thorn inside because the
necessities he needs for walk---r:frame is outside Nylon screened windows and insect-proof
ing freely through the woods,
floor Sweep-out door sill for • .isy cleaning 59-962-6
the maps, the snacks, the
poncho.
Rain is an ideal moment to
test the new -firestarter in a
tube," jellied gasoline, which
squirts out like toothpaste and
gets a campfire started no matter how drenching the rain.
If fishing is the hiker's
sport, it may be useful to invest in one of these new Solunsgraph wristwatches (1 haven't
seen one, yet) which are reputed to do everything but reel
in the fish: The watch pinpoints
activity periods for fish, is
stopwatch (for calculating hiking pace, tells normal sun
time and even is effective underwater, to depths of 350 feet.
I was sorting through my
equipment and found a sleeping
bag with a torn and useless
zipper. Lucky. Now [have time
to fix it Cr replace the whole

in the soil before corn planting gives sure
weed control, rain or shine. Sutan destroys weeds as they sprout, with no
waiting for rain to put it in the soil.
Sutan controls tough nutgrass, fall
panicum, Johnsongrass seedlings,
foxtails, wild cane and many other
weeds that reduce yields and complicate harvest. For weed-free profitable
corn, see us now for Sutan.

Gaga BLIZZARD
On Mardi 11, 1808, the great
blizzard struck the eastern
United States.
MYSTERY WRITER
'Mystery writer ErleAStanley
Gerdner died on March 11, 1970.
POST orrIcz
The General post office was
established by Congress on
March 12, 1789.

DR. D. CHRIS EMMERT

753'9909 CHIROPRACTOR 753-9960
New Office Hours Beginning April 1, 1972
12 noon - 8 p.m.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
9 a.m.- 12 D000
9 a.m.-11p.m.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
9 a.m. - 12 noon
Emergencies Call 753-9960

Long handle. 22 flexible steel teeth.
45-114-9
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12-ft. x 9-ft. Cabin Tent
Provides room for six when usinq double decks, cots. ,v

69.97

Heavy Duty Aluminum Edging.
1W
4 x 40-ft. as-vit./

Odor, mildew & bacteria
resistant mattress. Durable
lightweight folding frame
50-LB. BAG. Composted No odor.
even'after wetting.
Will not burn. Good
soil builder. 45-141

PIANO 3-TRAY

TACKLE
BOX
it.tN.

usual S lilt eutina
ODORLESS • WEED He
1105 EURSHC

597

Too UN.504s. 43-142

catch. 61-51S-3

Men Object
SALT LAKE CITY ( AP) —
Utah highway construction
workers are complaining that
women are taking over soft
jobs as flagmen and refusing to
get on union lists that would
have them doing hard work
such as operating jackhammers. C.E. Burger, Utah State AFLC10 president, told Gov. Calvin
Rampton during the weekend
that too many women have
been displacing veteran union
men in jobs where they direct
traffic around construction
sites
State Highway engineer
BlaWe J. Kay said many of the
women who have been flocking
to become flagmen are college
girls who find it a good highpaying job they can handle
while attending school.
"They do a good job," Kay
said, "and many of the contractors like them better than
men because they learn quick
and motorists treat them with
more courtesy."

Candles are great for camp
lights, and the wax will temporarily stop a puncture in an
auto's oil pan. Say our auto is
under a tree and zapped
ice there. Use foil around one parked
rinse it off with a cola
side of a lantern and almost by sap;
then be certain to
and
drink,
light
the
of
double the intensity
on afterward bewater
splash
in the other direction. Use it as
are attracted.
a shield on a bait bucket or can- fore flies
A suggestion from the Texas
teen to keep the contents
and Wildlife Department
Parks
cooler.
considering, too:
worth
is
Petroleum jelly limbers up
muffin pans.
chapped lips and is a lubricant "Freeze water in
longer in your
last
will
ice
The
fishing
on
preventive
rust
and
chunks are
reels, guns, pocket knives and icebox because the
buy."
axes. Further, smear some on larger than the ones you
hone-frozen
burrs caught in a dog's hair and Of course, using
container
ease the removal problem. ice in a quart milk
yet.
better
be
may
Also, the jelly will temporarily
Ah, camping. And now is the
— not permanently — waterproof boots and make a fly line time to do some creative
dreaming.
float.

2 cycle
engine
•
Woter-cooled
leg and
exhaust
It's th
crinkl
•
Forward
drive arid full
pivot reverse

little-h
everyt
longer

7 hp MOTOR
Twist Grip Speed
Control .1

,inn
17 . /

Big 22-inch cut gets• mowing done faster! Notice the new deluxe
safety features for eIctra protection. Tfie mower buy of the year!

Choose from Rotaries, Riders, Self-Propelled,
Hi-Wheels, Reel and Electric Prices as low as

:H 29, 1972
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LIKE A GIANT CONDOR—Jeff Jobe, the "birdman" of Snowbird ski resort in Utah, soars down
the face of 11,000-foot Hidden Peak and across the floor of Little Cottonwood Canyon. He can reach
heights of 900 feet and has stayed aloft nearly 15 minutes.

Reg.
984

A WINTRY BIRDMAN

He likes flying high
By RON WELLS
Copley News Service

teeth.

Po

SNOWBIRD, Utah — Jeff
Jobe is a little crazy.
After all, how would you describe someone who makes his
living skiing off of cliffs with
nothing but his good looks and a
specially designed kite to keep
him going?
But that's what Jobe (pronounced Joe-Bee) does and he
does it with scientific precision
that would make Icarus proud.
"I've always had a desire to
fly," said Jobe,a tall, muscular
zo-year-old who is as accomplished on water skis awl* isTin
snow skis. "I startled flying on
water skis when I was 14 and

then about two years ago I decided to try it over mow."
Jobe. who grew up in Seattle,
Wash., designs his own wings
for flying over both water and
snow."The only real difference
in the design of the wings is the
amount of desired lift; otherwise they are structurally similar."
Jobe's wings are constructed
out of lightweight aluminum
tubing and top-grade sail canvas. The whole wing weighs
about 30 pounds and is quite
portable.
To get off the ground, Jobe
must be moving 40 miles an
hour for sufficient lift, Once
airborne. he has as much control as a Lear jet when it comes

2.V
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FEAT
All a-glaze in crinkle patent
It's the slkckest look around—gleaming soft
crinkle patent styled by Naturalizer into a
little-heeled shoe that goes beautifully with
everything in your wardrobe, especially the new
longer skirts and co-ordinating hose.

Red
White

Colors:

Bone
Blue

Brown
Black
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ADAMS
SHOE STORE
Court Square

Murray, Ky.

on skis

to picking a flight path.
And if there's any money on
the ground, my landings become extremely precise," he
/eked.
Jobe has managed to earn a
tidy sum from his flying heroics. Nearly every major ski resort in the United States and
Europe has asked him to test
his wings on their slopes.
Currently Jobe has come to
roost at the Snowbird ski resort
in Utah, which has him under
contract for specific dates during the skiing season.
"The huge bowls and ridges

ET Gets
Additional
State Funds

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — prices.
In addition he engaged in
The name of this town used to
trading along the river and was
be Cowford.
That's because they used to active in the development of
swim cattle across the narrow- citrus fruit in the area.
Old Zeph was quite a boy. He
est point of the river before
there were bridges or even a fell in love with a Nubian princess and ended up marrying
ferry.
The present name is for An- her ia_a native ceremony.
drew Jackson, the first AmeriHe brought her to the plantacan governor of Florida.
tion home on Fort George IsThe city had a tough time land.
with yellow fever back in 1888
The state of Florida has
and a hot time with a fire in made a portion of Fort George
1901 that destroyed more than Island a state park commemo130 blocks.
rating the main house as the
Things have pretty well oldest plantation house in Florcooled down now, even though ida. The "tabby" houses have
they do get lukewarm around fallen into ruin but have been
election time.
"stabilized" by architects and
Jacksonville is not primarily archaeologists. One has been
a resort community.
partially restored.
It has a stable economy
Ironically, Harriet Beecher
based on transportation, distri- Stowe, author of "Uncle Tom's
bution, insurance, finance, a Cabin," lived a short distend,
large shipyard, naval installa- up the St. Johns River in Mantions and manufacturing.
darin, only 35 miles from Fort
Its equitable climate makes George Island.
it an ideal place to live, work
If you feel like a little more
and play.
traveling, head north over the
Geographically Jacksonville Buccaneer Trail (50 cents toll)
is a gateway city to Florida. to Fernandina Beach.
It's a
Many people driving to the re- pleasant drive over the coastal
sort areas to the south and west island where pirates
used to
stop here and take a day or two hide ... from each other more
to become acquainted.
than from the law. Fort Clinch
It is located on an "S" turn of State Park is at Fernandina
the St. Johns River, a north- Beach with the ruins of
a fort,
flowing river as is the Nile.
an interesting museum and a
Point your car out Heckscher picnic area.
Drive on the north side of the
Down in the center of FerSt. Johns. That will bring you to
Fort George Island near the nandina is a place called the
Palace Saloon.
mouth of the river.
That's just what it is: swingBack in the slave trading
days, this island was owned by ing doors, brass cuspidors,
a sharp businessman named mahogany bar and all. Charm
it has, but more important, it
Zephaniah Kingsley.
He shipped blacks in from serves the best shrimp boil you
Africa and trained them for ever tasted.
Should you choose to go south
sale on the southern market.
He housed some of them on from Fort George Island, you
Fort George Island in buildings Cross the St. Johns by ferry to
constructed of Coquina, called the quaint fishing village of
"tabby" locally, the remains of Mayport. A shrimp fleet sails
out of Mayport as do the
which still stand.
Kingsley trained .his slaves charter boats, both sport fishas Laborers and in many needed ing cruisers and the big boats
carrying large groups to the
skills and 'wry brought top
deep-sea fishing banks.

at Snowbird offer some of the
finest flying conditions in this
country," said Jobe The air
currents, even on a relatively
calm day, are fast and firm
enough for exciting flying."
At Snowbird, Jobe uses one of
the sheer vertical runs off the
top of 11,000-foot Hidden Peak
Silently, with the in-flight grace
of a giant condor, he rides the
thermals between 500 and 900
feet above the floor of Little
Cottonwood Canyon, banking
left then right, soaring then
diving until he touches down on
the bridge that spans Little
Cottonwood Creek.
In addition to his Snowbird C.
commitment, Jobe has a U.S.
and European tour tentatively
planned for this skiing season.
-I'm always anxious to try
out new areas,- said Jobe, who
is in the process of ,:esigning a
two-passenger wing. 'Basically the principles will be the
same but the wing will have to
be much larger and I just
haven't gotten around_ to put- _
ting together a prototype."
But snow flying isn't the only
aspect of skiing which has Jobe
intrigued. He is also recognized
as a fine acrobatit and style
skier and has been performing
um-ski demonstrations in his
home state

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
complex maze of figures—the
estimates and projections
which have been painstakingly
computed, hurriedly printed
and impressively bound—
cannot obscure the fact that a
state budget is, after all, a very
human document.
One item in Gov. Wendell H.
Ford's budget recently passed
-The biggest problem I've
by the Kentucky General had with the uni-ski has been
Assembly proves the point.
developing a boot binding
It earmarks $441,000 to the which is strong enough to hold
ntncky
Educ-ational Loth boots in place without
Television
Authority for breaking.
-So far I haven't found the
production of a televised series
to prepare adults for the GED right mechanism. It's going to
high School equivalency exam. take some time and money," he
Coupled with a $127,000 grant admitted.
fro the Appalachian Regional . Although Jobe is not the only
Commission (ARC)Tor a first- "birdman" on the ski slopes, he
year
sign Phase and with - is by far the most successful
KET's matching share, it and best known.
means nearly $700,000 for a top•'There have been many peoflight preparatory course ple try this but most of the time
beamed to the 750,00C
Ken- their wing designs have been
tuckians 25 years and older who poor or the construction has
lack a high school diploma.
been bad and as a result
• The GED program was they've had accidents or
Initiated by ICET in the fall of limited success at best.- Jobe
1970.Since that time, hundreds said.
Jobe's tightest moment(:ame
have viewed the series over thc
last year when he attempted to
educational network.
O. Leonard Press, executive fly over a ridge of Whistler's
director
of
Kentucky Mountain and into a ski resort
Educational Talevision, hopes on the other side.
the project Neill inspire a
-The wind was so strong
mobilizing of national efforts to along
that ridge that it stopped
televise quality adult education ins cold and
began to force me
for the 49 million Americans down into very
,dense forest,'
who never finished high school. he recalled.
any people in edUcational
"Luckily there was a-i'agginf
television nationally have been road and I was able to land an
talking about this area for a that and walk out."
long time," Press said, "and
When asked if he didn't find it
our own discussions with ARC difficult to
obtain any kind of
began nearly four years ago". accident4ffe insurance, Jobe
The Corporation for Public smiled and said, "I got all my
Broadcasting has expressed policies before I started flying
interest in the series and will be and there's no way they can
represented on the task force cancel them "
to develop guidelines and
Maybe Jeff Jobe isn
curriculum for the televised crazy after all
instruction.
Press added that KET's main
TELEPHONE TALK
objective is to help people pass
The first complete senteni
the high ichool equivalency was spoken over the telephone
test.
on March 10, 1876.
"We're committed to quality
production that will motivate,
INDOCHINA
and there'll be heavy emphasis
France ceded Indochinese
on reading skills and reading territories to Thailand or.
comprehension".
March 10, 1941.

Trying to stay young—or at Tuberculosis and Respiratory
least look that way—is an ob- Disease Association about ways
session in this mod age. But to kick the habit. Write P.O. Box
looking young rosy be even 8405, Louisville, Kentucky
tougher for men and women 40208. It's a matter of life and
breath.
who smoke.
Facial
wrinkles
like
crowsfeet may be caused more
by cigarette smoking than by
exposure to sun and wind—
March 21, 1972
according to Dr. H.W. Daniell of
ADULTS..103
Redding, California. In a recent
NURSERY..6
article in the annals of Internal
NEWBORN ADMISSION •
Medicine, he describes his
Baby Boy Coleman Mrs.
study of 1104 subjects between
Debbie Coleman), Rt. 2,
the ages of 30 and 70. Each
Murray.
subject was asked to fill out a
DISMISSALS
questionnaire about his or her
Mrs. Anita Carol Estes,
smoking habits, sun exposure,
Hardin, Mrs. Voline Roberts,
weight changes, and medical
1627 College Farm Rd., Murray,
history:
W.A. Futrell, Rt, 6, Murray,
Without
seeing
the Donnie
Keith Beach, Rt, 1,
questionnaires, the doctor first
Almo, Mrs. Anna Belle King,
assigned each subject a wrinkle
406 N. 5th St., Murray, Mrs.
score from one to six. Closeup
Sandra Gail Burkeen, 410
photographs were taken. And
Sycamore St., Murray, Mrs.
three other sets of observers
Mary Lou Hutson, Rt. 4,
also scored the pictures.
Murray, Mrs. Wilma Dean
After all correlations were
Stephenson, 919 N. 18th St.,
made, prominent wrinkling and
Murray, Mrs.
Rachel Diane
heavy smoking were related for
Washburn and Baby Boy, Rt. 5,
all age groups. Dr. Daniell
Benton, Juston M. Hughes
suggests that smoking may
(expired) Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
cause wrinkling because
Lula Viola Carraway (expired),
nicotine causes the small blood
408 S. 6th St., Murray.
vessels to contract. Over a
period of time, he says, this
might cause deterioration in
skin tissue.
The most striking finding,
however, was the correlation
between heavy wrinkling and
heart disease. Among male
smokers over 50, those with the
highest wrinkle scores had a
past history of heart attacks
almost twice as great as those
of men with the same smoking
habits but less wrinkling. And of
the fifteen smoking men who
had the highest wrinkle scores,
seven
developed
major
cigarette-related illnesses,
including lung cancer and heart
attacks, during the year after
the study was completed. Deep AT EASE— Student
Charles Maxin finds respite in
facial wrinkles, says Dr.
Daniell, can be a significant The Hand of Hope, a new aluminum and plastic sculpture, on
warning sign.
the campus of Jefferson MediWrite
your
Kentucky

Hospital Report

1: or

cal College in Philadelphia, Pa.

. I'm going to offer you
twice as much ofanother
leading product.
V

No...no...I don't
want anything else.
I like Tide.

7fock`
s\to`P
kfr

Well pay you$1.25 to
Tide and find out why
Mrs.Dorothy Oliver
wouldn'tswap.
Mrs. Dorothy Oliver refused to swap her Tide
for two boxes of another leading detergent. Why?
Because of the way Tide cleans her children's
dothes. She says:"The younger ones are playing
ball. And they've gotten wet afterwards,and it's
dried-in dirt. And I just throw it in with the rest of
the dirty dothes and everything comes out dean"
We think once you try Tide, you'll be as loyal

to it as Mrs. Oliver. That's why we're willing to

pay you $1.25 to try Tide. All you do is buy one

King Size box of Tide,cut out the net weight

marker and send it to us along with the refund
certificate on this page. Well send you $1.25. It's
that simple. See the full details below.
Get Tide.. 'cause you know you can trust
Tide to get clothes clean.

TIDE MAIL—IN

REFUND CERTIFICATE
To participate in this offer
•etr
y and cut out the net weight statement from one King Size Tide(5 4 or
•Fill out and send this creittficot•, plus the net weight stcrtement, to the lb
address below
•Otter expires 4;19..71
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3 WAYS TO SHOP:
*CASH
"LAYAWAY
*BANK CREDIT
CARDS

JACKETS

Short sleeve 100%
cotton tops. Gigantic assortment of
styles.Asst. prints,
solids and stripes
in a variety of
colors. S-M-L.
Compare at
3.49

Nylon jacket— contrasting stitching,
western snaps and
two-tone styles in
a variety of colors.
S-M-L.

Permanent
press
sets of slacks and
shirts inlivandsome
styles,. $12es 2-7
Ybur_ favorite designs and colors.

2-PC.

PLAYSUIT
Compare at
3.99
Nylon 2-pc. playsuit. Three different styles: baseball, striped, an
ribbed top with
pants. Sizes— to 1
or 18 mos.

FortreCAmel prints
long sleeve dresses.
Zip or button front.
Blue, beige, turquoise,
orange,
green, lilac and
brown. 10-18, 14'/2-

Dresses

Short sleeve jacquard design with
snap crotch. Four
styles. S-14I-L.

Doll up your little
darling in one of
beautiful
these
springy dresses of
flocked dot betis4.4
Sizes 1-3.

100% double knit cross dye
denim look. Four contrasting pockets & waistband.
Navy or red. 10-18.

Short sleeve aermanent press 75
25 Polyester 'cotton
prints. S-M-L.

Your choice of 15
oz. hershey eggs,
kisses or minotures.

Over the p
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some plant
hurriedly re
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bottom of the
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Assorted purses in
your favorite styles
and colors. Rattan,
black, white, natural with wood or
shell or leather
handles.

Assorted plastic toys
filled with delicious
Easter candy.

Permanent
press
short sleeve sport
shirt. Bonded collar
and tails with back
pleats. Geometrics
\ and prints in asst.
N'k\colors. 8-18.

filled with CANDY
A bright red fire
truck filled with
candy. Many hours
of pleasure after
Easter and tee candy are gone.

Manmade uppers,
laced up front in
block Or white.
Sizes 81 2 to 3.

Choose 20 to 22-inch
plush or Perky Peter and
Molly, plush with percale
bodies.

Diagonal twill 100°; Polyester
flare pants. Waistband with inside
tab. Four pockets. Navy, wine,
brown or natural in 29-42.
Giant 28'' plush
bunnies are lovable
and cuddly..for tots
or teens.

Service
At Masa

The Masa
Methodist C
sunrise servi
Easter Sund
a.m.
A church s
church wil
resurrection
service and b
attend.

Zitanain=a
Super savings on
ever-popular panty
hose. Newest fashion colors.

PLUSH ASSORTMENT

* Store Hours:
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
'
t 1-6 Sunday

Never ha
that to hall
notice the
more things
happened br

Compare at 5.99

Find a mountain of candy in these beautiful
giant Easter baskets.
23'' and 25".

Grained manmade
uppers,longwearing.
Sizes 8'2-3 in brown.
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thinking tha
work it out,
went ahead
pointment.

Well, any
Mock Orang
In spite of U
was cold as
did the plan

GIRLS

Solid or print dress
shirts of 65 '35
Polyester - Cotton.
Long collar. In the
newest colors. 14'2
to 17.
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Compare at
79d
Gigantic assortment
of orlon nylon crew,
spancore crew and
nylon anklets. Boys
and Mens sizes.
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